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free to all and lunch baskets were in evidence.
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At 1.30 p. m. the Belfast Band gave a fine con36917
cert from the grand
370 83
st^id. A half mile race
noses.
between Dr. Darling’s donkey and Horace
37 95
43 75
Chenery’s pony, in which the latter was the
1422 03
winner, caused much amusement, as did a con478 17
test between a trotting horse, a donkey, a
437 26
pony and an auto. In the 100-yard dash the
winners were as follows: S. Trundy, 1st, $2;
.$4,234 89
he August meeting were Harold Daggett, 2nd, $1; C. H. Hart, 3d; Hawkins, 4th. In the half-mile foot race, S. Trundy
proved.
i. tax collector for 1910, rewas first, $3; Walter Clements, 2nd, $2; C. A.
v -,reiisurer $33,500 to date.
Hart, 3d. In the bicycle race Walter Clements
was instructed to pay
was 1st, $3; Grover Dunton, 2nd, $2, and Howrt.hSi
j335 for his services to ard Newcomb. 3d.
;ti
Joseph H. Farwell of Thorndike presided at
aftt-r
was instructed to pay
the rally in the afternoon, which was somewhat delayed by a slight accident to the auto
,e C;.950, balance due on conla?-''
which was bringing the speakers from Augusnr.:
cial committee to settle ta. Soon after Mr. Farwell had
explained the
tax collector for 1908,
inar
cause of the delay the car, which had been on
•rdered placed on tile,
the road since 10m., arrived on the grounds
f ••ie Penobscot Bay Electric bringing Hon. W. B. Skelton of
Lewiston, Hon.
heir contract year Septem- Ralph D. Cole and Mrs. Cole of
Ohio, and Hon.
Wi
Arthur I. .Brown, Secretary of State. Congranted.
Bri y
.'tax collector for 1909, regressman Cole addressed a meeting in the
nad paid the city treasurer
Opera House two years ago, and was then pronat year, collected in July
nounced by all who heard him one of the most
lid Aug
eloquent, if not the most eloquent speaker,
the »oe-Mortimer Company who had ever addressed a Belfast audience.
street was referred to the Mr. Skelton also has a State-wide
)rt
reputation
i.ighways with power to act in as an able and convincing speaker, and on this
crr
he ity engineer.
occasion both gentlemen well sustained their
3n
can buy.
When they avail themselves
F. Howard, through their reputation.
Mr. Farwell first introduced Hon. money
tchie, notified the city that W. B. Skelton, who spoke on State issues. He of the hospitals, they pay for their treatment.
But they afford the poorest citizen every facilion of the highway on the said:
which the means of the wealthiest can
r bridge, a pile of logs left
“We are approaching the close of our bi- ity
Lt-.
command. They are as essential to modern
a
they were thrown from ennial campaign for the election of a State
society and as much a part of modern civilizaMrs. Howard government. This
^ ..st 30, 1910.
campaign also involves the tion as
any of the great public institutions
.rid Mr. Howard’s head was ! election of four
to
the
national
representatives
that have come to be indispensable. They are
amages, the extent of i congress, but it is to the former feature that I
not self supporting and never can be until
imated at present.
shall confine myself in what I have to say.
their doors are closed to the poor unfortunate,
the
V;
petitioned
city gov- The people of the State are being asked to
not the price of treatment in his
ostructions from Hinds change the
political complexion of their gov- who^ias If our
opponents would return to
pocket.
er property on North port
ernment, to turn the administration of its pubthat stage they should say so. If they would
ias been built on the shore
lic affairs ever to tfie Democrats, to be dealt
afford to the poorest in his distress the beneits owner holds a deed of
with according to Democratic principles. They
fits oftnodern medicine and surgery and nurshat the matter be adjustit
can be expected to do this only if
they are
ing,
somebody must pay the expense of it.
i
convinced that there are substantial evils in
They might make the applicant a town charge.
■'.iii petitioned the city
for the Republican administration and if
they be- WTe would not. They might
personally endow
hi? office over Mill lane from lieve that those evils
j:vwould be cured by a
the hospitals. They do not. They might conbill
number two.
Petition Democratic
government. So it devolves upon tribute a small fraction of the
State’s income,
ran:those advocating a change to show, both that
3 per cent or 4 per cent of it, thirty-five one
st-.pany petitioned the city to the Republican majority has been
wrong in its thousandths of one
per cent of the State’s asd:;1
Foor in their building,
legislation and that the Democratic minority sessed valuation, to that
purpose. We are doair4
g and fix the gutters. Re- was right on that legislation, or that it
repudi- ing that, and it surely does not seem extrav? ion tire
irret'
department.
ates the acts of its representatives.
Because
agant.
aac
Baker and others for there could be no reason in
condemning the
I have seen no more inhumane, cold blooded
b
'ages for street laborers was record of our party on
any particular act and
proposition enunciated during this campaign
bi
a. .c and the rate fixed at $2
turning for relief to those who concurred in than the
suggestion recently contained in a
the act.”
Democratic newspaper that “every
prominent
INVENTION.
Mr.
Skelton said that the RepubContinuing
should ask himself and his neightaxpayer
-nian was discharged as tax
lican party has held absolute sway in this State
bors.
‘What benefit do I get from this
and Charles H. Sargent was so far as State affairs are
concerned for 28
Is it possihospital end of Republicanism?’
n pensation of 10 per cent,
years, and that it accepts th^iull responsibility
the desire to win political preferment
-nd, printing and postage. for what has been done. If it has contributed ble that
in this State has reached such a point that one
i
to the general welfare and up-building of the
of its great political parties should require
Ac;
State it is entitled to the credit. If it has erred
to be measured by the direct
it must take the responsibility. In the past the every charity
benefit each contributor is to derive from it?
rum question and resubmission has been the
Churches.
Is it possible that when the poor boy or girl,
paramount issue with the Democrats but it
man or woman, is stricken with the pangs of
nitarian) church. Service seems to have been abandoned in their
campaign
when his breath is shortened by pneua. m., with sermon by the
this year. Their cry now is that the Republican fever,
u:-•bool at noon.
monia, when his arm or leg is broken or apparty has been extravagant; that it has wastehas him in its grasp, the great State
iversalist church next Sun- fully and unwisely increased the appropriations. pendicitis
of Maine will refuse hin^ the best treatment
with sermon by the pastor, This issue the speaker met
He
said:
squarely.
and the speediest cure to be had until some
p■■■’»!,
Sunday school at 12 “It is a fact that the appropriations have inDemocratic p olitician is told what he is to get
creased since 1882. It is a fact that they have
out of it? If this is Democracy, I prefer the
increased since 1907. And these are the twb
eS in the chapel at East
^
“hospital end of Republicanism.
-ltn at 10.45 a. m., con- periods which the Democratic speakers and
If the State collects the revenues it must
Democratic editors have selected for comparir. Rev. G. G.
and
Winslow,
disburse them. They are not retained for the
son.
If that increase has been due to a policy
i.'iday school.
immediate benefit of the State government.
of equalizing the burdens of taxation by com"• ntists
hold services in
They should not be. They are returned in the
classes
of
not
pelling
property
previously main to the towns and cities to be used
street. Sunday morning
by
reached to share in the public burdens or to
their l^al officials and are ther. spent wisely
Vednesday evening at 7.30 bear a more
equitable portion of them and if or otherwise
are cordially welcome.
according to the capacity and inthe revenue derived from such sources has
tegrity of those officials, not of the State govservice of the Protestant
!
been so distributed as to be generally beneernment. The local authorities are entirely
the North church vestry
ficial to the people of the State, it justifies a
responsible for this.
clock p. m.
Orlando continuance of that
the
if
policy.
Surely
In the last analysis the sole issue in the camreader. All are welcome*,
money is collected by the State, it should be
paign is, whether the Republican policy of
t Brainard schoolhouse at
distributed ir. some way among the people.
developing and perfecting a system of taxation
ai 1'!'K services at
Wood school- And if the revenue is increased there must be
which reaches all classes of wealth and comed at the BrainartCVchool- a
corresponding increase in the appropriations, pels it to bear its just part in
discharging the
'-Vednesday night meetings because that is the only way in which the dis,p
public burdens shall be continued, or whether
tribution can be made.”
the State prefers to go back to the Democratic
h:
f‘Krell of Boston
The speaker then explained in detail the
occupied the
I
theory of a decreased State revenue with the
Sunday mor* ng and even- source of the State’s income, the developing of necessary result that every city and town shall
a! and
a
sermons,
a
plan, previously inaugurated by
interesting
Republi- support its schools and roads and other public
oved as an evangelist and
can Governor, the late Nelson Dingley, for disburdens solely by a direct tax on such property
jgk
:ne several times.
tributing the burdens of taxation by imposing as can be reached by local taxation. It is not
a tax on public utility corporations,
-t North
private a question as to whether the State will spend
church will be as
?
r>
ting Thursday at 7.30 p.m.; corporations, banks and other forms of enter- less, but whether certain classes of property
prise which were enjoying valuable franchises shall be relieved from their part of the burden
at 10.45 a. m.; Sun6
n
: (
E. prayer meeting at under the protection of the State government. while that burden is shifted entirely to other
80 L
In five items of this class alone the revenue of classes, the classes that bore most of it in
worship, at 7.30 p. m.
the State was increased $1,300,501, an# the as- 1882, practically all of it in real old Democratic
'ervices
next
at
MaA
Sunday
sessed valuation of the wild lands of the State I times.
1
a,m- and at
li
Trinity Reform- was increased in 1909
by $22,151,983 over that ; The question you naturally ask is, how this
with
f
sermons by Rev.
-,m-.
>1 lowed
by Sunday school, of 1898. Would the Democrats decrease the system of taxation affects your city and your
|
h
uinity Church this, Thurs- revenue of the State by cutting down any of county. Does the State of Maine, as a collec;
lA
dO o’clock.
these items. If so, let them specify.
Would tor of taxes which the local governments could
^
tt,e week at the
j;
Baptist it be the corporation franchise tax, or the rail- not reach, return to your towns and cities
<r°iiows: this, Thursday, even- road tax, or the tax that requires the owner of through legislative appropriations an
Lthe pr.
equitable
'r
Sunday at 10.45 morn- rapidly growing wrealth in wild lands to con- part of the moneys collected? The answer is
'ermon by the pastor; Suntribute more to public benefits which he is en- brief. The towns and cities of Waldo county
E- prayer meeting
^••eninr service
6 at
s,1rC'‘'n: at 7.30.
joying? Let them specify the one they would paid in 1909 combined State taxes of $31,801.55.
cut down, or let them admit that the State’s They received from the State
treasury for
Eible
K
Students’ Associamust be increased by the $1, town and city purposes $48,352.39, a net
1
gain of
dependent Bible study are appropriations
300,501.99 and the $117,000 and the $562,500 $16,550.84. Add to this $8,408 appropriated
at 11 a m- and
at
7a'V
Thursday
* n°me
V
of Mrs. Eliza Jefferds. and other sums similarly received in order to to the county for other purposes and Waldo
Ali interested in the
’>
study make their benefits available to the public.
county’s excess of receipts over total State
, res “re
cordially invited to atBut they say that the revenues have not tax paid by its towns and cities is
$24,958.84.
the i r:
been wisely spent. They say that the RepubBring the example down to the city of BelJrch at Weeks Mills is underlican party has been extravagant in appropri- fast. In 1882 you paid a State tax of $11,101.84
! X"iJSive repairs. Subscriptions ating in 1909 two and a half million dollars and received from the State $2,264.03, a balance
8,
“oney used to pur- more than in 1882, a million dollars more than against you of $8,837.81. In 1909 you paid $8,Stiil»-ell „f W‘nda°r 18 beinB Put in- in 1907. These are the specific charges, made 757.16 and received in return $13,254.14, a baland Mr. Gardner
*
the work- The church is without qualification or explanation. TVo and ance in your favor of $4,496.98. Under the old
a half million dollars of wastefulness over 1882.
system $8,837.81 against you; under the new
pto
t*'e week at the Methodist A million dollars of extravagance over 1907. $4,496.98 fof you. And thi^ not in
l'e|i *•'!
appropriaa
If
it
is
two
and
i,iwp: this, Thursday,even- These are serious charges.
tions that are an additional burden upon the
Sunday- at 10.45, mcrn- half millions of wastefulness and a million of State or the taxpayer, bilt simply a shifting!
“'^t 1 “er“°n by the paaton Sun- wastefulness, the party responsible for it a spreading out, an equalizing of the burdenc
League at 3.30 p. should be condemned. But if these increases which have to be borne
"■
any way, by such propp'
Tuesday at
c crth
consist of increased appropriations for pur- erty as^the individual towns and cities cm
League
1
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The Republicans Sweep the State.

ed

fundamental principle of the National
and State government, the speaker said, is the
power of the people in placing the controlling
party in power. It is a contract and a pledge
of a representative government to stand back
of the interests of the people as a whole. A
political platform is made to stand on, not to get
on.
No President has ever redeemed more
pledges made the people placing him in power
than has President Taft, and he will continue
to redeem them.
The difficulty of tariff revision was made
clear, the interests of the east conflicting with
those of the west, and those of the north with
those of the south. It was the endeavor of the
administration to reduce the tariff on necessities and increase on luxuries. This question
can be handled only as a national issue.
The
labor question is settling itself. There are 105
jobs for each 100 men. The job is seeking the
man, not the ^jian the job. The farmer is coming to his own in national conditions and at no
time in our history has farming been so prosas at present.
economic law of supply and demand was
the cause of the present high prices. About 70
per cent of the American people are in the
cities and the remainder are producing the
food supply. The cry has been to the cities, |
and now the call will be back to the farms, and
this will soon regulate the food question. The
West has done the bulk of the farming; now
the East
h|s opened up richer tracts and farmers are moving this way.
Maine should show
her highest degree of intelligence in sending
to Congress her representative men who have
been true to their pledges and who will sustain
j
the administration of President Taft.
Mr. Cole told many pertinent stories to illustrate his remarks. He said of the Democratic
promise to raise the cost of living if put in
power, while now they were promising' to reduce it, that it reminded him of a bulldog he
saw the other day standing at a door.
A man
said, come in, the dog is wagging his tail. Yes,
replied the speaker, but he is showing his
teeth and I don’t know which end to believe.
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Belfast Commandery of the Golden Cross
was instituted last Monday in Odd Fellowa’
Jiall. It is a social and insurance order for
Both men and women, and was organized
through the efforts of W. I. Clements of Augusta. The grand officers who perfected the
organization were: Grand Commander, A. S.
Bangs of Augusta; grand vice commander,
Emma J. Veazie of Bangor; grand treasurer,
William P. Varnum, Westbrook; acting grand
prelate, Mrs. A. S. Bangs; acting grand herald,
W. I. Clements; acting grand warden, Dr. Harold A. Woods of Mt. Vernon.
The officers
elected were: Past Noble Commander, Orrin
J. Dickey; Noble Commander, Charles E. Sherman; Vice Noble Commander, Mrs. Mary E.
Bailey; Keeper of Records, Dr. F. L. Adams;
Financial Keeper of Records, F. W. Brown;
Treasurer, C. B. Eaton; Prelate, Mrs. Hester
Brown; Hertald, H. L. Bucklin; Warden inner
! gate, Ervin Woods; Warden outer gate, Leland
i H. Piper; trustees, W. G. Hatch, C. B. Eaton,
! Fred A. Holmes.
Refreshments were served
! and remarks made by the grand officers.
The
| installation will be on September 19th and the
1
regular meetings h£d on the first and third
Mondays of each month.
THE STATE W. C. T. U. CONVENTION
The annual convention of the Maine Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union will be held in
Portland, September 28th to 30th. Ex-Gov.
Glenn of North Carolina and Miss Ellen M.
Stone of Macedonia fame will be the out-ofState speakers. The parade at Bangor last
year was a most successful feature of the convention, and it is planned to have another this
year, in which the county and motto banners,
State and L. T. L. banners and flags carried by
the children will make a pretty sight.
It is
very important that each union should send
delegates. Each local president of a union or
a Y is a delegate ex-officio. The railroads give
the usual one fare, and the Portland W. C. T.
U. provides lodging and breakfast for all delegates. Special arrangements are made ^"furnish dinners and suppers near the convention
church, at 15, 20 or 26 cents each. Will each
local president see to it that all reports are
sent promptly from her union; that the secretary’s report is sent, and that all dues are collected and sent before the State treasurer’s
books close. There is often an apparent loss
in membership because a few have not paid
dues, or a local treasurer for some reason has
not forwarded them. All these matters will
be better understood if unions are represented
at the State conventions.—E. F. M.

Miss Mildred Sanborn left
Monday to attend
the millinery openings in Boston.

Miss Hattie Hayford visited her
uncle, A. P.
Mosher, in Weeks Mills recently.

Miss Evie Hal! returned
Monday from a visit
with Miss Lurera Macomber in Islesboro.

and Mrs. F. S. Harriman of New York
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Harriifian.
Miss Annabel Hills of Grange went to, Bucksport Tuesday to continue her studies at the E.
M. C. S.
Mr.

Miss Winnifred Sanborn is the
guest of her
sister, Mrs. C.
Vinal, in Cambridge, Mass.
Miss Sabra B. Dyer will leave next
Monday to
enter the Maine Wesleyan
Seminary. Kent's

are

;

Hill.

Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins will leave
tonight
for a visit with Mrs. Leslie C. Follett in Allston, Mass.

a

Misses Maud B. and Clara R. Steward were
! we®k-end guests of Miss Blanche Bowden in

Misses Bertha Wiley and Louise Read
went
Rockland Saturday for a short visit with
friends.
to

Rockport.
Miss Viva A. Colson has returned to her
home in Winterport after a visit at the home
of Sheriff Amos F. Carleton.

Mrs. Fred Thompson and Miss
Virginia
Church of Bangor are guests of Rev.
and Mrs
M. S. Hill.

Miss Blanche M. Pitcher, who
spent the
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Pitcher, in Northport, has gone to Boston for
the millinery season.

Miss Wilda Vose left last
Friday to resume
her teaching in the
public schools in Lunen-

summer

Mrs

Titwis W

PanJUfn.
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Mrs. Sarah Sherman of
Chelsea, Mass., ie
at the home of L. F.
McDonald on Con-

visiting

Miss Lucy Leavitt has returned from a visit
with her sister, Mrs. Perley Stanley, at CranShe was accompanied by Miss
berry Isle.
Lena Wedge, who will be her guest for several

gress street.

Mrs. H. G. Tibbetts of Paxton Mass,
a
vacation with relatives and
friends in Belfast,
Mrs. C. P. and Miss Anne C.
Crosby are
guests »f Mrs. C. B. and Miss Louise
Hazeitine.
Primrose Hill.

.Jlr^and

are

days.
*

Miss Harriet Dunn of Buffalo, N. Y., who
been the guest of Miss Lillian Fellows of
Bangor came down river last week for a visit
with her Wellesley classmate, Miss Cora S*
Morison.
has

Miss Ernestine
Thompson of Bangor, who
been visiting Mrs. Charles
S. Bickford returned home

Saturday.

Mrs.

Rufus Pendleton of Eoston
was the
guest of Mrs. George W. Miller on
Waldo avenue the past week.
Mrs. H. C. Pitcher and Mr.
Charles W. Lancaster left
Monday to visit the family of Ralph
L. Pitcher in Caribou.

Pilsbury.
Mrs. Elizabeth W. Smalley of Chelsea and
Mrs. Florence W. Chase of Malden, Mass., left
for their homes last Thursday after spending
a few weeks at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Crosby.

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Proctor and
little daugh
arrived Tuesday from
Windham, Me
where they spent the summer.
ter

Dr. and Mrs. George F. Eames, who with
son Haller, spent the summer at their
bungalow on Murphy’s Point left by train last
Saturday for their home in Boston. Their car

Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey McAllister of Worcester, Mass., are visiting in
Burnham, the guests
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
0. S. McAllister
Mrs.
Arnold and little son Robert will
Willjs
leave tonight for their home
in Springfield,
Mass., after a visit with her parents, Mr.
and
Mrs. Frederick W. BrorOn.

their

boat.

Mr. and Mrs. Horace B. Pearson and their
sons, George and Robert, of Brookline, Mass.,
are guests for a few days of Charles H. Field,
Pearl street. Mrs. Pearson is the daughter of
the late George P. Field.

Stanley D. Wilson left Monday after a three
weeks' visit in Belfast and
Searsmont for Topeka, Kansas, where he has a position as in-

Mrs. E. A. Wadsworth went to Somerville,
Mass., last Thursday to bring her household
goods to Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Wadsworth
will go to housekeeping in the Wadsworth
house

on

Upper High

structor

glass, gold

and checks, made up the varied
which was much admired. In the dining
room, which was brilliant with fall flowers and
golden glow, Mrs. Howard L. Whitten poured
coffee, and Mrs. John C. Pillsbury, Miss Alice
M. Nickerson, Miss Florence M. Hill, Miss
Florence E. Dunton, Misses Evelyn P. anc
Cora S. Morison and Misses Katherine C. anc
Elizabeth A. Quimby served chicken salad
rolls, olives and ice cream and cake. The hal
and stairs were decorated with autumn leaves
in shades of red, which were most effective
Here the little nephew of the bride. Nickels
Walker Bird of Dorchester, Mass., passed wedding cake to the departing guests. The brid<
and groom left lateen the afternoon, by motor
for Bangor, and proceeded from there to St
John for a trip to Quebec, Montreal, the Thousand Islands and Niagara. The bride’s travel
ling suit was dark blue serge, heavily braided
^tith silk waist and hat to match. They are tc
be at home after October 1st at 222 Easteri
Promenade, Portland, where they have newli
furnished apartments. The bride is the young
est daughter of the late David N., and Saral
F. Bird and is a graduate of the Belfas
She taught successfully ii
High school.
the Belfast schools, and, after taking
course at the New England Conservatory o

and Mrs. Karl McDonald arfd Maurice W*
spent two days at the Lord cottage, Little River, last week. During their stay they
entertained Miss Florence E. Dunton, Miss
Wilda Vose, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins and Mrs.
William F. Schoppe.
Mr.

Dr. and Mrs. Roberts and little
to

in Boston, had charge of the music ii
Presque Isle schools last year. Always in
terested in things musical, she will be mud
Music

Company.

last

son

returned

Saturday after

a

Wilson,

to

her teaching in.

Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan Lermond and two
of Warren have moved into the
Crawford house at the corner of Court and
Miller street.
Mr. Lermond has a position
with Leonard & Barrows.

position

Margaret Deland.
I wish you all success in your Music School.
You certainly deserve to succeed. I listened
with great pleasure to the playing of the
scholars, both students of violin and piano, and
feel that their instruction had been unusually
careful and thorough,
Julia Ward Howe.
During her stay in Belfast Miss Hills has received many social attentions from her large
circle of friends. She will return to Boston for
the opening of the school year, September
15th.

Wash-

daughters

Charles K. Decrow, who is employed
by the
Folwell’s, left last Thursday to resume his
position as chauffeur in Philadelphia. He has
been at his home in Belfast while the FolwelPs
on a trip abroad.

have been

Mrs. J. P. Nutting of W'ashingtcn, D. C.
who has been visiting Mrs. A. P. Mansfield,
left Friday morning to visit in Solon and Litchfield, and will be joined by her husband at the
latter place for the trip home.
Mr. and Mrs. George Goodwin of Burnham
celebrated the sixth anniversary of their marriage at the town hall Saturday evening, August 27th.
in

dancing

ments

Sincerely,

»

Dorchester, Mass.,

Searsmont, before returning
the Gardiner Hgh school.

Miss June K. Hills, who is the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Marion E. Brown, is now at the
head of the Brookline (Mass.) School of Music,
which has a large patronage. Miss Hills graduated from the New England Conservatory of
Music several years ago and hjfc since won disShe teaches
tinction in the musical world.
piano, elementary, intermediate and advanced
grades, with special attention given to children. Associated with her are Miss Helen
Tufts, teacher of violin and ’cello; Miss Luella
Frey, voice; Carlo Carciotto, mandolin. French
and German are also taught.
The motto of
the school is:“Musicianship—not finger facility,
the goal.” Among the many testimonials she
has received are the following:
My dear Miss Hills:—I wTas very glad to hear
all the encouraging news about the school. I
hope and believe that it will win the success
which your earnestness and industry so richly

the

in

brief visit with friends and relatives in
this
vicinity. Mrs. Roberts is remembered in Belfast as Miss Mabel Webber.
Miss Edith C. Wilson arrived last Wednesday from Eliot, Maine, to spend a week with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. O.
in

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Mafden of Meriden,
Conn., have been visiting relatives in Waldo
and Swanville. Mr. Marden has a position as
supervisor in the State School for Boys; and is
not superintendent as our Swanville correspondent reported. His many friends in this
vicinity hope he may some day attain the higher

Geology

Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Chase and
children left
their home in Newtonville.
Mass., last
Tuesday and were accompanied by Mrs I- L.
Robbins, Mrs. Chase's mother, who will
spend
the winter with them.
Miss Alice E„ daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. vl
A. Simmons, has been
teaching elocution in
Ohio for two years, but will leave
September
lith to take a year’s
post graduate course in
Emerson College, Boston.

Lord

,

and

tor

Mr. Joseph H. Simonton of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
arrived in Belfast last Thursday to visit relatives, and with Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Clark,
son Donald and Miss Anne Simonton went to
Pitcher’s Pond Saturday for a sojourn at the
Randall cottage.

array,

Chemistry

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E.
Mahoney and three
children will return to their
home in West
Somerville, Mass., next Saturday after
spendthree
weeks with relatives in
ing
Lincolnville,
Belmont and Belfast.

street.

Mr. and Mrs. WilkR. Howard, who spent the
their handsome new cottage, The
Atheneum, at the Battery, left last Monday
for Farmington, N. H., where Mr. Howard is
principal of the High School.

ceremony effectively, and at its close the
guests offered their good wishes and congratulations to the bride and groom.
In the sitting room, which was most attactive with its setting of sweet peas, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins dipped punch. Here, also, the
handsome and numerous gifts were displayed
Silver, embroidered linens, handpainted china

in

burn College.

summerj»t

ring

spending

has

Mrs. William F. Schoppe will leave by the
Boston boat this afternoon for her home in
Bozeman, Montana, after spending the summer with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.

shipped by

\foco

Judson Jewett is at home from
Lynn, Mass
to spend a few
days with his mother, Mrs. Elva
C. Jewett.

guest of Mrs. B. P. Hazeltine, Court street, is
at Miss Hattie White’s, Cedar
street, for the
month of September.

was

Miss Amy L. Wilson returned
Monday from
visit of several days with relatives in Sears-

mont.

|

gown of white messaline over taffeta with
overdress of exquisite hand-embroidered
muslin which was brought from India by the
bride’s grandmother, and has been an heirloom.
The yoke and undersleeves were of
tucked chiffon with a touch of point lace at
the collar. She wore a tulle veil fastened with
white sweet peas, and carried a shower bouquet of white rosebuds and sweet peas, f The
groom was attended by Mr. J^alph Butler Bird
of Rockland, a friend of the groom and the
bride's cousin. Rev. A. A. Smith, pastor of
the Universalist church, performed the single

land

Arthur Raleigh of Lynn, Mass.,
spent Labor
Day with relatives in this city.

Miss Clara R. Steward of Northport
spent
the week in town with friends.

cess

missed in social circles. She was a member o
the J. K.s, Bridgets, D. A. R.f Eastern Sta
and the Rho Delta Sigma society of Presqu
Isle. The groom is a graduate of the New
buryport High school and of the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, and has a fin
position as electrical engineer with The Port

ington, Me., last week.

Miss Julia Leary of East Belfast left last
a visit in Lubec.

an

cut

Leslie S. Raleigh spent several days in Wash-

a

Friday for

Wedding

The

PERSONAL.

Mr. Benjamin F. Stover is out again after
very serious ill turn.

1

d

k

reach or by that and such other classes as they
do not reach but the State can and does.
At the close of Mr. Skelton’s able and con-

Lieut. Governor John Jf. Mead of Rutland,
vincing address, which was heartily applaudby his hearers, Mr. Farwell presented Con- retired physician and a prominent business
of Ohio, who in his in- man, waa elected governor by the Republican!
gressman Ralph D. Cole
in the Vermont State election
Tuesday by c
troductory remarks spoke eloquently of the plurality of about 17,000 over Lawyer Charles
National
the
of
D.
Watson of St. Albans, his Democratic
holiday
dignity of labor and
oppothat had brought together the large crowd it nent. The Republicans elected the balance of
the State ticket, both
The
and
a
congressmen,
meet.
strength
was a pleasure to hirft to
Legislature that will probably re-elect United
of the nation was in its laborers. It was the States Senator Carroll S.
for
a
second
Page
divine command in the beginning, and had term. It rained heavily all day, causing a decided falling off in the total vote.
been accepted in that spirit ever since, that
whether we work with hand or head, brawn or
worthy brain, labor was for the highest destiny.
Bells.
of'your suffrage? If he doesn’t know it, Labor clears the dross from human nature.
couldn’t find it out, is he competent to
wear
the
bronze
who
Our fathers and those
repreTodd-Bird. One of the most interesting
sent you? If he knows it and
approves it but buttons, under the God of battles fought the events of the season occurred yesterday aftertries to prejudice you by telling
made
ours a
only half the ! fight and won the victories that
noon at 3.30 o’clock at the home of the bride
truth, is he worthy of your confidence? There ! free nation and it is the duty of every Ameri- 24
Congress street, when Miss Mary Heler
are three horns to such a dilemma
as that, and
can citizen to look well to present day condiBird was married to Mr. William Newmar
if they can find comfort in
and
allow
the
future
the
of
of
them they i tions with hopes
any
Todd of Portland in the presence of friendi
are welcome to it.
remain in nands that
and relatives. The whole house was beautiful
power of government to
ay uu wiey not ten you that the State is
the
capable management with its lavish and artistic decorations. The
have proved equal to
now returning to tH«e towns and
cities for roads of its affairs. The beauties of this seaport long parlor, where the
ceremony was performand bridges, $339,399.35 more than in
1882, and town reminded him of the hopes of~the Repub- ed, was charming with its decorations of greer
our merchant
$133,000 more in railroad and telegraph
and white, arranged by the girl friends of the
taxes, lican party to ultimately place
and $79,524 in State aid for soldiers and
soldiers’ marine back to its original position, and legis- bride under the direction of her sister, Miss
widows, and $55,000 for State paupers? If they lation is pending to this end.
Bertha I. Bird, who had the whole decorative
would reduce any of these items, which would
He spoke of Mr. Skelton’s address as a mas- scheme in charge. In the
big bay window was
it be? The State has been going farther
condition
of
our
financial
the
of
toward terful analysis
a screen and arch of
feathery asparagus, rerelieving the towns and cities in caring for the State today and said it was from our State lieved by white
flowers, which were also used
insane, and this item accounts for an increase method of taxation brought about by the Reeffectively about the room, combined with
of $498,300, or more than one-sixth of the
total publican party many years ago, that of taxing green. Hydrangeas, asters, etc., were used
charge of extravagance. Do they not kno-.v railroads, etc and fought by them even to the
-——».v.
this? Or do they prefer that the towns and United States courts, that gives Maine her
At 3.30 o’clock Mrs. Herbert L. Drink water
Ohio
cities should charge themselves
Ten
matter.
ago
in
this
years
with
prestige
directly
began Mendelssohn’s wedding march, and the
the entire burden instead of requiring the coradopted Maine’s plan of taxation and expan- bridal procession entered the east door of the
porations, the railroads and wild lands to con- sion and one State after another has followed parlor, headed by the two little nieces of
tribute to it? Or do they simply hope to de- until now 27 are carrying out our method of the
bride, Misses Frances H. and Catherine
ceive the public by a general charge of ex- taxation. In his mind this was an eloquent L. Bird.
Frances, who was gowned in white
travagance.
plea for the continuation of Republican rule in with pink ribbons, carried the ring in the heart
But they say that the
appropriations for Maine. The State’s debt is less than that of of a rose. Catherine, who wore white with
charitable and benevolent institutions have some of her cities. “Stand by the men who blue
ribbons, carried a basket of flowers. The
been increased.
And so they have.
And have stood by you in this admirable system,’ bridesmaids were Miss Ethel Lucia Robinson
none have been more abtive in
securing such was his injunction.
of Peru, Maine, who wore white silk batiste
appropriations than the democratic members
Referring to the address of Gov. Folk of with wide insertion over blue; Miss Clara Rusof the legislature.
But I do not undertake to Missouri in the Opera House last Friday he sell Steward
of Northport, who wore batiste
rest their justfication on that ground alone.
said that the talk on graft could have no bear- with lace and insertion over
pink; Miss Lillian
These have consisted in the main of appro- ing on conditions in Maine with her 50 years MacDonald
Murray of Portland, who wore pink
priations for hospitals scattered throughout the record; but Folk was from Missouri, where con- crepe de chene, and Miss Eva
May Tyler of
State.
They have been made without regard ditions were vastly different. In Missouri, with Rockland, who wore blue silk with bands of
to creed or politics.
The recipients are not her 50 years of Democratic control, such embroidered
messaline. They all carried round
money making institutions. They are organiz- charges of graft can be sustained, but not in arm
bouquets of white sweet peas. Mrs. Wiled and largely supported by public spirited
Maine. After a few days in Maine the speak- liam
Freeman Schoppe of Bozeman, Montana,
citizens of their respective localities for the er said he wrote President Taft in regard to
was matron of honor, and wore her oWn wedpublic benefit. The rich do not need them- our political situation, saying that Governor
ding gown of white crepe de chene over taffeta
They can command the facilities of private ; Fernald would be elected, and the State would with
trimmings of old point. She carried a
institutions within or without the State, or if roll up a large Republican majority, and he
of pink sweet peas.
need be they can turn their homes into private would hold to that position as a political bouquet
The bride looked lovely in a handsome prinwith
convenience
that
hospitals equipped
every
prophet.

September 5th, Labor Day, was a public holiday and all public offices, factories and places
of business were closed for the day. Arrangements had been made beforehand, and well advertised, for a day of sports, speaking and
music on the grounds of the Waldo County
Agricultural Society, and at an early hour peo,His .Obituary.
ple began to gather there. Teams came in
,,f Belfast. .Personal. .A from the
country from every direction and the
It Will Prove a Boomstalls and sheds were soon filled. Autos, buck/"!' Arthur W. Knight.
Big Steamboat boards and carriages brought people from the
oeur.ions.
i. S. Hydrographer.. city to join the crowd and the meeting on the
Way I poem).. Mift Con- grounds of friends and
\l letter
acquaintances was a
?ve Bn-t.h
social feature of the day. The mornpleasing
Waldo
>>f
County.,
..pie
espondence... .Campaign ing program included various sports. A ball
\v ,,,10 County Farming.
game between the Brooks and Morrill teams
Born. Married... Died, was won by the latter by a score of 5 to 4.
It
a
a .• \ ,-jce (. urrent.. .Searsport.
was a ten innings game.
The ball game in the
afternoon between Belfast and Searsport picked nines wras interrupted by rain after only
.vprnmp.nt.
four innings had been played, the score standing Searsport 10, Belfast 6.
ting of the city council
neroy Maine Going Some..
;■ smte Taxation..Farm
Viewed in the City..
as Food.
,rv Products
Annual Meeting of The South
club of ’69. .The Palermo

,A

\

----

poses generally beneficial, for
purposes no
one individual item of
which, or no substan
tial part of which, their critics
can or wil
specify as bad, they do not condemn the
parts
responsible for them.
If a Democratic candidate for office
characterises the increase of 1909 over 1882
as twc
and one-half million dollars of
Republican extravagance and neglects to qualify his statement by the admission that one and
one-hall
million dollars of that increase consists of
additional moneys returned to the cities
and
towns for educational
purposes, what are you
going to say to that candidate? If he regards
that as waste, as extravagance, is he

Rousing Repub-

1910.

were

The
and

evening
playing

was

pleasantly spent

games, and

refresh-

served.

Mrs. Amos Clement and Miss Louise Clemoccupying the Pitcher cottage at
the Battery for several days and John C. andfl.
Donald Clement were over from £eal Harbor
Donald will return next
for a short visit.
week to his studies at the Bowdoin Medical
ent have been

1

The out of town guests were the groom’ 3
mother, Mrs. Phoebe Todd of Newburyporl
school.
Mass.; Mrs. Eben Bradbury of Newburyporl
the bride’s two great aunts, Mrs. Annie Bir j
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Reed Tarbox of Fryeand Mrs. Lorinda Borstel of Rockland; he
burg were in attendance at the Reeii Memorial
exercises.
Mr. Tarbox is a cousin of Col.
aunt, Miss Mary Tyler of Rockland; th
Augustus Paine and they were his guests.—
groom’s aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Thoma
Portland Express.
Hawken of Rockland; Mrs. Tyler H. Bird o
Mr. and Mrs. Tarbox were also in Portland
Dorchester, Mass.; Mrs. Edwin Brown, Mi
to attend the laying of the corner stone of the
J.
Mr.
A.
Condon
of
arClarence E. Pendleton of Rockland; Miss Eliz j
Greeley, Colorado,
new Masonic Temple.
Mr. Tarbox is a memrived in Belfast last Thursday morning for a
abeth Weeks of Castine. No cards.
ber of Portland Commandery and a most enbrief visit at his old home here and with relathusiastic Mason.
tives in this vicinity. Mr. Condon is the head
Knight-Elliott. A quiet home weddin:
Miss Caro L. Murray has bought the insurance
of the Condon Merchantil/e Co. of Greeley and
was solemnized at 3 o’clock Saturday after
noon at the residence of Ex-Councilman Jame
vice president of a bank recently established business carried on for the past two years by
A. and Mrs. Elliott, 64 Orchard street, whei
there with a capital of $200,OOo and surplus of L. O. and E. H. Haskell and will conduct it in
their daughter, Elsie May Elliott, was unite*
in the Manson block,
$40,000. He came to New York on business newly acquired quarters
in marriage with Burt Leroy Knight of Soutl
for both concerns and could not resist the Pittsfield. Miss Murray has been a resident of
Manchester. Rev. D. L. Yale of Enfield, for
merly pastor of the Talcottville Congregation ! temptation to re-visit the scenes of his boy- Pittsfield for a number of years; is a graduate
al church, performed the ceremony in the par
hood and young manhood. After several years of M. C. I., and for many years was employed
lor of the Elliott residence, which was pretti
as stenographer in the law office of Hon. J. W.
ly decorated for the occasion with roses an< I experience in the dry goods business in BelManson, resigning to act as assistant to her
fast Mr. Condon went west about 25 years ago,
hydrangeas.
The bride, who looked charming in a beauti
father, the late Oramel Murray, who served
I locating first we believe, in Kansas City and
ful white costume and long white veil, carrie*
as post master at the local office for a number
on the road for W. F. Bean in the hat
a shower bouquet of roses and lilies of the val ; going
of years. Miss Murray has many friends who
ley. She was attended by Miss Mildred S business. Later he made his headquarters in
Randall as bridesmaid, who wore a handsomi
Denver, traveling from there for a large will wish her success in her new enterprise.
pink costume and carried pink roses. Th< wholesale house and meeting with great sucMidshipman Charles B. Hazeltine, U. S. N.
groom’s gift to the bride whs an importe* j
pearl necklace and the bride gave the brides cess. He had in mind, however, settling dowTn arrived from Annapolis, Md., last week to spend
maid a gold brooch.
The groom remembere* I with a business of his own, and Greeley was the month of September with his parents, Mr.
the best man, J. Harris Minikin of Manchester the
place of his choice. He bought a business and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine, Northport avenue.
with a scarfpin. Following the wedding cere
there and has built it up to one of the leading Mr. Hazeltine has just returned from the pracmony, Mr. and Mrs. Knight left for a weddinj
trip to Springfield, Boston and various point ; concerns of that growing western city, a city tice cruise of the midshipmen to the Mediterin Maine. They will be gone two weeks.
Oi 1 founded on lines laid down
bj^Horace Greeley, ranean, of which the Boston Transcript says:
their return, they will live in South Manches
and which now has a population of 9,000. Mr.
4n view of the unusual character of the
ter, where Mr. Knight holds a responsible po
Condon visited Belfast with his wife eleven practice cruise of the midshipmen in the
sition in the office of Cheney Bros., silk manu
Sea this year and of the favorMediterranean
facturers.—Rockville, Conn., Leader, Augus ; years ago and was present at the Old Home able
comment from abroad upon the good con23d.
week reception, when he met many of his
duct and neat appearance of the midshipmen.
Mr. and Mrs. Knight have been the guest 1 friends. He has two
children, the oldest four- Captain Bowyer, superintendent of the Naval
of his parents in this city and have returned t*
Academy, has publicly congratulated the squadteen years of age, is happily situated and prosConnecticut, accompanied by Mr. E. O. Knigh ; perous. Wilson Ellis is employed as book- ron commander, the commanding officers, the
midshipmen and the enlisted personnel on the
of Worcester, Mass., who has been visiting hi: 1
keeper in a concern next door to Mr. Condon's successful termination of the cruise. He also
brother, Mr. Adelbeft Knight. Mr. and Mrs
“appreciation of the
place of business and is making good. Arthur expressed his personal
B. L. Knight received a great many pretty an* *
cooperation of each and every one
Condon, who left Belfast about a year ago to hearty
toward.the success of the cruise^ which has reuseful presents.
tnter Mr. Condon's employ, is also doing well.
sulted ste satisfactorily.”*
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For Senator,
of
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For

Searsport

Sheriff,

H.C. Bl'ZZEl.L
For County

Wiuterport

of

AMOS F.CABLETOJi
For County

Attorney,
of

Searsport,

1 reasurer,

JOHN S. DAVI DSON
For Clerk of

of Belfast

Courts,

of Thorndike
J. H. SAYWARD
For Register of Deeds,
of Wiuterport
ELLKRY BOW DEN

County Commissioner,

For
ARTHUR

V.

MARTIN

of

Liberty.
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under attachment
sold to parties in Waterville an< 1
shipped there, regardless of the attach
ment. Sheriff Norton went to Water
ville and collected the amount of the coa 1
bill and costs from the parties wh >
bought the press and the matter wa j
allowed to drop there. The stockholder
and credit rs of the Cream Publishinj
Co. received nothing.
In 1902 Hanson went into bankrupts r
in this city, with liabilities of betweei 1
$16,000 and $17,000, and with assets tha t
realized only sufficient to pay the clair
of the tax collector and the fees of th ,
trustee and referee: The assets includ
ed “One gold filled watch, one share ii 1
the Maine Coast Club, (Petit Manan
and one share in Eastern Importing an
Breeding Co.” The watch sold at auc
tion, May 14, 1902, for $1, the Main *
Coast Club share for $5, and the Belgiai l
hare share for $1. His discharge fror
bankruptcy at that time relieved Han
son from the payment of a note fo r
$1,000 for money obtained from th ;
Searsport National Bank, and his en
dorsers are now called upon to pay it.
In 1905, after a thorough investigate
a fraud order was issued by the Post Of
fiae Department against the Nutriola Co
of Chicago of which E. F. Hanson wa
In a review of the case th'
manager.
Assistant Attorney General for the Pos
Office Department said: “Much of th'
literature used by Hanson in promotinj
was

and for

of Monroe.

he

of Islesborn
of Thorndike

was

indicted,

country was $15.20.
October 1,1909, corn in Maine was sellI ing at 85 cents a bushel at the farm,
against 62 cents in Illinois, 59 cents in
\ Iowa, 55 in Nebraska, 58 in Kansas and
the

THE

are

said to the writer that it was

worst cases of the kind

they
Department.

Johnson, Judge of the

one

State tax
for 1880.
$12,318
Belmont.

Burnham.
Frankfort.

....

1021
934
™

Freedom.

Islesboro.

3ackson.1,093

of thi

Lincoln ville.

had eve:

had before the
And this is the man who accuses somi
of
Register
of the best known and most respectec
Probate.
officials and citizens of this city anc
Tileston Wadlin, Clerk of Courts.
of grafting and dishonest practi
county
Edward
Wm. A. Bragg, Lincolnville;
ces! Not content with his unwarrantec
Evans, Waldo; George E. Bryant,
attacks upon individuals he has done,
Freedom, County Commissioners.
and is doing, his utmost to injure the
Waldo
of
Amos F. Carleton, Sheriff
community as a whole. He has repeatcounty.
declared through his newspapei
edly
John
F.
R.„Dunton
Dunton,
Robert
that there is no market in Belfasi
and Ralph I. Morse, members of the organ
for what producers have to sell and that
law firm of Dunton & Morse.
He
William B. SwAif, Edward Sibley they can buy cheaper elsewhere.
and Charles S. Bickford of the Swan has published with approval the statement of a correspondent that people
& Sibley Co.
to trade are sure tc
Fred G. White and Ben Hazeltine who come to Belfast
be cheated.
He has threatened to bring
of the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
of
Mathews outsiders here to do business in competiOrlando E. Frost
tion with local concerns, and in one inBrothers.
stance has done so.
It is not merely a
comthis
in
individuals
there
Are
any
crusade against individuals, but against
munity who stand higher, personally or
the business interests of Belfast, the
professionally, or who possess in greater
evil effects of which have already beer
degree all the qualifications for good citand those who contribute, directly
izenship, than the gentlemen who, week felt;
or indirectly, to the maintenance of this
after
month
have
and
week
month,
after
of defamation and destruction
been assailed by the mayor with false- vehicle
are not only aiding in the war against
hood arid abuse?
their fellow citizens but must suffet
Messrs. Swan, Johnson, R. F. and J.
in the general disaster it is
R. Dunton, two Republicans and two themselves
to bring about.
seeking
the
most
served
have
city
Democrats,
acceptably as mayor. Hon. R. F. DunTHE 20th MAINE.
ton has represented Belfast in the legis- j
to
was
elected
that
Mr.
Morse
lature and
\nnual Reunion of General Chamberlain’s
Regiment.
position in 1908, the former as a DemoThe annual reunion of the 20th Maine
crat, the latter as a Republican. Tileston
re-elected
term
after
Wadlin has been
■egiment was held August 30th at New
Meadows river and was largely attended.
term as Clerk of Courts, in which posi\ fine shore dinner was served at noon,
and
confidence
rethe
had
has
he
tion
\ and at the business meeting the followspect of bench and bar, and he retires ng officers were elected for the ensuing
voluntarily at the clese of his present /ear: President, Gen. Ellis Spear, Washington, D. C.; vice president, C. G. Buck,
term. Judge Johnson has held the office
South Paris; secretary and treasurer,
of Judge of Probate for many years and Samuel L. Miller, Waldoboro. The ashas never had a decision reversed by a sociation voted to collect material for the
higher court. Charles P. Hazeltine was publication of a history of the regiment,
and a committee consisting of General
first appointed as Register of Probate by
loshua L. Chamberlain of Portland, Gen.
to
fill
a
vacommissioners
the county
Sliis Spear of Washington, D. C., and
Samuel L. Miller of Waldoboro was apcancy caused by death, and was chosen
Probate Court.
Charles P. Hazeltine,

of

“onf°?„-.
“ont';!Ile.1.

S
1813
610

Bal. paid
to State.

$8,642

344

803

soe
280
265

653
621

353

237
238

558
764

327

465

543

1,085
1,269

183

427
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£alerm°.

31.3

831

249
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731
581
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1,517
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395
579

1,352

Prospect...

1ST.::.2,007
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1

Amounts the towns in
Waldo county received
1880.
$3,695

from the State in

•.

9

nnitv.:::::::::::.1931

wfmerpon::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..,:.:j#o
’$46,109
State tax
for 1910.

Br.mlcs

Burnham.
Frankfort.
Freedom
Islesboro.

",.

jaekson

924

«»
$32,785
Bal. the
towns will
have after

paying

State tax

$3,740

1,37d

2,216

841

1 118

1,966
2,892

1.524

324
4-510
736

L™
3'176
1,626

-
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farmers

are

now

planning

digestion

zest to

to the eye and

That

in

keeps

perfect condithe appetite, sparkle

steady nerves. For 60 years True’s
Elixir hat been taken by “run down”
people and
has been found to restore lost
appetite, relieve constipation, biliousness, headache and nervousness. Good f0l
everybody, young and old. Sure to expel worms—the
best family remedy in the world. Get a bottle and use
it
TJjf.W'K.eh

T>"’,

11

‘“‘bc^.'S

"Keeps

you

eotnposei

arc

absolutely pure
«■»

=■

“ELixirII

1

to

■“*

and your children well."

TRUE’S

over-accumu-

install
this valuable telephone service, for nearly all
realize the benefits to which this editorial
writer refers.
The fact that farmers can do
nearly all of the wrork of construction and installation themselves makes the improvement
an easy one for them to undertake.
The spread of the rural telephone idea in the
past couple of years is indicated by the sales
figures of the Western Electric Company, the
largest manufacturer of telephones in the
world, which reports that in the past twenty
months it has sold over a quarter million rural

1,281
3,672

$17,922

$14,182

Belfast

perishable products through

Many

1.405

Amount the towns in
Waldo Co. will receive
from the State in 1910.

tion—gives

a

True's Elixir.

stomach and

lation in local markets, and in a thousand-andone ways the rural telephone contributes to
the safety, prosperity ann happiness of the
American farmer. This is particularly true of
the vast agricultural regions of the West and J
Southwest.
Speaking of the latter section specifically
the Texas Commercial-Secretaries Association
says in a recent bulletin: “Statistics show that
the growth of the telephones among the farmers during che past five years has been tremendous. Statements by the farmers themselves are to the effect that they prize their
telephone as much as they do their rural delivThere are many corporations, private
ery.
ownerships and individuals today engaged in
the business of supplying the telephone needs
of the Southwest. They, one and all, should
receive such encouragement as their energy,
courage and capital invested warrant.
“While providing for the telephonic needs of
the Southwest has progressed greatly during
the past few years, nevertheless the necessities of our people have as yet by no means
been cared for. A tremendous amount of
money as well as courage and energy is yet
needed in the telephone field. The problem
will not have been solved as long as there is a
single farmer in the Southwest whose home
has not this modern utility in it.”
The Southwest is no exception.
There are
hundreds of thousands of fertile acres in the
Middle and New England States today only
waiting the tickle of the intelligent farmer’s
plow, hoe and rake to make them as profitable.
Get out into the soil, produce something, sell
it, pocket your profits, and don’t forget to put
in a telephone.

OF STATE TAXATION.

The casi 1

■

tices:

WOODY, DRUGGIST

Foe Bact.CHC Kidney'

from official sources.

you need is

use of the country telephone Amerifarmers can, and do constantly, prevent
of
gluts
produce at the nearby markets; by
this means they keep in touch with produce
market quotations the country over, the system saves them millions of dollars a year in
the aggregate in preventing ^he destruction

or

1910

is

How are you

busy day if your brain
hampered by a weak body? What

By the

load heavexpenditures made the individual taxpayer’s
In 1880
and form your own opinion.
tables,
the
following
Compare
lighter?
rebates of that year the
the State tax rate was five mills. After deducting the
In 1910 with the same
more than $32,000.
county of Waldo paid over to the State
tax will receive more than $31,000.
State tax rate the county after paying its State
and figures for
Look up the 1880 and 1909 town reports. The special appropriations

imprison

going to stand

can

Has the increased State

ier

tried before a jury and Hanson wai I
defended by the ablest lawyers mone;
A PUBLIC ENEMY.
He appealed and wa: 1
could secure.
a new trial, and there thi
These are some of the men that the finally granted
case stands today.
An official of thi
mayor, through his personal newspaper
and Department of Justice in Washington
organ, is charging with grafting
with the record of this case before him
with dishonesty and dishonorable pracE.

BURDEN

That will never do.

1

rest.
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The interest with which the farm telephone
novement is viewed in the cities is s certain
ndication of the importance of the idea of the
ipresd of communication among rural resi.
lento. The following editorial on this subject
•ecently appeared in the New York Comme r*■!:
In all the present day agitation of the question of the necessity for getting a portion of
inr swarming and congested urban populations
'back to the farms,” the argument against the
novement almost invariably advanced is its
illeged impracticability; briefly, that the averige man or woman will always be found preferring a roof and a dry crust in the city to a
•omfortable home, good clothes and an abunlance to eat and drink in the country.
There is a good deal in the contention, it
must be admitted. But it loses sight very
largely of the fact that country life in years
comparatively recent has undergone a most
wonderful improvement, has experienced an
slmost complete metamorphosis.
Today nothing of importance in the doings
of the world escapes the knowledge of the
average American farmer, provided he cares
to learn about it. The telegraph starts the
news going, the country telephone does the

dye.

Kn^porifligestioii

*
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not a
Send Jc for book. ‘‘The Csre of tbe Hair and
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I being 67.1 cents.
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ment for a term of one year.’’
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this scheme was obscene and indecen
wrongfully mailing such, matte
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FARM TELEPHONES AS VIEWED IN

1

shows that Maine is raising more crops
per acre than Iowa, Illinois, Nebraska
and Kansas. In Maine the potato yield
is 225 bushels an acre, while in Idaho it
is 200 bushelB and the average for the
fOU LOOKING
country is 106.8.
Woman realize
Maine stands third in the number of
bushels raised per acre and third in the ; that luxuriant hair of
value of its product, although ninth in rich, youthful color al.
the total acreage. Potatoes were worth way* add* to their
here on a farmers land in December, charm*. The Hair may
1909, $105.75 an acre, while in Pennsyl- be golden, brown or
bl ack.but when the Hair
vania they were $50.70. in Michigan
$36.75, Idaho $96 and the average for the become* gray, there i*
an
!
appearance of age;
country $96.
The corn crop of Maine last year was an unnatural disfigur*
ment
the
harvest
beand ahandicapin
worth $517,000,
average
ing 35 bushels to the acre. In Illinois it ■ocial and business life.
was 35.9 in Iowa 31.5, in Nebraska 24.8,
■aye Hair Health
in Kansas 19.9 in Texas 15.
will remove all trace* of
In Maine this crop on the ground of gray hair and restore it
]
the farmer was worth $30.41 |>er acre, to its natural color.
against $18.67 in Illinois, $15.44 in Iowa,
rvilt not soil skin or linen,
I
$12.40 in Nebraska, $10.75 in Kansas and will not injure your h^ir.
$11.40 in Texas, while the average for
Is

was

The Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY,

SOME.

type, machinery, etc.—was said to b1 ;
the property of a member of the man
In Crops Per Acre It Leads Iowa, Illinois,
ager’s family, and was later sold ou t
Kansas and Nebraska.
whid
The
meal
Hanson.
press,
piece
by
The United States agricultural report
for a coal bill

THE
g*'

—

IWMEV^THEFATHERpnHEMAig QAR
^
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36 H. P. six
48 H. P. six
66 H. P. six

cylinder, $4,000 )
cylinder, $5,000 ,■ Top and glass front
cylinder, $6,000 )

includl

Equipment 1911 Selden Car—Top complete, curtains and
cover, glass front, two gas headlights, generator, two;
lights and rear lights electric lighted, horn, robe, and ii
rail, muffler cut-out, tire irons, complete set of tools. Bo
Magneto, $2,250.

F. A. NICKERSON & CO.,
;

642 CONGRESS STREET,

PORTLAND, MAI)

telephones.
The telephone connection on the farm is of
the utmost importance, as nearly everyone
nowadays realizes.

848
1.368
946

DAIRY PRODUCTS AS FOOD.
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The products of the dairy are perhaps the
most useful articles included in the human
diet. A meal made up of dishes into which
2-347
no product of the dairy cow enters would not
Montville. b4®3
f4?
530
647
1,177
Morrill .
be such as to inspire “the turnpike road to
1,030
I.685
Northnort
“4 people’s hearts I find lies through their mouths,
or I mistake mankind.”
Take away the butter
3™
w®
391 for the bread, the cream for the coffee and the
4,090
3.699
Searsport.
161, porridge, the shortening in the crust and the
2,475
Stockton. 2,314
696 ; biscuits, the milk in the
680
1,376
gravy and in the pudSwanville.
the cream for the dessert and the various
687 dings,
1.986
"..
1,299
Trov
686 kinds of cheese which please and satisfy, then
2,344
I,®5®
Unity.
808 take away the cup of milk for the little one
692
1.400
Wald0.
1,650 and the meal that would be left W'ould be
4,315
$20,308 neither tempting nor nutritious.
$50,941
The health of our people depends so much
Special appropriations not included in above table.
upon an adequate supply of pure dairy products that even a scarcity is always attended by
RECEIVED BY THE COUNTY OF WALDO FROM THE STATE IN 1909.
State Tax, $30,164 19 suffering and death.
School Fund.$28,660 99
Butter is sometimes referred to as a luxury.
*>,994
State Pensions.
5 <6 00
This is a mistake. Butter is not a luxury but
Military Pensions.
33
6,011
R. R. & Tel. Tax refunded.
one of the necessities of life, and its composi379 78
Burial of Soldiers.
tion is such that nothing can take its place and
5,422 00
State Roads.
502 91
State Paupers.
perform the same functions. It is nature’s
500 00
County Attorney’s Salary.
product compounded in the maternal organism
Special Appropriations.
and the process is in accordance with nature’s
00
2,000
Bridges
law, a law which man can imitate but cannot
Amount received
Academy. 1,500 00
understand. Man can manufacture from varifrom State more
2,500 00
Hospital.
than State Tax,
28,382 82 ous fats and oils a substitute for butter, but it
Girls’ Home.* ’.a. 4,500 00
cannot take the place of nature’s product be$58,547 01
$58,547 01
cause man cannot understand the needs of the
pointed to collect the material for the
Lv tliem from several anDlicants because
AMOUNTS THE COUNTY OF WALDO WILL RECEIVE FROM THE STATE IN 1910.
human body as nature pnderstands them.
listory and to report the progress they
of his admittedly superior qualifications,
RR.
&
Common
High
lave made at th£ annual meeting of the
The animal body is developed best when
Tel. Tax
State
which have ensured his re-election for ! association next
School
State
School
Military
year.
been little
Fund. App’ns, Roads. Pensions. Pensions. Refunded. nourished by foods which have
Can any one who
term after term.
$72
$5,363 manipulated by man and machinery. Dairy
$1,884
$712
$500
Belfast. $9,391
one
word
to
knows them say
derogatory
108
400
540
Belmont.
products are, as a rule, consumed nearly as
130
120
400
333
Brooks. 1,233
our present efficient board of county
nature produced them. This is particularly
23
192
400
Burnham
1,351
commissioners, or of our sheriff, Amos
12 true with milk upon which the growing body
228
500
400
Frankfort...'.. 1.752
12
48
400
500
810
F. Carleton, a s'an officer or as a citizen?
must depend. In the case of butter only a
Freedom.
13
500
300
Islesboro... 2,363
small percentage of other products are added
Are not the members of the corporations
144
400
333
749
Jackson.
to the fat extracted from the milk. Man only
36
96
11
of Swan & Sibley Co. and the Belfast
400
852
Knox.
96
252
200
300
manipulates it in order to put it into ConLiberty. 1.117
Fuel & Hay Co. honorable business men
48
144
200
Lincolnville. 1,855
venient shape for use. It can still be termed
and good citizens? What of Orlando E.
41
108
400
300
Monroe. 1,299
a product of nature designed as only nature
72
228
200
one
Mathews
the
head
of
Montville...
1,517
Bros’,
can design for use as food by the human body.
Frost,
96
400
681
Morrill.
of our largest local industries, built up
36
100
894
North port.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
300
250
Palermo.
1,126
by his superior business abilities? It is
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad2
258
400
994
Prospect..
even
to
this
say
perhaps not necessary
5
84
400
vance; and when payment is made it should be
Searsmont. 1,479
28
468
400
much of gentlemen so well and favorably
500
Searsport .... 2,694
stated what prenfium, if any, is desired. It is
17
360
300
Stockton.
1,798
known at home, but the attacks upon
also necessary to say that none of these publi144
400
882
Swanville.
them have been scattered broadcast and I
36
200
cations are mailed with The Journal or from
Thorndike.
1,047
3
72
400
300
Tr> y.
1,211
it is well the public should know somethis office. We have to pay for these publica4
72
400
500
I Unity.
1,368
tions one year in advance, and they are “then
thing of them.
240
400
760
*
Waldo.
Brookfield, Mo.—“Two years ago I
350
sent from their respective offices to our sub528
500
400
Now what of their accuser?
Winterport. 2,537
ivas unable to do any kind of work and
scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
118
It would require too much space to set
trouble
pounds. My
inly weighed
$576
$6,002 for one
$5,994
$9,262
$42,260 $5,066
ha.P.k
to tllP
year’s subscription paid in advance:
him fully before the public in his true
TOTALS.
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
time that women
light; but of local conditions this may be
The
Journal
and Tribune Farmer.2.25
State Tax for 1910, $50,941
Common School Fund.$42,260
| may expect nature
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine.2.10
said: He has taken from the people of
High School Fund. 5,066
Hi to bring on them
The Journal and New Idea Magazine...... 2.10
9,262
State Roads.
Waldo county thousands of dollars for
® the Change of Life.
The publications included in our clubbing ofPensions.*. 5,994
|| I got a bottle of State
fers may be sent to different addresses.
which they have received absolutely no
576
Pensions.
Military
j
E.
Pinkham’s
ij| Lydia
6,002
R. R. & Tel. Tax refunded.
Ask the investors in Petit
return.
l| Vegetable Com- Salary of County Attorney. 500
Everybody’s friend—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
Oil.
Cures toothache, earache, sore throat.
Manan, Nutriola, Cream Publishing Co.,
ji pound and it made
Special
Appropriations.
^
Heals cuts, bruises, scalds. Stops any pain.
| me feel much better,
etc., if this is not true.
School
assistance (Approx.).
1,037
Secondary
I and I have continIn January, 1897, Hanson launched the
Union Superintendents. 2,199
ued its use. I am
Freedom Academy.
1,500
Cream Publishing Co. to publish a
l very srratef ul to you
Waldo County Hospital .... 1,500 Amopnt the Co. of Waldo
Two boarders at the Belfast Home fo* Aged
_jfor the good health
monthly magazine. The capital stock L
Girls’ Home. 1,500 will receive from the State
[ am now enjoying.” —Mrs. Sarah
The table board is excellent, the
Women.
in 1910, more than its State
was $50,000, of which a comparatively
Pauper Insane, Burial of Soldiers, State Paupers,
Estimated.........
5,000 tax...$31,455 rooms are large and pleasant, front rooms, one
414 S. Livingston Street,
small amount was sold for cash. Flam- Lousignont,
on
the
ground floor, with all modern conveniBrooktield, Mo.
THE HOME.
$82,396 ences. Apply at
$82,896
ing advertisements were inserted in the
The Change of Life is the most critiMaine papers announcing that $75,000 to :al period of a woman’s existence, and
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Veed Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Vegetable Compound

=CLARION
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PRICE
HIGHEST
FOREMOST QUALITY
GREATEST VALUE

Stoves,flanges- Furnaces
PLUMBING SUPPLIES,

WANTED

Galvanized

’’

“awarded under the supervision of an Ex-Mayor, Ex-City Marshal
and Minister of the Gospel.” Well, in
May, 1898, the Cream Publishing Co.
went into the handB of a receiver, and it
was announced at the time that the assets were $40,000 and liabilities $10,000,
and that Hanson’s management was so
satisfactory that the receiver would continue him aB manager. But the conditions were not as thus represented. The
receiver, Mr. Frank I. Wilson, found
nothing to “receive” but some silver
thimbles used as premiums, and a few
odds and ends. The entire plant—presses,
were

to be

neglect

of health at this time invites
iisease and pain.
Women everywhere should remember that there is do other remedy
known to medicine that will so sucsessfully carry women through this
trying period as Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and herbs.
For 30 years it has been curing women from the worst forms of female
Ills—inflammation, ulceration, displacements, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache, and
nervous

prostration.

If you would like special advice
about your case write a confidential letter to Mrs. Pinkbam, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
and always helpful.

BUSINESS
VO JhvShau/ ft) /)/)
SHORTHAND
r-*ri9S/u>UA«ras<Ju><>e U
TELEORAPHY
TEL 830 BANSOR
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION
From May 1, 1909, 'to August 1, 1910, the Bangor Daily Commercial had
students of the Shaw taking positions. Results count. Free catalog.

[jUSMUMXWUXllr

Gutters,

Iron and Tin

....

$100,000 would be distributed in “grand
prizes, and it was stated that the prizes

= =

Conductors,

S'

Rooffing.

_MY PRICES ARE RIGHT-

W. A. HALL,

SUP-LIES COMPETENT
OFFICE HELP TO BUSINESS MEN FREE OF
CHARGE.

JOURNAL BUILDING,BELFAST,

MAl^

in its columns 270 instances of
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FERTILIZERS. Manufacti
you to use E. FRANK COE
Mail
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast,
Belfast
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They will tell

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY. NEW YORK
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editor OF
It was the
has been held.
in South Montville,
Home Week
that
were other things

'vf,lt01 there

^ K>i
ffan_

itr"'1

counted;

s0

but

they only

There were school
family reunions, family
parties, etc., but the
and clan on
the pale club
the/
17th scored so much

irere

S'inBS

^hing

p't

sf!!r?

(v.r,n;
K>t

August

'(! ji,e

other events
The

»!!

really

speaking; they

properly

■

were

were

Prescott reunion

in its history.
.)r„est attended
;amily picnic and fishing ex-a whole fleet of them,

r‘:

it'
»rs

ning to the thrilling point,
up to the level of that

»■'

'„r

,tv;.

I could eat the most

it

ft*''

orchards fair.
On the north side of the
stream is the beautiful cemetery that
my grandfather Prescott, when he lived
on the Adams’ estate, in his last
days,
round 86 years of age, used to visit, rowing across the stream, that he might see
where his wife, Nancy Page, and his
parents and children were buried, and
where he too would soon sleep under the
hand of God.
His sweetheart and trustful hope was in and of it all.
“Who
knows,” once exclaimed the great
French skeptic, Renau, "but that the
highest term of progress after a million
ages may evoke the absolute conscience
of the universe, and with it the awakening of all that has lived. The sleep of a
million years is but as the sleep of an
hour.” To Grandpa Prescott that was
not a “who knows,” but was a living
faith and a deathless hope.
I am off the track again, and again I
assert I am going to write a report of
the event—the Dale meeting, August
17th, I stated, in “the mills.” In the
afternoon of that day Duke Charles or-

and to

string

yard and the road
Japanese and other
they did. In the angle

outside

held

Sumner

J

but
and

the
the

and down saw mill
nee. when I was a
!tr.
o

“The poet sat uy ocean gray,
And watched the opening eye of day,”
and where Neptune’s hundred and one
harmonies
“In rare accord commingling,
Tuned up his lyre and made him sing,"
and great pains was taken at this time,
just as it was fifteen years ago, to have

r.

,i

it understood that said lyre
The

“Upon the hill there was a mill
In the good old days gone by,
And many a sip from many a lip
Tended to run it dry.
When autumn days sent slanting

transferred to Hilton
Royal, S. C., and

curt

.g to Fortress Monroe.
September of that

but

in

rl

'■
i

1

Picnic.

Kint

votes for women.

Two papers of unusual political and economic interest are
‘The United States and Neutralization,’
C. F. Wicker, and ‘The Economics of
Jw
Waste and Conservation,’ by John Bates
Clark, while there is exceptional human
interest in ‘The Lady of the Castle,’ by
Emily Putnam, and ‘An American Schoolrl in Germany, by Miss M. D. Hopkins.
eaders of the Atlantic will be glad to
find another of Dr. Crothers’ whimsical
and charming essays in which the author
appears in an entirely new light. He
writes of ‘My Msssionary Life in Persia.’
Three short stories on varied themes are
‘The Silence,’ by John Galsworthy, ‘The
Squire, by Elsie Singmaster, and ‘What
Happened to Alanna,’ by Mrs. C. G.
Norris. Every lover of birds will read
with astonishment the tragic story of
bird destruction told by W. L. Finley, in
‘The Trail of the Plume-Hunter.’ The
literary features of the number, are
‘Miss Martineau and the Carlyles,’ by
Francis Brown, ‘Illusion,’ by Miss Sophia

f

\

<

rays

across

They sipped it through

rye straws.

Now morals ne’er had fairer run
Than in our ancient Dale.
No dance was there, no vice began,
To turn youths’ red cheek pale.
Our lordly sons were guarded well
In Nature’s noble ways:
For they in turn would have their spell
Applying straps and stays,

When next

|

a

generation

new

Should rise upon the soil:
And hard enough would be their task,
To see it did not spoil.
But youthful likes and levity.
Strangers to useful thought,
Would snap in two in brevity,
Flaming sword or what-not.

eighth charge in the Decalogue
They exchange for an hour,
When scent of apples and dense fog
Bar vested rights and dower.
And when the hopper, grinder press
Are hushed ’neath night’s gray wing,
To a young knight, cider by right
Is a confiscated thing.”
Just take a peep at the enclosure of

The

!

On and after June 2(, 1910, trains connectBurnham hnd Waterville with through
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Port
and and Boston will run as follows :

ng at
irains

this medicine something beside a blood purifier STEAMERS BELFAST AND CAMDEN
boro, Mr. and Mrs. William Wood and and tonic,—say,
a sustaining diet.
It makes it
two daughters of Searsmont, Mr. and much easier to bear the heat, assures refreshLeave Belfast at 5 p. m., daily, (Northport
Mrs. Fred Woodman, Mr. and Mrs. War- ing sleep, and will without any doubt avert June 20th to September
12th, inclusive) for
ren Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Marden, much sickness at this time of year.
Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For
Mr. and Mrs. George Crosby of Fairfield,
Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and
Bangor, at 7.30 a. m., or on arrival of steamer
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hussey of Waterfrom Boston, daily.
Children
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Vose
of
ville,
Knox,
Miss Bertha Bryant and friends of FreeFOR FLETCHER’S
RETURNING
dom, and Charles Marden.
Leave Boston, daily at 5.00 p. m.

FROM

The September number of Recreation
interesting articles one
fully illustrated on “Our New Game
and
on
the
front cover is a strikBirds,”
ing picture in color of a Hungarian partridge. “The Art of Deer Hunting,”
a
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HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Corner
! William and Ann Streets, New York.
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.IVERY, BOARDING

AND

TRANSIENT

STABLE

ture, bedding,
pets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
car-

situated on Washington street, just off Main
itreet. I have single and double hitches, buck>oards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your
patronage is solicited. Telephones—stable.
535-2, house, 61-13.
Iy28
s

a specialty. If you
have anything tc
sell drop me a
>ostal card and you will receive a prompt cad.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast,

W. G.
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Sheltering a village folk, is seen.
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station.

the Dale in which all of this fuss was
and is made.
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54
00

PRESTON’S

d-liand
goods of every description. Furni-

Dr. W. C- LIBBEY.

3
3
4
4
4
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Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
>5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northvest, via all routes for sale by L. J. Sanborn
kgent, Belfast.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

27 Charles Slreit, Belfast'
S

pocket. Sold by druggists,

rFlag

SPECIALTY

A

Flowers)

FOR

Jackson & Hall,

25

COMMERCIAL

Cut

CARRIED IN STOCK BY

Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal. 25
Ophthalmia, Weaker Inflamed Eyes.25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head.25
Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.25
Asthma,Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.25
Kidney Disease, Gravel, Calculi.25
Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00

A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
or seut on receipt of price.
Medical Book sent free.

Benton.

Ihomdike.

Price

77. Grippe, Hay Fever and Summer Colds....25

3 15
1 58

P.M.
3 IS

t3 20
13 30

A.M.

Successor to George W. Burgess,

Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.25
Worms, Worm Fever, or Worm Disease..25
Colic, Crying and."Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.25
Dysentery, Gripings, Bilious Colic.25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.2J
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia, indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25
Salt Hheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25

Sore Mouth, Fever Sores or Canker.25
30. Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy and Diphtheria.25
35. Chronic Congestions, Headaches.25

10
28
38
35
44

fP-M.

Waterville.
Bangor.

ELIZABETH M. BURGESS.

Languages.
and French.

Fever and Ague, Malaria.

48

Portland. 11 05

English, German, Spanish, Portuguese
FOR

05
10
20
32
44
12 50
12 58
1 20

BELFAST

Boston.

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK. BELfAST.

DR. HUMPHREYS' SPECIFICS.
No.
1.
2.
3*
4.
ft.
7.
8.
9.
10.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
27.
28.
29.

P. M.

12
(12
tl2
12
tl2

7 40

Unity.
Burnham, arrive.
Clinton.
Benton.
Bangor.
Waterville.

TO

of the many articles of interest to the
sportsman and lover of nature in this
issue of Recreation. The editorial notes
are timely and readable and the
publishers promise lots of good things for the
October number. Outdoor News Co., 24
West 39th street, New York.

Directions with each Vial la Fire

Thorndike.

Leave Rockland, daily at 5.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast. Maine.

YOU

Motorcycle” and “Trying
Cruising Motor Boat” are some
a

KKLFAST.

Belfast, depart. 6 55
Citypoint. 17 00
"aide.+7 10
7 22
Brooks.
Knox. t7 34

Cry

Out

heading bolts didn’t make The rounded domes of sturdy Hope,
block heads of them by any means; they The stretch of Moody’s northern slope,
With Batty and Megunticook
were bright and breezy: F. F. Phillips,
Rising behind them proud of look,

obtained;

Palermo

All roads led to Prescott Grove, North
Palermo, August 24th, to the annual pic-

“Bass and

hard-fought moveVirginia, back and Edward A. Morton, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. And front of them, basking in sun,
"int to City Point, Ber- Montgomery, Chessell A. Davis, Mrs. 1 The stretching ridge of Appleton.
Northeast the Otis Hills appear,
West Point, Hampton Pearl A. Norwood, Enoch Pease, G. A. | Like salt hay stacked ’gainst winter’s drear.
side of them East Ridge
■rsburg, and much of the McLain, Etta Pease, Ina Bartlett, L. A. I And thither
Slopes down to True’s Mill privilege.”
trenches, under shell- Esancy, P. L. Bartlett, Hattie Esancy,
To go back to the cider-mill episode,
times in sharp infantry Arthur
Esancy, J. W. Prescott, C. N. I
the long and short of it was the young
of which True PresMcClure, Isaac S. Bartlett, Donald H.
would and did pilfer apples and
mr-in-law, and Judson Fogg, R. R. Bowley, Hazel Adams, ; elfs
near
and
died
fell
phew,
Edna Berry, Everett N. Prescott, GeI
“Pondering the bounteous autumn gifts
my.
September 15, ’64, neva M. Howes, Buby E. Howes, Addie
Or in their lack, breaches and rifts,
clan declared him so worn
Not
wide enough for demon dole
E.
LanWarren, H. L. Jackson, Maud
To be imposed upon the soul;
mird campaigning and the
caster, D. F. Prescott, Carrie Jackson, I
But just the size to shock the town
of battle that he was Mrs. H. E.
And call Judge Elden’s justice down,
Pease, Mrs. S. D. Stover,
Make travesty of honor’s loss,
cr service at that time,
Lois E. Freeman, J. Q. Adams 2nd,
Shows what was gold and what was dross.”
hospital patient until Emma J. Curtis, Bertha Dinslow, C. S.
There, indeed,
-n he w-as able to eat a
“A neighboring oarn stored best of straw
Adams, P. H. Freeman, Sadie Adams,
During those three Eva N.
For
petty use in breach of law,
Ripley, Elwin Adams, George W.
Each made selection from its stock.
John’s sickness, AlexE.
S.
Franklin
Adams,
Adams,
Prescott,
Conjointly then they picked the lock,
the

s'

®

ran

the moors,
Apples were seen, both red and green,
its open doors.
round
Heaped
Expressive mill, liquiscent mill,
A cider-mill, you know.
Where pomic scent the air would fill,
And pomic juice would flow.
No spirit yet was in the drink,
But a spright was in the air,
And elfin-boys—now knights, I think—
Had nightly lurking there.
Did nightly gloom make it a tomb?
No fear: death tells no tales.
Lack of restraint—bowel complaint:
Next day hears boistrous wails.
When it was new, just expressed through,
They drank with dripping jaws:
WThen it was old, sparkling and cold,
Of Sol

-■

Others were present, but so scattered among the logs and
heading bolts their names could not be

appetizingly, bewitching ditty

off thus:

■

in attendance.

The

and Constipation

has among other

“t'---

v-

some

not

was

_i ;

.-

In the winter of

For Stomach Trouble

suffrage. The author, Molly
Elliot Seawell, approaches this much debated question from an entirely fresh
or view, and in this paper, ‘The
idies' Battle,’ argues forcibly against
woman

Lizzie Scott and Edith Wood of Vassal-

written when

~

iren.

EOIEYS OMNOlAXATTO

The September Atlantic open* with a
remarkable paper on the question of

[astern Steamship Co. Maine Central R.R.

sit-

just good Duke, was picturesque and novel.
boy. Night fell, a white and gray and silver*
olonel Woodman, a good gold tinged fleece cloud, mottled, flecky
a woodman, but that and
and winged, like some vast bird of peace
the name lingers, serene, hovered over and around the setthough
!
aie. so-called by our hair- ting sun.
Over to the south of east the
forever singing about the moon climbed over the green crest of the
pines—the moon almost full, but not
■tip town,
-he thither vale,
vvi;
quite; for that it awaited the week’s
,ba,
ioffing) winter’s crests of end, perhaps that it might sleep off the
fit aonzi-i*^
effect, or that lovers might, on Sunday
hailIt was full enough to be enThat’s where morning.
-/s Mills.
li.
all the saws tertaining, surely, that night of the 17th,
V. iMills are; and
that Wednesday night, and it staid up late
caw.-, and they are buzzy,
t D1,z;
i cast no reflection at enough to light all home who attended
Woodman’s mill, the Dale meeting. Oh, the stars, didn’t
t.t v.m Colonel
its day and way; but they watch out?
-a: was busy in
those old up and
Now then, the report, By Joe! I must
lllSr,,,i. Mr Editor,
week and came get to that.
one
v,nt
up
Well, after this preamble
ltT.,,
is read I feel sure the report will be
r.-xt. resting over Sunday.
,r
.a m sawmills as well as in
read, if only I can get down to writing
m
I am seldom verbose, or windy.
I,., J-. ; s of civilization; but. but, it.
Adams’buzz saws don’t That you well know, Mr. Editor. The
Sjj„
There is due respect nobility came
in
: day
splendid turnouts,
iour parsonage.
though the chief came on foot across
r;tto write about the Dale lots, over the mill-bridged footpath, and
justice to and in honor alone, save that his little five-year-old
.ml faithful old soldier, I namesake, Franklin P. Adams, toddled
-omething at this point on along by his side with tongue running
Quincy Adams, Duke like a fiddler’s elbow. The Knights
lather, now in his nineti- came in squads of ten, with ladies and
well, fairly active, with children of all ages under escort. George
sing and reasoning facul- Washington Prescott, up in the eighties
ability to eat and sleep, for age, came and took a crack at mak.rd his country’s stirring
ing merry with great-grandchildren.
M2, heard and didn’t run Oh, it was a cheery lot that filed in
mn border, but seized his
’twixt mill-logs and lumber and took
t-n. d South,
b. sleaving tear-: cushioned seats under the mill roofs,
ted (Prescott) wife and while the Georges waters sang silvery
Uncle John’s first soft idylls
iron.
underneath.
Chester M.
o of the garrisons in deit
Howes and wife were there all the way
irk harbor. He was put from Tryon, North Carolina, Edmund
for refusing to bear Adams and wife from Delaware, David
u
that an officer might be F. Prescott and wife from Howard,
fc v
Uncle John’s ten days Rhode Island, and J. H. Montgomery,
e,
to
rved in the guard house, Esq., and wife in their splendid auto all
d:
r
released because he the way from picturesque Camden, Me.
meantime manufacture They kindly took the chief back to CamV
cited, knowing his rights, den that night for his early morning
lac
-ease, or court martial,
train to Damariscotta and boat to Murt::.
the battle by an order
ray Hill, East Boothbay, and a fine ride
ml a fifteen days’ fur- it was over
Moody Mountain in the
:/him to go home and see
moonlight. Following are the names of

its deep, fond moods, even its shadand its rain of young life sorrows
and bereavements. Give me some place
within the holy synod of its clear night
offices of a
stars, whence come pure
after the order of
forever
priesthood
Give me my dream of I
Melchisedec.
face to face and heart to heart companand which
ionship that then were mine,
all within me cries still live somewhere
found again in all
yet, and surely to be
their wonted worth. Open my eyes, my
psychic sight, unto the reverse of this
obverse mundane and star studded ideality, that all unclouded I may see the real,
and find that nothing worthy after all is
lost. Such is my cherished dream. Such
is my fondness of the sweet things both
in and of the Dale, that shall not, will
Hairbrain.
not, die.
August, 27, 1910.
me

ows

Kirk, ‘In the Rainy Season,’ by W. D.
Hulbert, and ‘Art Prattle,’ by Elihu
nic. Fully a thousand people from far Vedder, and as usual the number contains
and near were in attendance. The beau- an ‘end paper, of unusual character, ‘A
tiful day, the meeting and greetings of Defense of Whistling,’ by Robert H.
the home-comers, the fine dinner, were Schauffler. The Diary of Gideon Wells
I
much enjoyed. Wilder Young had the continues to reveal the troubled condition
confectionery table, Percy Turner dis- of things in Washington at the close of
pensed the ice cream, Mrs. Abbie Arnold the war. Poems by Alice Brown and
conducted the sale of fancy articles that Helen Lanyon and an especially rich and
were given by friends of the
worthy ob- varied Contributors’ Club complete the
ject. The proceeds of the entire sale issue.
will be given next week. Among the
-1visitors were Glen Rullins of Brockton,
mentary remarks in happy vein, dwellA Sustaining Diet.
and Mrs. Herbert Turner of Boston,
Mr.
ing on the interest attaching to the re- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carr of
Newton,
These are the enervating days, when, as
and
vival of school-day associations,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marden and daugh- somebody has said, men
drop by the sunstroke
making honorable mention of the unique ter Louise, and S. M. Handy of Somer- as if the Day of Fire had dawned. They are !
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Wood of Ham- fraught with danger to people whose systems !
ville,
Dale
Club.
of
the
organization
Fred Marshall of Neponset, A. K. are poorly sustained; and this leads us to say,
The President read his canto of fifteen ilton, of
Malden, Grace Crosby of Pea- in the interest of the less robust of our read- WEEK DAYS AND SUNDAY SERVICE
Avery
years ago, “The Raid on the Cider Mill,” body, Mr. and Mrs. Arno Little, Mrs. ers, that the full effect of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
is such as to suggest the
propriety of calling

under the roofs of the mill on the east

on the es- lanterns, and so
Adams, the between the two batches of seats,
at the mills, in the out in the open, was placed a stand
-tave and heading and a heading bolt and two chairs for
The whole
mg mills, with cider mill chief and the secretary.
parsonage next door. uation and arrangement, thanks to
was

——■»—

had reached the limit on that matter. It
would seem that he has struck new “diggin’s” and has extended his stakes greatly, for he proclaimed Chester M. Howes
Duke of Tryensburg, David F. Prescott,
Duke of the Narragansett, Sual Colby,
Duke of Boguesburg, Charles E. Gilman,
Earl of Coopersburg, and J. H. Montgomery, Esq., Earl of the Megunticook.
The President’s opening address followed Duke Adams’ appropriate address
of welcome. The President stated that
the world was getting on fairly well this
year, that our country is reasonably
prosperous, and the State thriving. Then
turning briefly to home-coming and home
matters, he paid a glowing tribute to his
old uncle, John Q. Adams, the soldier.
Then he gave the meeting a word picture
from one of his new books, on the writing of which he is spending much of his
leisure hours these days—leisure hours,
though he is still busy in the business
world.
Charles F. Conner, the Grand Duke,
read a witty thing with telling effect.
The Chief told a “fish story,” (it’s got
so everybody believes his), Rev. E. A.
Dinslow gave a scientific exposition on
“grades of fermentation, ’’and there were
plenty of specimens tendered voluntarily
by the crowd for illustrations, not in
mugs, bottles, cr kegs, but on legs. J.
H. Montgomery, Esq., made compli-

side towards the mill
about the event, the

•te

■

year

incidentally, how many
caught one, McClure
women caught colds; no!
was mild and dry; they
Harold Gilman, aged
Hairbrain—caught the
h and bass, a fine lot, dered the men to saw the eight logs on
ok and neck, honors the slip, then to arrange seats in two
would not discriminate bodies at right angles to each other

,,B

■

from the woods to the west. The* build* bstch of title*
were bestowed by the
ings are excellent and are embowered in Chief, though he stated last
that he

I1I Give

—►WE
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Egg,
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fr
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of

my native town,
my old teacher, Mr.

R. R. Howes, Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Conner, G. E. Colby, Oren W. Ripley, D.

soldier in the Federal W.
Bowley, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilman,
his case and cared for Harold
Gilman, Erva Conner, Chester
f- " !itr.e devotion of a brother.
M. Howes, May C. Howes, Mr. and Mrs,
:, the
memory of Alexander C. M. How'es, Ethel Adams, Lot S.
(Hi
And you boys of the third
Jackson.
ation, get right down in
Kare selections were run oil iruin a
! i-3 the footprints of the
phonograph and sent up to the bright,
j
brave old soldier, John Q.
listening stars. America was sung in
^••
iman’s Mills, Searsmont, chorus with
spirit. Acting secretary
an t show too much gratiHowes read the records of the last meetlr
nun too great an honor for
ing, Secretary Ripley beirig deposed beBut cause he refused to take off his hat when
ome and country.
nth as he, you would not so thrice
enjoined by his Chief. Some
ving in the greatest na- thought the reason was that he had
Adams and
Messrs.
brought his hair out and left it forgotten
‘‘
‘:
somewhere again and was afraid of colds
^1 r ne United States military
'norable discharge after the with hat
off; but the old Chief, some say
’he Confederate armies in
Sheik, was in no mood to tolerate disobeMi's. John Q. Adams still
dience in matters of good form in open
“S|Win fair health, at the
age of meeting. The election of officers came
The old couple have Adams
next, there being two candidates for
fraud children
living at Wood- Sheik—Grand Duke Conner and Duke
s
Mills.
Ripley, head of hair not included. No
lb r\
dle
meeting I was going to re- Sheik was elected. Franklin F. Phillips
A
was held at Charles Sum- was promptly elected Chief for the twenplace, and he is the Duke of ty-first year. The Grand Duke was glad
rtr"^
He acts quite vicious
place is the most beau- to be made Vice.
ilr !
tte thither vale.
It stretches at times, but seems to have a good heart;
,West bank of the beautiful at all events his good chief thinks well of
river” by level and fertile him.
Benj. F. Knowles was made seca tc
and into the woods of pine retary and Rev. E. A. Dinslow, treasurP'ne timber, too, even to er. Thus was the okj batch of officers
ruat' fwixt Knox and Waldo given another year of power.
1!
extends north to the charmThen all present, never in attendance
jne
were made
|t( "W with “the Georges” wind- at a Dale meeting before,
and joined by Dead river honorary members of the Club, and a
■i:

•*

j

ije?'ns

jL

LjJlice
Utie!

if

a

That kept the cider in the mill,
Away from vagrants’ taste and fill.
One sipped from barrel new and sweet,
One from another quite replete
With froth from juice fermenting,
One squealed at vinegar’s sharp sting.

Reluctantly they thought

=

paradise

has its

antipode

and

they

court.

Their identity was clearly made out in
court by various articles shaken from
their pockets on the run and in the catch.
As there they sat, three in a row,
The very picture then of woe,
Trouble above them and abreast,
And trouble lingering ’neath the chest.”
The humane judge, finding that he
must

impose

.;

=■"

=

Away with this melodrama of boyhood
Give
mirth-provoking misdemeanors.

5.75.
on

all Anthracite Coal bills

paid
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level,
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MARYLAND COMPANY’S COAL FOR SMITHING I
J

All my lectures on Saint Paul.’
Pelton rising, roared surprising,
‘Harder sentence ne’er imposed.’
Elden sitting with brows knitting,
Said the arguments were closed.”

or

Wharf, $6.75
At Wharf, 5.25
At

I CHARCOAL, POCAHONTAS STEAM COAL,

sentence exclaimed to his

good wife “in bench” with him,
“My soul, Hitty, what a pity.
I’ll impose a sentence light!
And said Hitty, plump and pretty,
Surely husband, you are right.
‘Sheriff Conner,’ said his honor,
‘Cry the sentence that I rule:
Six long seasons, for plain reasons,
They shall go to Sunday school,
Humble, meaching, list to preaching,
And 1 charge that most of all,
They shall follow and shall swallow

Pea Coal, Delivered and put in,

\ pUfr“l$el, [ $7.25.

We sell the VERY BEST GRADES of Anthracite Coal that can be procured and pay special attention to
PREPARATION and DELIVERY.
Our Coals) are all HAND SCREENED, and we GUARANTEE SATISFACTION in QUALITY, WEIGHT and DELIVERY'.

got caught and answered for their breach
of law the next day in Judge Elden’s
“Judge Elden was a man of grace,
And intellect lit up his face—
Face that indeed was rather thin,
With nose that sometimes touched his chin.
But when he bowed in gingham gown,
’Twas like a well-sweep comingdown.”

Stove and Chestnut Coal,

I

.l|o[

iQI

From the above prices we allow a DISCOUNT OF 25 CENTS per ton
Within THIRTY DAYS from date of delivery of Coal.

to go,

Whqn stomachs murmured coming woe,
Then woe within and woe without
The situation brought about,”
for

loll’-

■..

I

wood slabs
and bDGINGS

-»HAY AND STRAW

|

c-

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO DELIVERY OUTSIDE CITY LIHITS
Telephone 220.

\

Office 24 Front Street.

Yard Foot of

'*

I

Spring

Street

;
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“The people oi

Maine will never, in our opinion, stand
for licensing tfie sale of liquor.” 1

a

display
knowing.

at

Maine Sells

eve

concludes that Maine voters

pendent
thinking instead

are

of talking,and says: “It
is pretty safe to wager that when the
votes are counted the Republicans will
have their usual
and

majority in State, county

city.”

A feature of the Democratic
has been the

parading

of

campaign
“life-long Re-

publicans.” who would vote the Democratic ticket for the first time this year.
Upon investigation it is found that these

1

BELFAST, MAINE.

I

I

■■

will cause him to

forget

this fact for

defamatory

answer

to

statements.

ment why a new civil writ, was made
against Perkins and new service made
The writ was
on the bank April 24th.

I

I.

Plaisted is a genial man to meet. He is
a Democrat of the most hide-bound variety. No argument, no matter how valid,

“returnable to the October term at Bangor, to be served seasonably when counsel so order.” This writ was served on
Mr. Perkins last week, service having

a

He talks fair and promises
well, but let him once get into the guber- been delay'ed with the hope that the case
natorial chair and you will find a Demo- might be settled amicably. Hanson made
crat on duty every moment of the time. another
trip to Winterport last w'eek to
This is all right from the party standattempt to bolster up his charges against
point, but his is certainly not a record to the sheriff, but is said to have had poor
appeal to any independent voter.”
success.
moment.

secretly, but not so secretly
mules,
political affiliations are the

but that their
well known.

Ralph
by an
majority. They recognize his
worth as a citizen, his ability in his
chosen profession, and his possession of
the knowledge and experience which
eminently qualify him for the duties of a
Representative.
the county and State, will return
Esq., to the legislature

I. Morse,
increased

the

this year when

a

enlargement of
tangali was one

at
re-

nances

reads:

cry out,

ous

come

home

to roost has been well illustrated in the

campaign.

One issue after

another of the Democrat press has proved a boomerang to Plaisted and his man-

agers.”
trying

to make capital out of the financial condition of WalThe Democrats

are

do county, and as usual are resorting to
The first instalmisrepresentations.

“Nor

shall any person
or halloo in a noisy, boister-

I he Democrats are making careless
statements about the Maine agricultural
department, as well as about State
finances and taxes. Hon. Obadiah Gardner in a speech at Belfast said he would
not give 10 cents on the dollar for the
$78,214.79 expended, including all the
disbursements for State and local fairs
and all other agricultural and dairy purposes. —Six Towns Times.
means

they

apply
nothing to say. Should the appropriations for schools, for hospitals, for
care of the insane, for good roads, be cut
down? Waldo county received from the
State in 1909 for schools, State and military pensions, State roads, State pau
pers, etc., and in special appropriations,
$58,547.01. The latter items included

of course that the Demo-

crats would cut out the appropriations
for State and local fairs and for all other

agricultural and dairy purposes. In these
days of agricultural advancement, due

you

f

begins.

French Serges, India Twills, Unfinished Worsteds, Wool
Serges, New Broadcloths, Gray Mixtures, Gray

Diagonal Mixtures, Fancy Gray Suitings
--ARE AMONG THE MOST DESIRABLE.—_

Julia E., wife of Charles A. Wiley, died at
home of her brother, Jonathan Berry of
Morrill, September 2nd, aged 74 years, 1 month
and 28 days. She was born in
Montville, the
daughter of the late Samuel and Irene Berry.
With the family she lived for a short time in
Liberty, but the most of her home life was in
Morrill on the home farm, where in her last
illness she longed to go and begged to remain.
She was twice married. Her first
husband, Mr.
Jesse Robbins of Belfast, died many years
ago
She left no children of her own, but for sixteen years had given a mother’s love and devotion to Jennie E., now Mrs. Albert Mazrell,
who mourns her death as that of an own
mother. Her husband, to whom she was married IS years ago, and her brother
Jonathan,
have the sympathy of a large circle of friends
in their bereavement. For
many years she had
been a member of the Belfast Universalist
Church, but in her later years she embraced
Spiritualism, in which she took much comfort.
Last January she sustained a paralytic shock
and had a second in April which affected her
mind and she had since been a great sufferer.
A third shock caused her death. The funeral
was
h^Jfl at her brother’s home last Monday
Rev. Ashley A. Smith of the Universalist
Church officiating. There were many beautiful floral tributes from relatives and friends
The interment was in the family lot in Morrill.

(ON THE SECOND FLOOR)

N|W THINGS

EVERY DAY

ARE ADDED

Hj THjS DEPARTMENT

Suits, Garments, Skirts, Dresses.
Serges,

Suits of Fine
Suits of

Garments

Lymansviiie

Suits of Fine Broadcloth,
Suits of Worsteds and

Fine

Broadcloths,
Kersey,

Garments of Fancy
Garments of

Homespuns
Lined with Skinner Satin

Lined

Children s

Mixtures,

Diagonal Mixtures
Skinner Satin

with

Garments.

Line of Skirts in all the
Newest Styles and Material

A

j CI/IDTC
OWin I O

of

Garments of Fine

Cheviots,

complete

AT POPULAR PRICES

1

musician and for many years was one of Bangor’s favorite vocalists as well as a teacher of
vocal and instrumental music.
She was also
an elocutionist of ability and a versatile writer.
She was a member of the First Baptist church
of Bangor.

Agents for Lewandos

THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL
EALL STYLE BOOK PATTERNS

i

Dying and Cleaning Compan) |

BLANKETS
I

| The

a lingering illness of several months,
the residence of her cousin, Mrs. Ella F.
Morse, 48 Irving street, Cambridge, Mass.,
Mrs. Frances E. Spiller. widow of the late Fred
M. Spiller of North Abington, Mass., passed
Mrs. Spiller was the daughter
away Sept. 3d.
of th? late Hon. Parker P. Burleigh of Houlton
and only sister of Congressman Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta and Hon. Albert A. Burleigh
of Houlton, now in Colorado. Her son, Albert
Edwin Spiller, and wife, and Congressman and
Mrs. Burleigh, were at the bedside when Mrs.
Spiller passed away. Funeral services were
held Monday at 2 o’clock*

After

Best Values in Blankets

Bought

i

I
I

months ago and
__

Lace and Muslin Curtains
Window Draperies

BOYS’ and GIRLS’

Cadet Hosiery
For SCHOOL WEAR.

Knee, Heel and

Toe reinforced with Irish Linen Thread.
The

wear we

guarantee, if

and

Shades,
Carpetings, Mattings,
Oil Cloth, Linoie urn,
|
RUGS

not sat-

isfactory >our money refunded.
Mail orders receive prompt attention.
Telephone 50, Ring 12.

i

ADVANCE

x

Rev. George C. Atlams, for many years
pastor of the Congregational church in San
Francisco and one of the best known pulpit
orators in the United States, died last Saturday night from apoplexy at his summer home
at Mill Valley. Dr. Adams was born at Castine,
Me., 60 years ago. He formerly lived in Bos-

i

offered in Waldo Con

ever

PRICED WITHOUT REGARD TO THE

Buying
as

of

us

means

satisfaction

a

economy.

FURS

JAMES H. HOWES,

j

Odd Fellows’

Block,

Belfast,

Maine

■

The three per cent discount
given to August I5th, and

>e

rom that date to October 1st
vill be due November 1st.

£4.00 per cord

Element

V

Tax Collectors Notice.

S!Sy

The Personal

V

1

the

sick and afflicted of the medical and suronly to vote the Democratic ticket.
gical aid afforded by the Waldo County
Maine has never had a more faithful, hospital; to take from the homeless and
j
than motherless children the care and shelter ton.
pare th^ Waldo county Republican and industrious, capable Representative
No man in they now receive in the Girl’s Home? If
Democratic tickets and you must admit Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh.
Stomach Feels Fine.
that the candidates on the Republican Congress Ira done more for his State and so they have only to vote the Democratic
Every county and every
ticket are exceptionally well qualified his district:
Two Mi-o-na Tablets Drive Away Distress
for the positions for which they were town in hisdistrict has reason to feel
from Stomach.
In a recent issue of his personal organ
nominated; that they are men of ability, grateful to Mr. Burleigh. The pension- the
Get a 50 cent box of MI-O-NA tablets at A.
mayor put himself in the class with
ers have had his special attention.
The
A.
Howes
&
Co.
today and learn for yourself
integrity and influence, and that the inMayor Gaynor of New York and inti- how easy it is to put your out of order stomterests of the county will be well looked R. F. D. routes which cover Waldo counmated that because of the feeling creat- ach in perfect condition.
ty and carry the mail to every one’s door
after by them.
MI-O-NA stomach tablets give instant relief
ed against him his life was in danger. —and do more.
are due to him.
He secured the approhad
investIt was later reported that he
They build up the stomach so quickly that in
It certainly looks like graft when a priation of $37,000 which is to give Bel-1
sourness, heartburn,
ed in fire arms and ammunition. A a few days, belching,headache
new office, that of superintendent of fast the additional room needed by the
and dizziness
heaviness, biiiousness,
Democrat who read the article said that will disappear.
sewer construction, is created to make post office and which will have all the
tablets
are
stomach
MI-O-NA
guaranteed by
cause for alarm as all
modern improvements. He responds to the mayor had no
a place for one of the mayor’s followers,
A. A. Howes & Co. to cure indigestion and all
the toughs and hoodlums were on his stomach ills, or money back.
whose source of income \yas taken away every call from his constituents, what“I have had trouble with my stomach for
and he had nothing to fear from
when the appropriation for the park was ever their political affiliations. His ser- side,
two years. I tried everything I heard of.
MIof
citizens
the
law-abiding
substantial,
3-NA stomach tablets did me more than $25.00
cut down. Thia^iew official is said to vices are freely at the command of all.
are
the
best
in
the
the
vievorth
of
is
The
!
They
good.
merely
mayor
have superintended a crew of from two A vote for Edwin C. Burleigh, is a vote Belfast.
vorld.”—Dennis Stephen, Coudersport, Pa.,
tim
of
a colossal egotism and a diseased
while
the
to six men,
city engineer, upon for the best interests of Maine, for the
February 1st.
Fifty cents for a large box of MI-O-NA at
magination. Perhaps he may have
whom this duty properly devolves, was Third Congressional district, and for
b. A. Howes & Co. and druggists everywhere
and
seen
a
stood in front of
looking-glass
also on the job, and the street commis- Waldo county.
n it the visage of an assassin—but it
sioner was at band. Three city officials
The Waterville Sentinel published last was that of an assassin of character,
under pay to oversee six men digging a
week a letter from an alleged farmer whose ammunition consists only of falsetrench!
!
who said he bought a farm in “the beloods, oaths and foul language, and who
A Maine Democrat, an active political ginning of the so-called Cleveland hard
acks the moral courage to handle either
worker, on returning from Boston con- times,” went in debt for it, and “during lagger or pistol. It is worth while to
fided to a friend met en route that he the years that followed paid for the farm •ecajl here the fact that the only time
had had a conference with representa- and put a few hundred dollars in the sav- ife and property have been in danger in
tives of the liquor interests^ who asked ings bank besides.” He said he has put Belfast was, at the close of the city elechim how much money it would take to nothing in the savings bank of late bedon on March 9, 1908, when a mob of his
carry Maine this year. He told them cause the rate of interest has been cut followers collected in front of The Jour$flb,000, and they said at once, “you shall down, and wanted to know why. The lal office with the declared intention of
have it, and it will be ready for you next Sentinel replies: “The savings bank in- wrecking the plant and throwing the ediTuesday.” He then proceeded to tell terest is lower, we would say, because ;or out of the window; Some of them
how the money would be distributed, and the savings bank tax is higher..” Lets were drunk, others were not, but they
That enters into our practice of optics
is a powerful factor to our success.
his friend, keeping run of the amounts, see. The deposit# in the Belfast Savings acked the courage to carry out their
f
We give each patient our earnest, perasked what what was to be done with bank in 1903 (the year specially referred purpose and after exhibiting themselves
sonal
attention
and take an intense inthe $15,000 unaccounted for. The Demo- to by this correspondent) were $1,059,- n front of the office and indulging in a
terest in every case.:
It
crat, giving his friend a poke in the ribs, 035.37, the dividend rate was 3 per cent& few curses and yells they dispersed.
Optics is our Constant study; the rereplied; “If you were in politics you and the State tax $8,030.59. In 1909 the was further planned to visit that evenlieving of some unusual eye defect our
would know.”
deposits were $1,561,303.79, the dividend ing three private residences and wreak
grea't pleasure.
j
rate 4 per cent and the State tax $8,- vengeance in some way upon their occu“Democratic
Bangor Daily News:
703.34. The rate of interest has not been pants, who had been active in opposing
papers and Democratic speakers are
cut down and the State tax has not been
the election of an unfit man to conduct
going over the State urging Maine Reincseased. Of such misstatements is the the affairs of this city.
This, it is bevote
for
Plaisted
because he
publicans to
Democratic campaign material.
lieved, was enly averted by the interpois a good fellow. He may be a good
sition of wiser heads than those of the
The clear and convincing statement of
fellow, but there is too much at stake
But that this raid
and his gang.
Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast,
mayor
this fall to permit any Republican to cut Sheriff Carleton in reply to the false acin their homes was
his ticket simply on the ground that Mr. cusations made against him as an officer ipon private citizens

If, whatever your political affiliations,
you want to vote for the best men you
will vote the Republican ticket. Com-

Suits, Dresses and Skirts

Fall costume before the Dressmakers’ rush

at

$2,000 for bridges, $1,500 for Freedom
Academy, $2,500 for the Waldo County
General Hospital and $4,500 for the Girl’s
in to take care of all over-drafts and
Do the people of
Home in this city.
leave over $1,000 in the treasury. The largely to such educational aids as those
Waldo County want these appropriations
mentioned
this
as
declaration
to
above,
county debt has not been increased, and
cut down, or cut out? Do they want to
the affairs of the county have been han- the. Democratic policy concerning them
see the doors of Freedom Academy closed
in
a matter of consequence.
Shall
the
dled in a business-like manner.
to the young men and women who receive
State withdraw all aid from the agriculthere an education to fit them for lives
If you are a Republican you will vote tural interests? If
you wish that quesof usefulness and honor; to deprive the
the straight Republican ticket, of course. tion answered in the affirmative
have
ment of the county taxes comes due the
first of September and enough has come

I

common

have

of New Fall #

Our customers, as well as our customers’ friends, will delight in the inspection
of the beautiful NEW Dress Goods which are just received. Selecting a Dress
Pattern now that the styles are settled gives you the opportunity of having a new

|I

school-fund law which ObaMrs. Isabella Buker Chase died September
diah Gardner is denouncing on the stump 1st at the residence of her
sister, Mrs. WilSenator Staples liam
as vicious legislation.
McFarland, in Bangor, aged 72 years, 5
of Knox, a Democrat of Democrats, months and 24 days. She had been in
poor
likes to be considered the father of the health for more than a year and went to Banbill for establishing a home for the gor last spring to visit her sister before going
feeble-minded and treasures the pen with to Northport to spend the summer at her cotwhich Governor Fernald signed the bill. tage. Mrs. Chase was the daughter of the
late Dr. and Mrs. Buker, well-known Bangor
All the appropriations made by the last
residents, and was the widow of the late Dr. F.
Democrats
for
were
voted
by
legislature
H. Chase. About seven years ago Mrs. Chase
as well as Republicans. Not a Democrat
went to Washington, D„ C., and had since
raised his voice against them. Now, to spent the winters there, coming to Northport
serve party ends, the men who supported to spend the summer. She was much interestthese measures are stultifying them- ed in the well-being and prosperity of the
selves by denouncing them on the stump campground and had many warm friends
a*s extravagant. But when asked where smong the sojourners there. Mrs. Chase was
a talented woman.
She was an accomplished
the pruning knife they
would
new

or

That

Patthe State House.
of the framers and ad-

vocates on the floor of the House of the

mark was made by a citizen as to the
condition of Bridge street he declared:
“If those dirty dogs don’t defeat me
this spring I will make Bridge street a
State road from High street to the
bridge.” On a public street the other
day he poured forth a volley of profanity
that in any well governed city in this
country would have caused his arrest.
Chapter 18, section 16, of the city ordi-

campaign
past few weeks.

Democratic

undergone during the
The old saying that chickens
Democratic

Early

properly rebuked

sing
improper manner.” The Mayor
not only violated a city ordinance but
committed an offense against common
has
! decency.

Eilsworth Enterprise: “Every person
in the State who reads the newspapers
has become aware of the steady slump
which

and was

time.

The voters of Belfast, minaful of their
own interests as well as the interests of

display next

I

reprinted, by request,

When the city government declined to
Plaisted, the Democratic candidate for
men had never voted any other than the
one of the Mayor’s pet measures Governor, was one of the most active
adopt
Democratic ticket; some of them openly
he called them, collectively, “damned workers for the appropriation for the
and others

on

The Store That Sells Wooltex.

found while there that there were two
sides to the story, and said he did not
believe it would do him (Carleton) any
harm. Mr. Carleton explains in his state-

tree.

on the apparent quiet on
of the election the Bath Inde-

styles will be

The Democratic attorney who accompanied Hanson to Winterport admitted to
Mr. Carleton after his return that he

The Dinsmore Store I

description

Commenting
the

inspect them

JAMES H. HOWES,

these and other

western road which, beginning as a
broad thoroughfare, ended in a squirrel
a

The Wooltex fall

,will be called upon later to

a

track and went up

Dress Goods,

1

^OBITUARY.'

Candidate Plaisted is said to have remarked that the Democratic party in
Belfast seemed to consist of Eben LittleThat, reminds us of the

|
|
|

in threatened cannot be denied. And this
j
Journal, with the edi- in a New England city, a city founded
torial which sets forth some facts con- | by God-fearing, law-respecting citizens,
cerning the promotor of a ca mpaign of ; men and women of intelligence, of reHanson has I finement, and of moral worth. Surely
defamation and slander.
hatred of ; we have fallen upon evil days when the
bitter
his
declared
publicly
Sheriff Carleton—who defeated him at ; descendants of such people can be threatthe polls two years ago—has said in the ened with personal injury a id the depresence of witnesses that he wrote the | struction of their property by a drunken,
affidavit which Mr. Perkins was induced howling, irresponsible mob.
!
to sign, and which it will be proved contains assertions absolutely false, and he

him in this connection, however.

field.

Early Showing

this issue of The

The western Democracy is discarding
Bryan —he has been excluded from theii
campaign in Ohio—and the local Democracy is discarding E. F. Hanson. Ar
apology is due Mr. Bryan for mentioning

of

i

%

and to try

week.

and as a man is

A Maine Democratic paper which has
published the advertisements of liquoi
dealers in violation of law has an editorof

|

We invite you to
them on.

|

Monday is a vote to Hansonize Waidc
county. Take warning by the conditions
in Belfast today.

captioned, “State
M.uch Rum.”

without them.

1

are built on advance models of exclusive styles designed for this season
by.celebrated New York and Paris cus-

A vote for the Democratic ticket next

ial

I
our

f==] JAMES H HOWES p5?

]
*

I
jww

on

Women

“necessity.”

skirts.

convinced us that
these garments are so superior in style, tailoring
and materials that our stock would not be complete

REGAL SHOES |
t
For

Littlefield
for county attorney by the Democrats
The nomination of Eben F.
of

>

are

A careful examination has

vuavu

Gardner.

a case

;

o( the
charm at
of the l.
will find now
store is worth

Plaisted, Pattangall and Pie, withers!
choice at the pie counter for Obadial]

evidently

pleased

to announce that we shall hereafter carry the well-known Wooltex coats, suits and

•***

was

Introductory Announcement I
We

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
end 25 c nts for each subsequent insertion.

Lisbon Enterprise:

*■'—--ntttttrttnninltl,niniminin^

WAYLAND KNOWLTON.

or
lilts

10c. per barrel.
DELIVEHED:

(

ir

by W. W. Blazo.

23tf

MATHEWS* MILL.

Camden Woolensi
Ladies’ and Gents' Suiting sold direct from
i he Hills’ out-put. All retailers profits saved
Write
a nd every yard of cloth guaranteed.
8m34
1 or samples.
F. A.

The balance of

■

^ >rders received at the office

PACKARD, Mgr. Retail Dept.,
Box B, Camden, Maine.

V

our

m

H Summer Shirt Waists ■
■ formerly sold at $1.50) H
W will be cltned \oal at(' V
m

89 cents.

V

Higher priced waists mirkei
accordingly. Please call and

|L

H

examine the line.

W

•

W

I
■
■

Dr. and Mrs. Randall. Barrett and son, who
have been spending the past month in\Rockport, the guests of Mrs. Carrie Ross, left Monday for, their home in Norfolk, Va.—Camden

Herald.'

Building.

Cottage for

A five-room cottage for sale at

jake

t

Quantabacook, including

Sale
>

t\v

Yoodland. The location is the mo•n the lake and also the coolest.
T'
►ffered for sale a 12-foot rowboat
►ne season, and in good condition. 1
I •articulars inquire of
RALPH O.CRITCHt
3w44
45 Cedar Street, Bol

COUGH SYRUP

fvEv\ S

it

■

0F BELFAST.
-—

^hUSHKKS^

copies111
p

notick.

The Journal

nf

are

on

sale at

the post office,
nlffi .irsiM*. A* the post office.
the store of I. H. W.
At
tfSTi>pT
At

of D. J- Dickens.
Scarsport and M. J. Dow,
.„thorized agents to receive subitore

-fund advertisements.Publishing
&®'1"
JJfc'Fl'pI

Journal

*

!

r*

v

Lilett1'
*
,ugh
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built

has

‘1*V.house
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^

The Waldo County Veterans held a most enjoyable reunion on the Vaughan shore in East
Belfast last Thursday, but the report reached
us so late that we are obliged to defer its publication until next week.

Co.

0f this city has sold his auto(’ox of North Searsmont.

,r

a

on

spacious veranda
Federal street.

membra

of the Belfast Musical Society
urged to attend the meeting at their hall
next Tuesday evening.
Mr. Chapman will be
present and the festival music will be rehearsed.

ypP'Hi‘van
;
8.

All

are

tr.v' tK'

srS

Remember the date of the readings by Edward H. Frye of Boaton at the Baptist church
September 13th and see the flyers for the subjects. Be sure to hear him.

The Monroe fair

off next week, Sept.
There is a long list of entries for all the races, including many local
horses. There are entries from Islesboro,
Brooks, Thorndike, Frankfort and Belfast.

on

comes

13th, 14th and 15th.

conduct

another of his
pjpkey will
v(Ursions to Togus, September 16th.
will begin next Monday
v schools

Dr. Harold A. Wood of Mt. Vernon, Me., has
bought the practice of Dr. John Stevens of this
^
announced
city. Dr. Stevens has a position with the
^
in Rurnham, which had been Chicago, Milwaukee and St Paul R. R. and will
uart hotel
has been opened to the reside with his
brother Frank in St. Paul. Mrs.
n b
rust y ear,

^

of teachers except
iame corps
in last week’s Journal.

the

ipjtne

Stevens and Frederick will join Dr. Stevens
the last of October.

K

pjckeyacting for

°r

Austin W. Keatof Registration, which is in
,1^ Hoard
vveck from Tuesday to to-morrow,
t»»

Miles S. Jellison, who went to Thomaston to
manage the clothing factory of (he J. B. Pearson Co. in that town, will close his connection
with that firm this week and return to Belfast
He is too active and too successful a business,
man to remain idle long and after a trip west
will no doubt engage in business again.

p0!t

Hunton and Charles Thomas
Zelma’s launch the
along the Maine coast to

ran

:n
^n.i-arked
* efr
a ruise

Register.
and will give the last open air

:

SCHOOL
opens

^e

At

the band stand

a

recent

practically

MONDAY,

which
you Jjave got “to
open your purse for a lot
of extra things for the "children. And the worst of it is
—only a short time and it
has to be done all over
again
But thanks to the
means

good deal of pain but is making good progress, and while the nervous shock waa severe
to all the victims of the accident it is cause for
congratulation that the consequences were not
more serious.
•

PERSONAL.
home from
Clarence Dickey is
Mass., visiting relatives.

Mr. L. F. Gannon is spending a two weeks’
vacation with his family in Houlton.
Misses Addie and Jennie Snow of Waterville
are
their brother, W. H. Snow.

figure on one
thing —and that is their
stockings. Almost unbeman you can

visiting

Mr. W. C. Crawford of Boston visited his
mother, Mrs. S. R. Crawford, last week.
Mrs. W. H. Snow returned Tuesday from a
two weeks’ visit with her sister in Haverhill,

lievable—but they actually
guarantee 6 pairs of Hole-

proofs

to wear a

boy

or

but consider

Only

girl

lump

mendingA

for Boston to attend the millinery openings
and to buy fall goods.
Mrs. Annie G. Newton returned to Boston
last Monday after a short visit with her mother, Mrs. Clara Gilmore.

Vickery and little son, John A.,
! are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John F.
j Ainslee, in Syracuse, N. Y.
Mrs. O.

place where they

S.

and Mrs. S. W. Johnson left Wednesday
j morning to visit their daughter, Mrs. William
B. Woodbury in Turner, Maine.
Dr.

Mrs. Frank A. Knowlton and son Donald arMonday from Fairfield and are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Walden.

rived

St. Claire has returned from Waterville and is conducting a demonstration of
toilet articles at Lord’s, The Fashion.
Mme.

Irwin of Boston, Mass., who has
been a guest of R. A. Peavey, Bay View Farm,
East Belfast, has returned to his home.
-Mrs. A. J. Mason has sold her house, No. 8
Alto street, and will ge to Bangor to make her
home with her son, Dr. Luther S. Mason.
Mr. W. J.

8TqUr"aS

|
j

i
!

j

rC. 'm"U!

f'a<
-i/.'1

HP* buaineM°!2infj!ttin?the

“"UdL IW.
hunt

having

JS,Emulsion

j

j

The instrument on which you and
your friends
can make your own records in
your own home.

j

CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Maine,
'

Will be pleased to put a complete phonograph with records in your home for a

—

-—10 DAYS’ FREE TRIALWrite them today for
graphs and records.

catalogue

a

phono-

of

Boomerang.

a

Waldo Co. Herald. No doubt it was done
political move, but is sure to work the opposite way, and win many votes for Mr. Carleton from clean, prominent democrats.

|
|

Five Years of Severe Rheumatism
The cure of Henry J. Goldstein, 14
Street,NBoston, Mass., is another
victory by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
This great medicine has succeeded in
many cases where others have utterly
“I sufMr. Goldstein says:
failed.
fered from rheumatism five years, it
kept me from business and caused excruciating pain. My knees would beI tried many
come as stiff as steel.
medicines without relief, then took
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, soon felt much
better, and now consider myself entirely cured. 1 recommend Hood’s.”
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs*

S. Jones, son of Capt. and Mrs
John W. Jones, will leave soon for Kingston,
Canada, to enter Queen’s University for a
course in mining and electrical engineering.

I

Tickets

|

A

J

To

the

Editor

Edgemark’s

!

The

1

I

and line.

to 10th.

f

I

THE ESTABROOKS SHIRT MFG. CO.

LICENSED EMBALMER.

j|BS«

CORONER FOR
WALDO COUNTY
EVERYTHING MODERN IN

A very Desirable Line of

CASKETS AND
BURIAL SUITS

j

Home telephone 48-3
48-4
Office

72 MAIN

STREET, BELFAST

Wanted
Girls to operate power machines for sewing
straw braid into men’s, boys’ and children’s
We pay inexperienced girls by hour
hats.
while learning. Write or apply in person for
THE HILLS COMPANY,
particulars,
Amherst, Mass.
4w34

lOtEYSKlDNEYPOLS
Foq Backache Ki oncvs an o Blaooep

r^A VO ! SEPT. 1st

DAYS|

to10th

&

f

SALE

A

^

A

$
£
±

Tin

7op Jellies,

Mason Fruit Jars,
“

“

“

“

“

“

pint size,

“

K

“

“

“

“

“

“

<r

%

.58
.79
.73
.76
.83
1.19

quart size,
2 quart size,

Lightning Top Jars, 1-2pint size,
“

2c each

$.53 doz.

1 pint size,
1 quart size,
“
“
2

m

Ijj

^
5

|

Safe closes

Saturday night, September 10th.

“

I

“
“
“

$1

f

»
S’

truly,

CARLE & JONES V

Next Week

IN GREAT VARIETY

i

ALSO

FALL, STYLES

|
(

/A7

1

*****

1DWIGHI

P. PALMER.

MASONIC

TEMPLE,

BELFAST,

MAINE.

!!

FOR SPECIAL

j

|A
|

;

l!A\(iE
1
and HEATER •;

j

I

SALE
House Block Belfast. Me.

i

|

! STOVE,

O. L. WRiGHT,
I
j ^jQpera

:
/

CARLFTON DOAK,
Attorney and Counsellor
and

at Law

Notary Public.

Special

attention given to collections
and
prompt returns.

MASONIC TEMPLE,
3m32

BELFAST,

MAINE.

FOUND
At the Waldo County Fair Grounds, a leather
pocket book containing a sum of money. Owner can have the same by paying charges and
proving property.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Secretary*
3w34
Belfast, Maine.

The Latest and Best

Independent

Pictures

At THE OPERA

TO LET

All Hammocks *««<<«*price;
Yours

!
I

i

»

during this sale S

THIS SPACE

SWEATERS

|

&

%

§

Shirts I

>'

“
“

Hathaway

Laras k MM no.
& I Soft mi Stiff Hats

wv

n

j [watch]

1 Just Received

4 FRUIT JARS and TIN TOP JELLIES &

A

We have six months’ orders
We shall not remove from Belfast.
ahead and will give any good stitcher steady work. Our prices
are high and an experienced girl can earn from $1.25 to $1.75
We pay beginners while learning.
per day.

UNDERTAKER,

M K4 K4

>2

4

--

STREET, BELFAST.

Mbs f Goois I

THIS ?

10

14 School St.,
Rockland.

Portland.

Contrary to Rumor

wish to

4A

BANKERS,

82 Exchange St.,

GOING CHEAP.

72 MAIN

j

2w3<a

MAYNARD S. BIRD & CO.,

CHAS. R. COOMBS,

Angie B. Lathrop,
Financial Secretary, Belfast Socialist Local.
We regret the error, which was unintentional, and cheerfully give place to the above
correction.—Ed Journal.

|

them.

lows’ Building Association stock to sell,
12-guage hammerless shot-gun,
one split bamboo Ashing rod with reel

Respectfully,

SEPT. 1st

see

one

member of that party is a candidate for
from this, the third Congressional
District. Also the club to which reference is
made as a Populist club is the headquarters of
the local Socialist organization. Feeling sure
that the error will be cheerfully corrected, I
wish to thank you in advance.

*

j

This is a high grade, double track electric railway of
modern equipment, starting at the center of the business
section of Buffalo and running ^wholly within the city
limits to the large Lackawanna Steel Works, and constitutes the terminal extension for the Buffalo & Lake Erie
Traction Co. into the City of Buffalo. The earnings are
two times the interest on the bonded debt.
The bond issue is approved by the Public Service
Commission of New York State.
Many other strong features—let us tell you about

colts.

Congress

Mw

^

Principal and Interest Guaranteed by the

I also have 18 shares of the Odd Fel-

a

•

I

FIRST MORTGAGE 5 % BONDS

Whichever you want come and
them before they are sold.

to whom you refer as a Populist. Please allow
me to say that Mr. Brown is a Socialist, and as

HOW’S

|?

Jewelry Store,

8 o’clock.

at

Buffalo & Lackawanna Traction Co,

tered stock.

call your attention to a mistake in the current
issue of The Journal regarding John W.Brown,

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
Hall s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
for
the last 15 years, and believe him
Cheney
p erfectly honorable in all business transactions
and financially able to
carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall s Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent
free.
^rCm Per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Halls’s Family Pills for
constipation.

sale at Adams’

A GOOD 51% INVESTNENT

^

Journal:

|

Prices 25, 35 and 50 Cents

t

Also have 2 Irish Setter Dogs, 6
months old, full blooded and from regis-

Correction.
of

on

Monday morning, Sept. 9,

I want to sell a nice 6 year old horse,
good size and a good driver, one of

Mr. A. B. Merithew observed his 90th birthday at his home with Mr. and Mrs. E. L
Fletcher, 3 Commercial street, Sept. 1st. Mr.
Merithew is a worthy citizen who retains an
active interest in our local affairs, and he bids
fair to reach the century mark.

her to Boston.

X

I Chorus of Fifteen Male Voices

ABuraHn?

and Mrs. A. F. Maddocks of Lynn,
Mass., arrived last Saturday in their new auto
and spent Sunday at Maple Grove. Monday
they came to Belfast to visit their mother,
Mrs. Luther Calderwood.

accompanied

Sept. 22nd, I

Buffalo & Lake Erie Traction Co.

Mr.

The many friends of Mrs. Elmer Sherman of
Church street, who went Saturday to Boston to
enter Dr. Maurice Richardson’s hospital for an
operation, will be very glad to learn that the
operation has been performed and that Mrs.
Sherman is quite comfortable and considered
out of danger. Mr. Sherman and Dr. Small

|

wy^yyyyyvvvww

Linwood

and Mrs. Ralph M. Johnson, who have
been spending the summer at Tuxedo Park,
New York, and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Johnson
of Los Angeles, Calif., are at the Johnson
Homestead, Primrose Hill.

*

AT THE

Belfast Opera House,

WANT

Collins.

BE"GIVEN

WILL

A

Barton

~
_

MINSTRELS

*

Knees Became Stiff

WHICH
DO YOU

I

The Belfast Band

Sheriff Carleton replies in a dignified statement of facts worthy of the office he holds to
the gross charges of violation of official duty
made in the Waldo County Herald in the eve
of election, for political purposes by a political enemy who, prompted by spite and revenge,
seeks two men engaged in a suit of law to
furnish him with affidavits that are highly colored and exaggerated by the feeling that grows
out of all law suits as a basis for an article
assailing Mr. Carleton’s character.

Mr. and Mrs. Abe Strecker returned home
enjoying a four weeks’ outing
at Bayside with her sisters, Misses ‘.Mae and

Mr.

■

...

The instrument which gives you the
purest,
niost life-like, rendering of the greatest music
of every kind and all of it-and

as a

Captain Cleveland Downes of the steamer
Saratoga, sailing between New York and Havana, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. G. Loring
Field.

Sarah

1

1

It Will Prove

-THE EDISON PHONOGRAPH

last week after

y

1

1876 and resided there until about
ten years ago when he moved to Monroe. Foi
a number of
years he was engaged in butchering and in the buying and selling of live stock,
and is now devoting himself to the commission
business, in which he has been very successful.
He is a self-made man and a hustler. He began life a poor boy and is now one of the leading citizens of Monroe and highly respected by
all. He has always been a staunch Republican
and a worker for his partw He is an industrious man, working earljr and late, and is
strictly temperate in his habits. He is not
afraid to speak out for what is right, and if
elected, as we believe he will be, there is no
question but that the interests of his constituents will be well looked after. He is a member
of Monroe Lodge, I. 0. O. F., of Loyal Reb?kah
Lodge, of the Grange, and of other fraternal
orders.

INSTRUMENTS
J I2NT ONE

Newburg in

j

c

i'^

TWO

Mrs. Rebecca Wallace of Malden, Mass.,
this city the first of this
j visited relatives in
week and left Tuesday for a visit in Bath.

—

|

[

didate for representative to the legislature
from the class towns of Monroe,
Winterport,
Frankfqyt, Brooks and Jackson, was born in

the

C. L. Wright returned Tuesday from Bangor,
where he attended the Master Plumbers’ State
Convention.
F. N. Lord of The Fashion left last Tuesday

...

■

Republican Candidate for Representative,
Mr. Arthur W. Knight, the Republican can-

[From the Temperance Record.]
Mrs. D. L. Wilson and son Cuthbert left by
We believe that every loyal exponent of truth
train last Tuesday to visit relatives in Fort and honor will stand against the outrageous
statement issued against Sheriff Carleton in
Fairfield.

got
pairs
stockings without
single
them.

1

ARTHUR W. KNIGHT,

Mass.

six months without a hole
To be sure $2.00 seems
a lot to spend all in a

—

Everett,

Mrs. C. W. Atkins and her daughter, Miss
Edythe, went to Boston last Monday.

holeproof

meeting of the Improvement Soon
reason
ciety a committee consisting of C. S. Bickford,
n this, Thursday, evening,
Rev. Adolph Rossbach, R. F. Dunton, E. R
as been arranged for the closPierce and Misses Elizabeth A. Kelley and Sue*
no
,
M. Partridge was appointed to make arrangei. baggage master on the
and
at
the
end
of
six months
ments for a series of evening meetings for the
■.•■•k the place of Conductor
discussion of timely topics. The committee
have
you
six
a
of
days last week when the have decided on two
topics: forestry, and the
:.;r, because of the death of his
a
destructive insects found on our trees and
shrubs
Speakers on these specialties will be
hole in
I!
IVlIg. V^U. IS IIOW Ofsecured and interesting sessions are promised.
rters in the building near |
Other topics will be decided upon at the next
one
recently vacated by M. S. j meeting of the committee.
uer situated than ever beare sold and that is
The Belfast Savings Bank.
On other
growing business.
%
pages of this issue we print the numbers of all
.mded down by Attorney ! the books of
depositors in the Belfast Savings
rules that it is violation j
bank, with the amounts standing to their
Hera
: this State for a person to
J credit. This is not required by law, but is in |
1 nglish or European house
compliance with a suggestion made by Bank
row, loons, hawks, owls, Examiner^ Skelton to all the
savings instituITTC< rs or blue herons.
tions. The bank officials and this office have !
ine Ur. L. A. Wilson
house at the foot of the
liools began last week with taken unusual pains to have this list correct
-e
S°ld yesterdayafternoon to
aohers:
Brainard, Miss but errors may have crept in by the dropping
Senator
E
P. Taliaferro of
If you note anj
: Boothbay; Woods, Miss
or transposition of a figure.
Jacksonville, Florida, who
will occupy it as a summer
home. It is one of
i.colnville; Beech Hill, Mrs. discrepancy bring or send your book to the
the finest estates in
Belfast.
Belfast; Cove, Miss Ola bank.
orgt
The news that Mr. Fred G.
own’s Corner, Miss Julia
We have beer
Campaign Subscribers.
White wa s con
fined to his home on
Journal to quite a number foi
Primrose Hill by illness
The
'nypoint.
sending
IjSar,
was received last
week by the entire commuthe campaign, and they will receive one more
a very interesting letter
nity with deep regret. He is
citizen in which he clear- number, that containing the election returns
having the atj.
tention of specialists and at last
advices was
insistencies of the Deino- All papers on the campaign list will then be
tv
more comfortable.
misstatements concern- { discontinued unless otherwise ordered by the
t
City'Marshal Kimball has received an envgret that the pressure of parties receiving them. It has never been the
r-i
rvpcls us to defer its publica- policy of The Journal to force the paper or quiry from Bangor if Mrs. Dorothy Burbank
er n
had been held here for
It will be good read- any one, and it has but one price to everyae.
obtaining goods under
body, and that is stated in the paper everj false pretenses. She ordered groceries from
then
week. If any one who reads this would like
firms
to be shipped to Boston and
Bangor
they
n.;;ers remaining in the Belfast
The Journal sent to them for three months, would like to locate her.
week ending September 6th:
six months or a year we should be glad to heai
A reception was held last
Mrs. Walter W. Stimpson,
sX.v
Thursday evening
from them, and if^o desired will stop the
1
at the home of Mrs. Ada H.
Mie Davis, Cushman Gray,
ic i
Kimball, 116 Waldo
the expiration of the time paid for.
at
paper
in
honor of her daughter Winifred,
avenue,
R. Kr;
letters), R. Knowlton,
Ex-Gov. Joseph W. Folk of Missouri and who was recently married to Gay E. Holmes
.r.iscn. W. E. Shipley (2 letters,)
re:;
Mr and Mrs. Wm. H. Welch, Cyrus W. Davis of Waterville arrived in Bel- ] in Roxbury, Mass. A goodly number of friends
IS. X
fast last Friday morning and after dinner went were entertained. The
l TVebbt-r.
receiving line consisted
of Mrs. Kimball, Mr. and Mrs.
red in the Bayview House to Lincolnville by auto and addressed a meetGay Holmes and
ire w;
there in the afternoon. Mr. Davis spoke Mr. and Mrs. George O. Holmes,
Irder'
parents of the
Tuesday morning, originating ing
over the stereotyped Democratic
groom. Shiro catered, serving ice cream, cakes
which had been left in the first, going
s a pa
and
talk
extrava*The
punch.
concerning Republican
campaign
reception room and hall were
~;.■ -e entered the
mer.t.
room of Mrs.
gance, etc. Mr. Folk talked on the tariff. In decorated in yellow and white bunting and
A the guests, who immediately
dsiie.
the evening they spoke in the Belfast Opera flowers, while the other rooms were
it was taken up by the teleetheul.c
bright
House to an audience largely composed of with bouquets of asters, dahlias and sweet
ne and
ttagers from four miles distant
women and children, and of Republicans. The
peas. The lawn was enclosed in bunting, with
e to the -eene and brought water over a
an arch at the
entrance, and was lighted by
The telephone Belfast Band furnished music. Mr. Folk is
g’vat work.
Japanese lanterns. Miss Maud Holmes, a sisnot a pleasing or an effective speaker, and
id the building.
when Mr. Davis, who followed him, began his ter of the groom, had charge of the wedding
be Be:fnst Band Minstrels will be given at
presents, which consisted of checks and money,
the audience gradually dispersed.
talk,
Be.!;..';
House. Thursday evening,
! silver, cat
glass, linen and hand-painted china.
A
Treat.
Belfast
music
lovers
Musical
temDer
All who attended the minMr. and Mrs. Holmes leave on
Saturday for
a
rare
treat
last
when
ii« when
Thursday night
were given in
April will re- enjoyed
Roxbury, Mass., where they will make their
u-rtainment given at that the Olive Meade String Quartette gave a pro- home.
gram in Memorial Hall under the auspices of
-<>ngs, etc., with the same
North Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R.
the Belfast Musical Society. The flattering
idd'i.
js certain to be a suceess.
advance press notices were couched in glowing Downs and Miss Blanche Downs of Boston are
cr, male voices is as fine a
but the reality exceeded even the most spending their vacation at the Brier homepart in a local minstrels, terms,
sanguine anticipations. The four ladies are stead... Mr. and Mrs. Wilburt W. Brier of
another page for parthorough artists and masters of their instru- Detroit, Mich., arrived Sunday for a few days’
stay, following a short business trip to the
ments, and every number was a treat indeed
"'wift took a potato which
west....Miss Carrie Brier of Winter
rhe program was pleasantly varied and each
Hill,
and planted in some coal
; Somerville, Mass., spent her vacation with her
selection
was rendered most artistically.
The
f his store. He kept the
good-sized audience was a thoroughly appreci- mothqr, Mrs. R. S. Brier, returning to Boston
and the potato flourished,
ative one, and everyone present felt they had luuuuny-mis. i.iiiu v,arr or Dorchester,
A few days ago he conan unusually delightful evening.
The Mass., a former resident, and her daughter,
results were, and was spent
Mrs. Amy Severance, of East Braintree, Mass.,
program:
.arge potatoes and a
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Hatch.
Quartet, E flat. Op. 12.
The potatoes when Mendelssohn,
-Misses Louise and Blanche Sibley of FreeAllegro.
excellent quality. We
Canzonetta.
dom visited their sister, Mrs. W. S. Hatch last
*'■ titled to rank
Andante.
among
week-Miss Clara Furbish went to Castine
Allegro.
growers of Waldo coun’Cello Solos.
Monday to enter as a student in the Eastern
'ear profit.
Lento.
Chopin,
i-State Normal school... Mrs. Grace Emmons
Rondo.
Boccherini,
•went to Oxford Monday to teach in the
M e print on another page j
public
Miss Lillian Littlehales
schools in that village. This is her third con>ston Transcript on the
Quartet.
j Tsehaikowsky,
secutive year as teacher in that town_Miss
Ahdante Cantabile.
arbor and Bluehill busiViolin So.os.
Arline Walton went to New Haven, Conn.,
Steamship Co. from Rock- Bach,
Air.
:as!- a change manifestly in the
Sunday, to resume her duties as teacher in the
Humoreske.
Dvorak,
<*
Miss Olive Meade public schools of that city.
travelling public and Which
k'
Cesar Franck,
Quartet, D major.
advantage to the steamship
Shipping Items. The Snow Marine Co. of
Larghetto.
hange has long been in conRockland was the lowest bidder but one for
Scherzo.
i:
1,ere are indications now that
New Advertisements. James. H. Howes, the removal of the burned hulks of the schoon*Ca
become an accomplished
ers Henry L. Peckham and
Young Brothers
Odd Fellows’ block, is making an early showM movements now in progress
in the Kennebec river off Iceboro. The bids
of
new
fall
dress
dresses
and
ing
goods, suits,
r,: wharf at
this port will be
from $1,787 to $6,700. The Snow Maskirts. Every day new things are added tc ranged
<
or river.
The new work
rine Co. offered to do the work for $2,195. The
the suit department on the second floor.
Sewhat has already been
lect your dress patterns now before the dress- owners of these vessels will bring suit against
a
the railroad company to recover their value,
building 100 by 40 feet, in makers’ rush begins. A
complete line oi
he made for keeping
that they were set on fire by sparks
3kirts in all the newest styles and material at ! claiming
e in the coldest
weather, popular prices. Children’s garments. Best from a passing train-The barkentine KingROM \
Fishing Boat. The values in blankets ever offered in Waldc dom of the Holy Ghost and Us fleet, which
went ashore on Mud Island, near
1 arrived
at this port last county.
Yarmouth, N.
Boys’ and girls’ Cadet hosiery. Lacc
last week, has been floated and towed into
nu,: from a
pleasure craft and muslin curtains, carpetings, rugs and furs. S.,
Yarmouth for repairs.The four-masted
"as originally named
D. P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, sells the
r.
Fose, is 32 tons net, -14& Lamson & Hubbard hat; also men's furnishings schooner Clarence H. Venner occupied Lewis'
wharf all last week while discharging soft coal
"
^°rk 'in 1897 and hailed in all lines_James H.
r. ;,
Howes, Odd Fellows for the Belfast Fuel &
Hay Co., and the steamw owners are Boston
block, will hereafter carry the well-known ers
Stockton and Anna Belle had to make their
fishing business. Her Wooltex coats, skirts and suits, having aftei
at the Swan & Sibley wharf. The
?an>’ and birdseye maple a careful investigation been convinced that landings
mahogany skylights taken these garments are superior in style, tailoring Venner is 184.7 feet long and took up the
aRl.
whole wharf. Sch. Mary E. Morse is now due
tended from aft of and materials. The Wooltex fall
styles will b« with coal for the Belfast
Fuel & Hay Co., and
the smoke stack, shorten- on
exhibition next week and you are invited tc
:r for
will discharge part of her cargo at Lewis’
the wheelman. From
ed.inspect them and try them on.... For every- l wharf.The topmasts of the sch. William
! aft
everything has thing that’s nice for pickling, and spice, the Slater have been sent down preparatory tc
j
10 make
room for carrying
her and an attempt will be made tc
.and
j place to go is to A. A. Howes & Co.Sec !! stripping
float and move the schooner this week.
U i! ,iaveaboom
derrick statement of the
har.f] /
BelNational
Bank
of
City
l:skThe foremast will be fast.School
An Auto Accident. What might have been
ed *
Have yoi
opens Monday.
r'
ard
a very serious accident took place on North‘-r°sstrees, from which been to The Dinsm^re Store for
)okvuHoleprool
for bsh. The forward
Avenue late last Thursday afternoon,
stockings. That is the kind to buy and there port
heen Used *or a
I be jgf.
dining room, is the place to buy.TT. .Closing out sale of sum Mrs. John C. Pillsbury was driving a surry with
Ihe
her mother, Mrs. John Chadwick, and her aunt,
captain’s quarters. Two mer
iboat$1.50 shirt waists at The Fashion at 81
Mrs. Elijah S. Norton of Liberty, on the back
and other gear, will be
1here ,n(;
cents.
reduction
on
Corresponding
highei seat. When
just below the Mayo house, comcraft for
priced waists.For good teams, carefu
Fred ving up the Avenue, the occupants of the cardrivers and good service go to Preston’s Liv
riage heard an auto horn, and turned out on
ery stable, Washington street. His horses an
the proper side of the street for the approachall accustomed to automobiles.You wil
ing car to pas them. But the car attempted
find at The Dinsipore Store the Regal shoei
to pass them on the inside and ran into the
for women, the smart fall and winter model, ai
surry, taking eff a wheel and overturning and
$3.50, $4 and $5.....Look for C. L. Wright’i
practically demolishing the carriage. Mrs.
advt. next week for a special stove, range anc
Pillsbury jumped and cleared herself, but Mrsheater sale.Which do you want, a dog or
Chadwick and Mrs. Norton were caught undei
horse? C. R. Coombs, 72 Main street, has botl
the carriage and were unable to extricate
to sell. He has also for sale 18 shares of the
themselves. The auto, which was owned and
Odd Fellows Building Association stock, one 1!
driven by Philo Blaisdell of New York, who is
Emulsion
guage hammerless shot-gun and one split bam
summering at Northport, was not injured,
dr°Pon
boo fishing rod with reel and line.Edgar L
though its occupants, Mr. and Mrs. Blaisdell,
Smith, Belfast, has in his barn a yearling heifei were somewhat shaken
up. They rendered all
which came there one week ago and he hai 1
possible assistance, as did some gentlemen
been unable to find the owner.
The owner ii 1
occupying a car owned by Mr. Wardwell ol
requested to call, prove property and pa; Camden, which came up. When the ladies
charges.
were helped up it was found that Mia. Chadfrom

wick'. right wrist was brokep. That the re
suite were no more serious is no doubt lurgnlj
due to the feet that the horse, which ie a familj
atanding atil!
pet, behaved so well,
while hitched to the wrecked carriage. Th<
ladies were taken home, accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Blaisdell, jn autos, a doctor was called, and the bones set. Mrs. Chadwick suffers

FOUND

A desirable

up-stairs tenement of five
at the comer of Church and Grove
streets. Apply to
rooms

MRS. ALICE I. THOMBS.
Belfast, September 1,1910.—35tf

HOUSE

"NOT MADE BY THE TRUST.”

A

yearling heifer

aad 1

my barn one week
«*e ownef.
property and
EDGAR L. SMITH,
Belfast, Maine.

came

to

unable t0 find
h8Vf, b?en
please call, prove

The owner will
pay charges.

lw3bP

BIG STEAMBOAT CHANGE.
Belfast to Be New Point of Transfei
for Mt. Desert and Bhiehill, it fa

-4elii;>fi, Wilkesbarre and WyoniM+

Reported.

(-bread
iting

that makes

pleasure—
.stry that “flakes”— ■■
on
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a
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king failure.
^HB
economical, too—makes
bread to the sack
thanB^K
flours.
in your pantry takes
r-re^B
•y baking need.
t goes into them.
cooks use William
I Flour and never have
se

t

Tell
Flour 3

rilliam

TWO REUNIONS.
REUNION OF THE CHILDREN OF THE LATE

The Eastern Steamship Company it
making elaborate preparations to change
the terminus of the Bar Harbor and Bluehill steamer lines from Rockland to Belfast. The plan contemplates connectione
between the Boston-Bangor boats, the
Bar Harbor and Bluehill lines, both largely patronized by Boston, New York and
Philadelphia tourists, as well as those
from the West, at Belfast, both going to
Maine and returning.
Such a change undoubtedly would meet
with favor
among the patrons of the lines,
for it would avoid the bothersome transfer at Rockland at daybreak, when the
average tourist feels like keeping close
to a comfortable stateroom. Of course
if the traveller is familiar with the
beauties of sunrise as viewed from the
water-front of the Lime City he perhaps
would be only too glad to leave his berth
to see it from the stateroom window.
Belfast is not reached until about 7.30
o’clock, or three hours after the passengers who have to transfer at Rockland under the present arrangement are
awakened, and the officials of the line are
said to feel that this time would be more
agreeable for transferring passengers.
The Bar Harbor boat is due to leave
Rockland for the trip across Penobscot
Bay to the western end of Eggemoggin
Reach at 5.15 a. m., whereas if the plan
said to be under way for the opening of
next summer’s season is carried out, the
passengers could transfer at Belfast at
eight o’clock. Belfast, which for years
has had the handsomest wharf on the line,
has this year seen its facilities for hand-

-COAL-

The Kind Yon Me Always Bought
BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF

FIRST QUALITY THOROUGHLY PREPARED COAL
We shall sell this year the Lehigh and Wilkesbarre and
Coals, both well known Coals and we know they will give satisfaction

Wyoming

Commencing duly 18,1910, the price of Coal will be

CENTAUR. COMPANY,

TT MURRAY

STREET.

NEW YORK

CITY.

FASHION
NOVELTIES FOR FALL.
ED SUITS.

IDEAS

FROM

COLOR CONTRASTS.

NEW

YORK.

SAILOR COLLARS ON TAILOR.
MODISH HATS.

DARK SHADES FASHIONABLE.

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
New York, September 5. The Autumn fashions have brought in their wake
ling steamboat traffic greatly enlarged
smart novelties, more especially in trimmings and materials, for the cut of
and improved, and the larger wharf is many
“hobsaid to have been built with a view to ac- I both dresses and coats remains about the same, though the death knell of the
commodating the additional traffic and ble” skirt has been sounded and it is no longer worn by well-dressed women. But
making it the transfer point in 1911.
skirts are still narrow and there is as entire a suppression of the curve of the hips

In connection with this change it is said
that the company is planning to put on a as nature will allow.
Color contrasts are a marked feature of the new fashions. Rarely is one shade
On August 24th occurred one of the new and larger steamer than the James
most enjoyable reunions of the season, T. Morse, which now runs to Mount only used in the making of a stylish gown. A black satin waist from Doucet has a
Desert and Eggemoggin Reach points
and deep sleeve ruffles of cream lace and a rather wide girdle of vivid green.
the meeting of the children of the late R.
from Rockland. The Belfast-Bar Harbor yoke
E. Howes at the home of Charles M. run would be of practically the same A frock of soft gray crepon has touches of vivid pointsetta-red satin and so it goes.
MANY MODES THIS SEASON.
Howes in Liberty. Ten of the twelve length as that from Rockland to Bar Harbut owing to the later sailing down
Continuing right through the year we shall have a wide diversity of fashion.
living children were present with their bor,
and the earlier arrival which would be
It is impossible any longer to say that any one mode is the style to the exclusion of
families and friends to the number of 53,
necessary to connect with Belfast coming
making a happy company who enjoyed back, quicker time would have to be all others. Narrow skirts are fashionable as has just been said but in Paris the
the day greatly. Those present were made. The Morse is a fine steamer and wide skirt of the period of 1830 has just been introduced by one of the most excluChester M. Howes and wife from Tryon, makes the run in good time, but it is be- sive dressmaking houses and appears in the same ball room with the Poiret skirt
lieved that the increasing travel over the
N. C.. Herbert G., wife and son, from
very narrow model) and the new Empire evening frock, and one is just as
warrant an even better

ence

of their uncle and aunt, Mr.

and

Mrs. A. C. Boynton from Jefferson, and
their uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. John
M.

Sukeforth,

were

much

enjoyed by

Since the last reunion,

present.

and careful attention.
We also have the
Coal for blacksmith

Maryland Company’s Georges Creek Cumberland
use.

Wood for Sale

The two unable to be present were
Silas B. of Everett, Mass., and

Luetta^F.

of New Bedford, Mass. The latter is a
trained nurse and had a case on hand.
Every one seemed to imbibe the beauties
of nature and the warmth and brightness
of the perfect day into their very natures,

passed by

the younger people in a game
of base ball and by the older ones in

strengthening
ones.
son

old ties and

creating

new

As the sun sank towards the hori-

the company began to disperse, with
memories of the day and hoping

pleasant
to enjoy

many

more

of the

same

in the

future.

The South Montville High school of
’78 and ’79 held their annual reunion in

Grange

gust 20th.

Montville, Auattendance was good,
it was postponed one

hall at South
The

considering that
day on account of

bad weather. Those
present from away were Charles E. Gilman, wife and son from Braintree, Mass.,
and Chester M. Howes and wife from
Tryon, fJ. C., and among others were
Mrs. Ada Hawes and husband from
Union, Mrs. Ella Moody and husband
from Lincolnville, Mrs. Fannie Cobb and
family, Mr. A. W. Warren and sister,
Mrs. E. A. Dinslow and husband from
Searsmont, Belle Lowell and brother
from Montville, A. V. Martin and wife,
C. M. Howes and wife, from Liberty, and
invited guests numbering about 40. At
noon a very fine picnic dinner was served
and much enjoyed by all present. The
remainder of the day was passed in renewing old acquaintances, story telling
and speeches by those present.
The
business meeting was called to order by
the secretary, who was the only officer
of the association present. The balloting resulted in the choice of C. S. Adams
as president, A. W. Warren as vice president and Ada M. Halves as secretary. It
was voted that the next meeting be held
on Wednesday of Old Home Week, and
Bro. A. W. Warren begged the privilege
of

*

BUSINESS and

are

impress everyone that we
headquarters for the sale of

Grain, Flour, Feed, Seed

THE

are

still in the

and Salt.

SWAN & SIBLEY

boat.
(the
Another feature of the changes is that modish as the other.
TAILORED SUITS WITH SAILOR COLLARS.
of having the boat for Boston leave Bangor at three instead of two o’clock. This
Tailored suits for fall are very modish indeed. Some of the Parish importawould give ample time for the Bangor &
Lord & Taylor have almost straight seams from the shoulder to the
Aroostook trains to connect with the Bos- tions shown by
ton-bound steamers, whereas now the edge of the jacket but the more becoming New York suits are curved in slightly at
trains arrive in Bangor fifteen minutes the waistline thus giving the wearer a more shapely figure.
after the sailing hour of the boats. —BosSome of the smartest of these new suits are made with sailor collars that form
ton Transcript.
long revers down the front. Fancy cheviots in wale effects and mixtures, camel’s
hair, serge and pebbled woolens are used for these new suits and these come in the
SAFE MEDICINE FOK CHILDREN.
variety of weave and color.
and
Tar
is
a
safe
and
effective
greatest
Foley’s Honey

GRAIN

CO.

Says Little Rob Roy: “It’s waste
to pay

medicine for children as it does not contain opiates or harmful drugs. Get only the genuine
Foley's Honey and Tar in the yellow package.
Sold by all druggists.

For two kinds of flour for

Baking-day.

U. S. S. HYDROGRAPHER.
She is Revising the Coast Pilot, and now
Working in Penobscot Bay.
Mention was made last week of the arrival at this port of the United States
steamer Hydrographer of the Coast Survey bureau, which is engaged in revising
the U. S. Coast Pilot, Parts I, II, which

With Rob Roy Flour you
can bake
Not only bread but pies
and cake;

includes the coast of New England from
Stathe St. Croix river to Cape Ann.
tistics are gathered at every port and
harbor along the coast which can possibly be of any use or assistance to mari-

And you can search the country

through
And find no flour
and true.”

so

good

partment of Commerce and Labor rather

than the Navy department, and has been
so conducted since 1898, and consequently the men engaged in the service while
wearing a uniform similar to the naval
officer of commissioned rank have titles
vastly different.
The steamer calls at every port and
harbor along the coast and nautical experts go ashore and collect what data
they can regarding the place in relation
to coaling
supplies, water provisions,

ship chandlery, repairing facilities, etc.,

HIGH SCHOOL REUNION.

the

Usual.

We also wish to

making glad every heart. At noon the
large table under the spreading elms on ners.
the lawn was taxed to its full capacity
The Hydrographer is in command of
to hold the good things prepared for the Herbert C. Graves, and the other officers
Warwick and
occasion, our Southern clime contributing on board are Collinson L.
E. Vance Miller, who have the official
freely. Grace was said by Bro. Forrest title of nautical experts, but have the
Howes, and then the conquest began, duties and responsibilities of mates
which lasted an hour when all hope to aboard ship. The crew numbers 18. The
work is being carried on under the deconquer vanished and like the miracle of
old many were the baskets gathered in.
The remaining hours of the day were

as

line will

seven

cott.

|

building 50 cents less than above prices.
Upstairs 50 cents per ton more than above prices.
25 cents per ton discount from the above prices for bills paid in
30
days from date of delivery.
We hope to receive your orders, which shall have our usual promo*

all

years ago, two have passed to the life
beyond—Alden E. and Carrie E. Pres-

:

Coal taken at the

R. E. HOWES.

Taunton, Mass.; Forrest E. from Milton,
Mass.: Robert E., Jr., and family from
Searsmont; Dr. L. M. and wife from Enfield; Geo. H. Hart, wife and son, from
Rockland; August Overlook, wife and
son, John Stover, wife and two sons,
from Union; Mrs. Ida Whitten and Vella
B. Howes from Caribou. A. V. Martin,
wife and son, and C. M. Howes of I.iberty
are of the immediate family.
The pres-

follows

Stove, Egg and Chestnut $7.25 per ton (a^v
Pea Coal, $5.75 per ton, Delivered and put in.

In Use For Over 30 Years.
THE

as

entertaining the club at his home,
Letters of j
was gladly accepted.

which

and also revise the courses laid down in
the book for entering the harbor. The
changes and revisions are noted and sent
to Washington, where they are issued
weekly in the bulletin entitled Notice to

Mariners.
It is the aim of the revising party to

note any discrepancies in the chart or
the courses given, and to find out whether or not the course laid down is the best
one in relatiol to the best water, etc.
Once in a while uncharted roc.is and
errors in the chart are found, and the
Hydrographer located uncharted rocks
and shoals off the easterly entrance to
Moosabec reach in Englishman’s bay,
and also found that there was but 30 feet
of water ac a point in Isle au Haut bay,
where the chart shows 100 feet. It is
results such as these that make the work
valuable to mariners. The revisions are
made once in every seven years.
For a while the Hydrographer will
make its headquarters at Rockland, until
the work in that section is cleared up,
and then they will move west again. It
will be November before the work is

at not

being

The steamer is a snug little craft of
101 feet over all, and a beam of 19 feet,
and has 250 horse power engines.
She
was built at Port Jefferson, N. Y., in
1901.

THE GRATITl.DE OF ELDERLY PEOPLE

Goes out to whatever helps give them ease,
comfort and strength.
Foley Kidney Pills,
cure kidney and bladder diseases promptly and
give comfort and relief to elderly people. Sold
by all druggists.
THE

BETTER

WAY.

Who serves his country best?
Not he who for a brief and stormy space
Leads forth her armies to the fierce affray,
Short is the time of turmoil and unrest;
Long years of peace succeed it and replace.
There is

a

better way.

able to be

stay;

Not he who wears the poet’s purple vest,
present. C. N. Cram of Howard, R. I.,
And sings her songs of love and grief and
was obliged to return to his work on the
fate.
There is a better way.
morning of the meeting. He has a good
his
in
the
Howard
water
serves
He
country best
as
engineer
position
Who joins the tide that lifts her nobly on;
Eleven of the scholars of 32 For
works.
has
myriad tongues for every day,
speech
years ago were

present.

"The First Feeling.”
The “first feeling” of a Cold is lassitudg and
if some serious illness was pendas
weakness,
ing, the strength seems to give out and you
wonder what iB coming. You have had this
feeling lots of times and did not recognize it
Don't wait till your
as a precursor of a Cold.
bones begin to ache, take Humphreys "Seventyand
break
at
up your Cold.
seven”
once,
Handy for Sightseers, fits the vest pocket.
All Druggists 26c.
.....
Co., Cor,
Humphreys’ Homeo. Medicine
and Ann Streets, New York.

William

Itching, torturing skin eruptions, disfigure,
Ointment brings
annoy, drive one wild. Doan’s
at
quick relief and lasting cures. Fifty cents
store.
any drug

descripiioi
prices are rig
We have some harg<
priced Momma

—

completed.

regret were received from Tileston Wadlin, our old teacher, and from George H. Who serves his country best?
Not he who guides her senates in debate
Patch and others, who expressed their And
makes the laws which are her prop and

disappointment

of every

Vork,
by The McCall Company, New
Designers and Makers of McCall Patterns.

The above designs

are

FASHIONABLE

10c. and 15c.

COLORS.

Dark, sombre colorings will prevail for tailored suits. Black and white will be
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
freely used. The dark navy blues and deep royal blues are losing none of their
the
with
line
popularity. Certain new shades of blue called “Comet” are also in
tendencey towards the use of somber hues.
Dark prune color is another shade that bids fair to be fashionable. Royal purWho by special arrangement have all the
ple has been somewhat timidly put forward by milliners. It appears also in a j
patterns all the time.
limited degree, in trimmings, but it can occupy the position only of a passing
will
and
The
dark
is
to
novelty.
nearly everyone,
prune shade, however,
becoming
2®~NO WAITING TO SEND.^2

CARLE & JONES,

be very fashionable.
The particular shade of brown now in

highest favor is dark seal,

almost a brown

black.
THE COMING

SLEEVE.

The sleeve is a very important part of the costume this season and even though
it be cut in one with the bodice is nearly always most lavishly trimmed. In a vast
majority of models the under arm sections of the bodice are cut high and a gusset

let into the under-sleeve so that there is no large armhole and free movement of
the arm is not interfered with, but other mpdels show a slightly enlarged armhole
with draped or blouse effect. Sometimes it is only a yoke which is cut in one with
fkp qIppvp
FASHIONABLE

MILLINERY.

The big hat will most certainly hold its own throughout the winter. A new
And song but one; and law within the breast
shape is the bell with high crown and rather small brim. The trimming may be a
Is stronger than the graven law on stone.
huge bow or rosette of ribbon or a plume attached upright at the side or back.
There is a better way.
The newest variation of this shape is named “Chanticleer,” as it resembles the
He serves his country best
worn by the heroine in the play, has the brim pinched up in the
feather-helmet
Who lives pure life and doeth righteous
front in a little pointed peak or “gable.” The smaller type of hats, .including the
deed.
And walks straight paths, however others
turbans, are also to be fashionable. One of the prominent turbans is the Louis XV,
stray,
Verona Clark.
t is usually made of draped taffeta.
uttermost
sons
as
his
And leaves
bequest
A stainless record which all men may read.
This is the better way.

drop but serves the slowly lifting tide,
No dew but has an errand to some flower,
No smallest star but sheds some helpful ray.
And man by man, each given to the rest,
Makes the firm bulwark of the country’s
power.
There is no better way.
—Susan Coolidge.

No

Mrs. Jacob Wilmert, Lincoln, 111., found her
back to perfect health. She writes: "1
suffered with kidney trouble and backache anc
my appetite was very poor at times. A few
week's ago I got Foley Kidney Pills and gave
them a fair trial. They gave me great relief
so continued till now I am again in perfect
health.” Sold by all druggists.

way

Your kidney trouble may be of long standing, it may be either acute or chronic, but
whatever it is Foley’s Kidney Remedy will aid
you to get rid of it quickly and restore your
natural health and vigor.
“One bottle of
Foley’s Kidney Remedy made me well,” said J.
Sibbull of Grand View, Wis. Commence taking it now. Sold by all druggists.

Must

Conserve Birds.

j

organization, will open the discussion of this
branch of the conservation movement when
the sessions at St. Paul have begun. In an illustrated address on “Practical Bird Conservation, Frank M. Chapman will also report to
the Congress on the possibilities of saving
American birds from extinction by reservations
such as are now being maintained with a force
of Audubon wardens. As Theodore Roosevelt
was largely instrumental in
turning over these
bird refuges to the association, it is expected
that he will take a special interest in this particular part of the proceedings.
That special interests of the millinery and
game market are just as much a menace to the
insect-eating, rodent-eating and gamebirds, of
which the American people are rapidly being
deprived as any influence may be in the field
of other national resources, will be shown by
facts and figures which are being compiled
here for presentation to the conservation congress. The project of uniting the world powers
to check the extinction of valuable bird species
by laws against the export and import of plumage for millinery purposes will be outlined,
with many other measures for game and wild
bird protection in which the National Association of Audubon Societies is interested.
“No branch of our nation’s natural resources !
will better repay intelligent conservation than |
the bird life upon which every American must |
depend for agricultural prosperity and sanitary
safety,” said Mr. Dutcher, at the headquarters !
of the National Association of Audubon Societies, 141 Broadway, to-day. “Our organization
has been officially identified with the conservation movement since its start, and participated
in the Joint Conservation Congress at Washington last year. In the coming national gath
ering to further this great cause we will be
prepared to take an active part on behalf of
the bird resources, to which it has been
shown the people of the United States must
look largely for their present and future pros-

I Plea for Feathered Resources to Reach St.
Paul. Roosevelt Reserves Will be Urged.
New York, September 1st. To advocate the
coiUervation of the bird life of this country in
; connection with its other natural resources,
representatives of the National Association of
Audubon Societies and its subsidiary organizations have been enrolled as delegates to the
Second National Conservation Congress, which
they will attend in St. Paul on the fifth of
September. While the preservation of woods,
waterways and mineral wealth are to be considered at this gathering, which both Taft and
Roosevelt will address, it has been planned to
devote equal attention to the protection
against special interests of the nation’s feathered assets of the air. That crop loss, amounting to fully a billion dollars is each year sustained by the people of the United States
through insect and rodent pests that the waning wild birds are known to destroy, is one of
the facts which the Audubon workers are preperity”.
paring to place squarely before the coming
conclave.
“Conservation of Wild Birds from the Economic Standpoint,” is tfce subject under which
William Dutcher, president of the Audubon

j

!

Children

Cry
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A. S. HEAL
Bridge Street and Phi

FOR SALE
THE FRED ATWOOD hon
port, near center of villa**
fitted with steam heat, bath
carriage-house and 1* acres <>;
apply to the estate of
fkf:i
V..

3m26p

J

Baby
Carriages
Re-Tired
The rubber tires
wear

on

bab>

out and it has been

t

to send the wheels awa>
tired.

I have bought a

m

do this work and can do ii
iy. Bring in your wheels
them re-tired,

H. E.

McDONAU

70 Main Street,

Belfast

^

County Cprrespondence.

the People of Waldo County

fr<

0

!

*)0rt
PlEi

[Deferred from laet week.]

ISLESBORO.
Rev. Herry Bull preached a
very eloquent
and forcible sermon at the Free
Baptist church
last Sunday morning.
He is visiting with
friends in town Rev. Ralph Kimball
held
the evening service and after a few
calls on
Bucksport
friends left Tuesday morning to go west
again day.
....Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rose, Miss
Emma NORTH SEASMONT
Rose and Mr. and Mrs. Briggs and little
son, all
Alfred Hills and son Raymond are at Maof Derry, N. H., are
visiting at Grindle’s Point tinicus on a
fishing trip.Mr. Earl White of
and the West Side.
North Middleboro, Mass., is the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Fuller. Mrs. Louisa
WEST FRANKFORT.
Brown and daughter Elizabeth of Lowell,
Roscoe West of Massachusetts is
visiting at
the home of Fred Nickerson.... Mr
Mass., are visiting Mrs. M. E. Goodwin...,
Fred Black
Mr. B. S. Hunt returned to Worcester, Mas?.
and daughter Rena of
Dorchester, Mass., are
August 27th, after spending his vacation in
visiting at E. B. Thayer’s and other relatives.
1
town.Mrs. F. A. Sturtevant and son FredMrs. Wilbert York accompanied her
parents to
Maple Grove, Searsport, to spend a week dur- die of Lowell, Mass., are visiting friends and
Lousia Brown and
ing campmeeting.
.Walter Lowe went to De- relatives in town.Mrs,
troit this week to visit his
accompanied by Mrs. M. E. Goodwin,
sisters_Mrs. Liz- daughter,
left on the boat August 27th, for their home in
zie Mayo, who has been
quite sick, is much improved... .Quite a number from here went to Lowell, Mass....W. S. Hunt spent Sunday at
Maple Grove, Searsport, last Sunday to attend his home.... Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Fuller spent
last Saturday in Belfast, guests of Mrs. Fullthe camp meeting... .Mrs. Lizzie
Wilson, who er’s, sister Miss Flora Rich
Mr. and Mrs.
has been visiting heraunt, Mrs.
Edgar Thayer, Frank Hook of Boston are
spending a few
returned to Massachusetts
Saturday... .Fred weeks with Mr. Hook’s mother, Mrs.
Georgie
Black and family have been
visiting his father
Hook_Miss Daisy Miller is with her aunt
Hollis M. Black.
in Belfast.Mrs, George Hook returned
NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.
from New Hampshire last week..... News was
Major House of Augusta is visiting friends received August 29th, that J. N. Cox had
in this vicinity.
He recently retired from his bought an auto.Miss Mildred Wentworth
has returned to us again as teacher in our
position in the department of Industrial
and
Labor Statistics at the State House
school and the people are very thankful.
and was
given a fine gold headed cane as a
rememLIBERTY.
brance. He had been
employed in that deMr. and Mrs. William McGee of Houlton
partment for thirty years....A
party from were
guests last week of Dr. and Mrs. C. B.
here attended a clam bake at
Squaw Point last
Sunday....Miss Gertrude Partridge remains Hoit-Mrs. F. P. Bennett spent last week in
Waterville, returning Saturday.Mr. and
very ill and her family have the
sympathy of Mrs. Wm. Thompson of Howard, R. I., were
the community in their
great anxiety_Mrs.
guests of Mrs. Geo. Palmer one day last week.
Lizzie Huntoon of
Augusta is visiting her .Arthur
Boynton has gone to Providence,
niece, Mrs. Adelaide
Partridge... Mrs. Helen R. I., to work in the Butler Hospital .Everett
C lark is
visiting relatives in Bangor
Miss Hurd of Pittsfield has been visiting his
grandBertha Partridge spent last week
at Swan Lake
mother, Mrs. Mary Hurd.Ira Sherman of
with friends and attended
the old-home dav
Methuen, Mass., is spending a few weeks with
entertainment and ball i. Swanville
on the
his aunt, Mrs. Rose Beaulieu.Mr. and Mrs
25th ...Mr. and Mrs. Edmund
Ames visited at
Walter I. Young and daughter of Brooks were
Capt. S. B. Littlefield's last week.
in town last week.Mrs. John Owen and
prospect ferry.
daughter Phyllis of Camden have been visiting
Mrs. Lydia J. Pierce
her daughter, Mrs. Marlton Knowlton... .Eben
and daughter
Mary
who have been
visiting at W. D. Harriman’s Young has returned to Bangor after spending
the summer at home... .Everett Sherman rereturned t° their home in
Peabody, Mass., on turned to
last Monday's boat...
Beverly, Mass., last Thursday......
.Henry D. Berry went to Mrs.
Frank Sherman is visiting relatives in
Boston on business last
Monday...
.Mr. GoodWm
Connecticut.Mr. Donald Walker of New
and MiSS Clara
Per'*™ °f Chicago
!
York is at home for a few weeks... Irving
visited Mrs. L. D.
Berry last Sunday.. Mr
Moody of Belfast spent Sunday in town at his
,John Perkins of Milo, Mrs. Ellen
Ginn. Miss old home... Mr. and Mrs. Walter I. Neal
Alice Ginn and Mrs. Julia
and
I
Ray of Bangor were
Mr. and Mrs. G. Osborn Lord, with Master AlA' DeVereaU* i-t
!
They made the trip in Mr. Perkins' Sunday. lyn Neal of Waldo, were guests of relatives in
auto...
town on Sunday-Mr. Daniel McNeil of New
Miss Emily Ginn of
Auburndale, Mass., and York, Mrs. Frankie McNeil of Belfast, and
°f Malde"'
1
MSSS" are Siting Miss Rita WTing of Albion were guests of Mr.
M
Devereau*
Mr. and Mrs. Guy and Mrs. A. J. Skidmore last Sunday.The
I
corn
is expected to start the canning
I Ridley and Miss Ethel
Ridley of Worcester. seasonfactory
the first of next week.

NORTty

has seen fit to accuse me of a gross violation
Waldo County Herald
It is due to the people of my county that they should
the essential facts.
March 29, 1910, caused a writ to be issued
[1 Ellingwood on
& Morse against Joseph P. Perkins of Winteroffice of Dunton
accusations in money matters between them. The
r ing grave
Bank was named as trustee in the writ. The writ was
for service. From my long acquaintance with Mr. PerirV hands
Vdesirous of giving him an opportunity to avoid publicity and
his integrity. I met him at his house and
tile charges affecting
At my suggestion Mr. Ellinghim
with
pleasantly.
,„atter
th(,
j ailed in. We parted with an agreement to meet again. At my
his bank book with me as security for the claim,
•,!, perkins left
When we met the
we should meet as agreed.
when
him
to
.I

..

*•

Xnng*

returned as agreed.

was

b00|<

Mr. Perkins, under the advice of his son-in-law, Mr. Little(1 to further consider the matter of settlement. A few days
from Mr. Littlefield explaining in
1 received a pleasant letter
the
writ were unfounded. These genin
the
charges
he thought
in a controversy that the courts have been called upon
m

m
,

at
v

..

engaged

feeling over it. Mr. Hanson has procured
ikins and Mr. Littlefield affidavits, highly colored and exagfeeling that grows out of all law suits. He makes them the
i rges that the people of my county-will never believe.
vited by Mr. Perkins to enter his house, as he knew me well,
get Mr. Ellingwood with the consent of Mr. Perkins. They
I sughe dealings in my presence in a fair and friendly way.
That I demnpromise through an order on his bank deposit.
sign the order, or said or intimated that I would take Mr.
it he failed to sign the order, IS WHOLLY UNTRUE. This state■l
; jy based upon the fact that in response to a question from
<i. 1 did say that from the admission made by Mr. Perkins,
jtantial evidence, I would feel warranted in making an arWe parted with an agreement
vwood made a complaint.
K
bold the bank book as security as above stated. That Mr.
a".ded the bank book the next morning IS wholly untrue.

1

ii,

[

iu.v now have much

j

,,

...

>

£t

>

■

■■

tv

\s

agreed.

i

blackmail,

A. Avery’a.
Mr. Shepard of Belfast was a guest at G.
A. Avery's several days last week....Mrs.
Lydia J. Pierce, Miss Mary Pierce, Mr*. W. D.
Harriiran and Evander Harriinan visited relatives in Sandypoint last Friday ...Mr. John
Bowen of Boston is visiting at Mrs. Jessie
Mrs. M. G. Dow and son Norman
Harding's
of
called on friends here last Satur-

That Mr. Littlefield shook his hand in my
wholly untrue. He was courteous to me

j

is

no

criminal warrant is true.

was no

occasion for

why I should be there.
Bank, Trustee, on April 16th.
His full name is
,vas named in the writ as Joseph Perkins.
rkum- A new writ was made against Joseph P. Perkins and
,1( on the Bank on April 24th. The writ is returnable to the
,i Bangor, to be served seasonably when counsel so order,
my duty in this matter to Mr. Perkins, kindly, fairly and
I'tiat he and his son-in-law, in order to gain some advantage on
suit wherein Mr. Ellingwood claims to have evidence af1 -kins’ integrity that I have no right to disclose, should now
through the columns of Mr. Hanson’s paper is an illustration
m which men will go to win in litigations.
Mr. Hanson is concerned his reputation as an assassin of charcivil writ 1 had was sufficient
made on the Bangor Savings

■

There

reason

PerMnS

HI “'A

At the proper time 1 shall make him answer me in a
believe that the fair-minded people of Waldo
believe that I have overstepped the rights of my office in

,wn.

firmly

I

vcr

do my duty to Mr. Ellingwood whose writ I had for service,
.me time to so conduct the case as to quietly save the good
Perkins. This privilege we officers often have. I am conOn the contrary, I tried to do Mr. PervvKOKG in this matter.

r

in the delicate situation in which he was placed by the
Mr. Ellingwood’s writ.
••.it this plain statement of facts to the voters of this county, to
ss

;iI1d Democrats that believe in fair

■

play

AT
A

a-n

r m

!m

I

The

Republican Campaign Text Book is now
ready and with other campaign literature can be
had by sending 50 cents to

and that do not endorse

methods of Mr. Hanson.

cic.cus

Respectfully,
AMOS F.
A Reliable

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A
meal, take a couple of Doan's
give your stomach, liver and
they will need.
Regulets
ar passages of the bowels.

After nb

Regi
bo*e

bring

oas;

CARLETON.

Medicine—NOT

A

WILLIAM J. BROWNING, Auditor
1133 Broadway, New York

NARCOTIC

Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says Foley’i
Honey and Tar saved her little boy’s life. Sh<
writes: “Our little boy contracted a seven ;i
bronchial trouble and as the doctor’s medicine
did not cure him, I gave him Foley's Hone]
and Tar in which I have great faith. It cure!
the cough as well as the choking and gag
ging spells, and he got well in a short time
Foley’s Honey and Tar has many times save< ;
us much trouble and we are never without it ii
the house.” Sold by all druggists.

STATE

or

JOHN C. EVERSMAN, Assistant Treasurer
Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, Illinois

wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing

or

OF

MAINE.

destroying

a

list of candidates

or

s :’ne-

i" >o(e

straight Ticket, mark

a

a

the most prosperous

Our people

September 12, 1910.

specimen ballot, five to one hundred
A. 1. BROWN,
Secretary of State.

Cross X in the Square over the Party name. X
a Split Ticket, mark X in the square over Party name.
Erase printed

To vote

3o the

people

ot

that time wages have increased 81 per
cent.”
Think of it! Increased until now wages
in Great Britain are on the average
about half what they are in America.
This is Democratic argument! ‘If, there-

fore,” say

name

in list under X and fill in new
name

DEMOCRAT

SOCIALIST

For Governor

For Governor

For Governor

Frederick W. Plaisted of Augusta

Robert V. Hunter of Freeport

James H. Ames of Bowdoinham

PROHIBITION

i__

K"r

'‘ate Auditor

Hatch of Augusta

For State Auditor

For State Auditor

Lamont A. Stevens of Wells

Louis E. Bramhall of Camden
!

sent

itive to

Heigh

of

Congress

Augusta

For

Representative
Congress
Samuel W. Gould of Skowhegan
to

|

For State Auditor

Franklin Skillings of Portland

|to
For

|

Congress
Representative
John W. Brown of Surry

For

Representative to Congress
William I. Sterling of Waterville

Senator

dcord of Searsport

For Senator

For Senator

Winfield S. Pendleton of Islesboro

Calvin H. Monroe of Belfast

-—----|
For Senator

-—

<

01

!

"unty Clerk
ward of Thorndike

For

For County Clerk
David G. Richards of Belfast

County Clerk

George I. Keating of Belfast

-.

For County Clerk
William F. Erskine of Montville
:

"

S

Attorney
■uzzell of Searsport

|

For

County Attorney
Eben F. Littlefield of Belfast

County Attorney
Parker Young of Lincolnville

I

Sheriff
arleton of Belfast

or

’"",y

hur V

j

of

Tr‘
Jl°roCTaty
>sDavidson of

For

County Commissioner
Peter Harmon of Thorndike

Liberty

««urer

ln

County Attorney

For Sheriff

Lincoln Young of Lincolnville

Ashbel T. Webb of Swanville

For County Commissioner
David H. Heal of Lincolnville

For County Commissioner
Charles M. Wood of Burnham

County Treasurer
Rufus C. Barton of Belfast

For

Register of Deeds
Charles E. Bartlett of Winterport'

For

County Treasurer
Frank G. Mixer of Belfast

his way he would tear down every custom
house in the United States, “from turret

For

Register of Deeds
Hiram P. Farrow of Belmont

Winterport

to Legislature
Ralph*! ",yntat|ves
Morse of Belfast
1

*•

nnhar

W

Kn‘8ht of Monroe

Em<!St L- Hanle«
iU"lr
"‘lA

N.

Gilkey

of

of

Thorndike
Isle,boro

Tibbetts of Palermo

Representatives to' Legislature
Frank H. Mayo of Belfast

For

doctrine of free trade and advocate its
substitution in this country for the Republican doctrine of protection. They
want to

selves.

let wages take care of themSuch unconcern for the welfare

man-

ALUU

tUUM 1 Y

KAKM1NU.

Haying is over and a bumper crop of
first-class hay gotten in fine condition.
Barns are groaning under their load.
Many farmers are threshing grain in the
fields, having no chance to house. Oats
turning out well. Never have the fields
looked so green and full of promise as
they do at this date. Potatoes look fine.
Some growers are shipping the early
All
crop, getting 50 or 55c per bushel.
crops have made a fine growth. Apples
are a failure, as far as I know in Waldo
county.
being

made
occasion to
visit Winterport; think they have- the
finest roads in our county. Winterport is
an up-to-date town with some fine farms
and enterprising young farmers. Mt.
Waldo stone quarries are booming, giving
employment to all who wish to work.
We think there never was a better time
for a young man to buy a farm and pay
for the same than now.
Everything is
in good demand.—A. Stinson, in The
on

roads.

our

are

We had

an

WHEN MERIT WINS.

When the medicine you take cures your disease, tones up your system and makes you feel
Better, stronger and more vigorous than before. That is what Foley Kidney Pills do for
you, in all cases of backache, headache, nervousness, loss of appetite, sleeplessness and
general weakness that is caused by any disorier of the kidneys or bladder. Sold by all

For

For

Representative*

to

Legislature

For

,■

Melvin R. Trim of Islesboro
Leslie S. Marriner of Searsmont

Program

and entry blanks of races, and any information

wanted apply to

EDWIN JENKINS,

3w34

Secretary, Monroe, Maine.

Unity Park Association. I
|
AGRICULTURAL FAIR I

I

I

TROTTINQ AND P.'CINQ RACES.

j

Register of Deeds

Representatives to Legislature

There

UNITY, MAINE,

|

September 20 and 21, 1910.
$504 in Purses.

f
t
1

Entries close

Sept. 13,

RECORDS MADE AETER SEPTEITBER 12,

X

No. I.

2

No. 2.

2

No.

^

2

No.

|

at 11 p.

|

m.

was an

down

through succeeding

genera-

;ions and is now an heirloom in the family
)f L. J. Hills. These officers were electid: Roscoe Staples of Rockland president,
Dwight Cummings and Samuel Hills of
Union vice presidents, L. J. Hills of
iVarren secretary and treasurer, and Joel
Hills of Union chairman of obituary comnittee.

t

1910, NO BAR.

FIRST DAY, TUESDAY, SEPT E/TBER 20, IP, IH,
F mily Ho-ses, driven by Lad cs, one-hali mile,
Purse $8.00
2.24 Cless, Trot and Pace, Purse $130
2 50 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse $100

t

X
4
3.
4
SECOND DAY, WEDNESDAY, SEP > EMBER 21, 10 A, At
*
4 Carriage Horses, Purse $8 00.
No. 5. Matched Horses. Purse $8 4
$
LAT 1 O’CLOCK P. M.
6.
2,19 Class, Trot or Pece, Purse $150.
2

%

No.

X
x

No. 7.

2 29 Class, Irot or Pace, Purse $100.
E- T- REYNOLDS,

3w34

Secretary, Unity, Maine.

-S-—K<H-

This Kansas

in the

City

Story

Alter Years of Terrible Suffering She
Tried Dr. William*’ Pink Pill* and
Became Well and

says:

“A few years ago

I

was

weakness, which followed

a

afflicted with
severe

attack

of malaria.
I had severe pains through
the small of my back and could hardly
move around.
It seemed that every hone
in my body was sore.
I was chilled
through ^ill of the time. During the
warmest days of summer I would have
to dress with heavy clothing.
I was ju t
like a skeleton and kept losing flesh.
I
would have terrible headaches. My in-ad
felt as though it was whirling around.
My people thought I was going into consumption and I did not care whether 1
lived or not. I was sick for nearly six
years.
“I was under the care of a doctor foi
several months.
He kept me alive and
that was about all.
I could see no improvement under his treatment and, a- a
last resort, my people sent me to Kxcelsior Springs, Mo
thinking that the
water there might help me.
I did not
improve much but while there I heard of
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, and as soon as
I arrived home I began to take them.
I
:ould see a quick change after a short
trial. I told
my doctor what I was taking and he advised me to continue with
them.
He said they just hit my case.
I
took the pills until I became well ami
strong again and I have since been in
good health. I cheerfully recommend
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills to weak women.”
Two helpful booklets “Diseases of the
Blood” and “Plain Talks to Women,
giving more information about the remedy will be sent free on a postal card ret
quest.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Tills are sold by alt
druggists, or will be sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, 50 cents per box: six
boxes for $2.50, by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. V.
The genuine are sold only in packages
bearing the full trade-mark, “Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.

Holiday Closing
The Grocers,

Marketmen and Dry Goods
stores have agreed upon the observance of
holidays as follows: They will close for half a
day Memorial Day; on the 4th of July all day:
Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas will
20tf
close all day.

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Office hoars every afternoon from 1 to 4.

Evenings I shall be at my residence, S3
Court Street, to answer calls.
Office telephone call, 956, ring tl.
House telephone call 39, ring 99.

Phones—Hospital 114-13.

Residence 108-13

William Lincoln West
Ex-Veterinary Inspector Bureau of Animal
industry U. S. Department of Agriculture.

VETERINARIAN
TREATS ALL

DISEASES OF

1904.

JX

1910.

ol

Woman.

S. W. Johnson. M.D.

attendance of nearly 100
it the annual reunion of the Hills family
in Union, August 30th. Members of the
issociation were present from all parts
if the county and quite a number from
Massachusetts. The scene of the gatherng was at the homestead of E. A. Mathsws.
On exhibition there was a yoke
nade 170 years ago by Reuben Hills of
Chester, N. H., and presented to his son,
who moved here in 1807. It hag been

passed

f

1

Iruggists.
County Treasurer

The Hills Family Reunion.

Rufus E. Page of Jackson
Fred A. McAllister of Burnham

AND OTHER ATTRACTIONS

Strong Again.
Miss Florence Whitehouse. a music
but here come this committee of Democratic United States senators with the teacher, of No. 536 Oakley avenue, Kansas City, Mo., found Dr. Williams’ Pink
courage of their convictions, although
Pills exactly suited to her case and hei
are
“without
sufficient
and
they
data,”
cure should encourage other women tc
openly announce the good old Democratic give these pills a trial. She

t
F»r Register
of Deeds
HTS Bnwde" of

RACES,

BALL GAMES

Will Be Interested

Maine Farmer.

For

For

Belfast

For
I

For Sheriff

For Sheriff

Edwin Jenkins of Monroe

Commissioner

Martin

|_«_

For

I

j

PARADE,

gress, has declared that he is a free trader
and glories in it; that if he could have

Many improvements

i_
or

GRANGE

GOOD

WOMEN WHO
NEED STRENGTH

»\

c-rnald of Poland

PREMIUMS,

men, “we remove the obstruction (that
is, the iniquitous protective tariff),
“allowing prices to sink to their natural
level, the question of wages may be
trusted to take care of itself.” Champ
Clark, the Democratic leader in Con-

kind.

f

BIG

these great Democratic states-

labor at the best wage known to

v

SEPTEMBER 13, 14, 15, 1910.

any other country.

Notwithstanding this condition of prosperity and plenty, of joy and happiness,
in the American home, these Democratic
senators, speaking for the Democratic
party, albeit “without sufficient data,”
are convinced that something ought to
be done to change it. Just why these
Democratic
advocates
distinguished
should want the American people to
throw overboard the Ameri^n policy of
protection they don’t make clear.
Just why they should argue in favor of
putting into practice here an economic
policy which they claim has made Great
Britain less prosperous tha.i is America,
is unexplained; but that is just what they
do.
Proceeding with their argument
they say:
“It is about sixty years since Great
Britain adopted free trade, and during

workingman may be Democratic
certainly is not and never has been
Republican policy. And it never will be.
The Republican party wants the laboring man here in America to enjoy more
of the blessings of life than does the
laboring man any where else on earth
and to that end the Republican party by
steadfast adherence to the principles of
protection, will seek to keep the wheels
of industry turning to make demand for

Governor

MONROE,

clothed and better fed, they enjoy more
if the comforts and luxuries of life than

but it

! l>r

AT

better

of the

^REPUBLICAN

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY FAIR

working-

are

_

WALDO AND PENOBSCOT

nost prosperous farmers in the world.
Workingmen here, in every line of inare

nil

f/

nost prosperous nation in the world.
Of course it is. Farmers here are the

in the world.

immune from serious attack,
“L. F. At wood’s Medicine
in the bouse and take a dose at the first
sign of falling health.
Northeast Harbor, Me.
„„
of my family was not well last Spring, being
yne
troubled with biliousness and headache, and procured one bottle of >L. F.’ Medicine.
After taking
same she was
decidedly better" PARKER w. FENNELLY. t
See that “L. F.” in large red letters is on the bottle,
large bottle 35 cts. Write for liberal sample to

keep

a necessary qualification of
concerning Great Britian’s
irosperity. It is, moreover, an acknowledgment of the fact which, up to this
;ime, Republicans have been alone in
isserting, that the United States is the

nen

Step

_

words were

iustry,

a

from Health to Sickness. By (lrivingr.il impurities from the
system, “L. F.” Atwood's Me.kiue wi.l speedily cure the
most obstinate cold. It is
easy to keep in perfect condition—

he claim

to foundation stone.”
Lately he hasn’t dared confess his real
sentiments in so strong language as that,

I:-: of Candidates nominated to be voted for in the County of Waldo
!

Only

—i—

New York, September 5th,
The
Democratic United States senators have
filed their minority report on wages and
:he prices of commodities.
While the
Democratic senators did not so intend it,
he report is an interesting and valuable
contribution to the fund of Republican
irgument in this campaign. Admitting
hat “we are without sufficient data,”
heir conclusion is that the tariff is one
>f three chief malefactors, and then they
; iroceed, of course “without sufficient
( lata,” to make the time-worn
argument,
vhich long ago was consigned by the
American people to the political scrap
j leap* in favor of free trade. It will
nake our American laboring men shout
n derision when they read that in the
ipinien of these Democratic senators the
condition of those who work for wages
s better in Great Britian than in the
Jnited States.
“Great Britian is a free trade nation,
ind it is the most prosperous nation in
he world, except our own,” says the
Democratic committee. Those last three

..

...

^

CAMPAIGN LETTER.
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•
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Maas., were week-end visitors at G.

ANIMALS

Hospital, Pharmacy and Office,
SPRING STREET,
BELFAST, MAINE
Hospital Never Closed.

Colby fitting school. Certificate right to
England colleges. Three courses.
College, English, Scientific. Twelve instruc-

other New

Sturtevant Home accommodates 70
Atwood Hall, new, Barrows Lodge
and Cook Gymnasium accommodate 125
boys. All dormitories under the supervision
of instructors. Rooms in private houses for
a few.
Expenses moderate. Any Hebron
student from your section will be glad to
tors.

girls.

tell you where to go to school this fall.
Term begins Tuesday. September 13. Write
for

catalog.

Address the Principal.
W. E. SARGENT.
211128
Hebron, Maine.

^EASTERN

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

BELFAST TO

BANGOR
AMI

IIKTIUX

EVERY THURSDAY
ON STEAMERS BELFAST ami CAMDEN

90 Cents
Mh.v 12 to September

29.

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Business Manager,

MASONIC TEMPLE.
Artistic Bridge

Work without

unsightly3m2S-

exposure of gold.

PROB/ E NOTICES
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 20th day of
August, A. I). 1910. In vacation.
instrument, purporting to be the la*t
will and testament of I evi Clark, late of
Prospect, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate,
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of September next, at tenof the clock
Ik fore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not he proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. E. Johnson, Acting Register.

Acerain

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE

The subscrib-

er herein gives notice that lie has been duly
appointed administrator, with the will annexed,

of the estate of
WILLIAM P. JACKSON, late of .Vontville,
in the Counted Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to preset t the same for settlement, anu
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

ARTHUR RITCHIE.

Belfast.*June 14,1910.—3 \vs4
NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that

The subscrib-

lie has been duly
appointed administrator, with the will annexed,
er

of the estate of

OW EN SWEENEY, late cf Frankfort,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
THOMAS J FINNEGAN.
Bangor, August 9, 1910 —3wiB

Many ills come from impure blood. Can’t
have pure blood with faulty digestion, lazy
liver and sluggish bowels. Burdock Blood Bitters strengthens stomach, bowels and liver,
and purifies the blood.

Maas.

etc

Mr*. R. F. Sullivan returned from Bostoi

Friday.
Her; H Menthew of lanrell. Mam.,

A
is

relatives in town.

mg

Years

Ml*, l.iltiaa Field of Bangor is the gumt ol
Mrs t.lia Mowry on Main strset.
Geotge E. Carr of Rockland spent Sunday it
with his brother, J. H. Cure.

This family liniment hat stood the test of generations,
-'ajten inwardly it has cured thousands of Colds, CdUgl
Sore Throat, Croup, etc., and has always been the best Tini
mem for Bruises, Swellings, Rheumatism and Lameness.

town

Mr*. H L Perry went to Houiton Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Perry.

to visit

The public schools in Sears port will begii
the fall term Monday. September 12th.

JOHNSON’S

lir Alton Hale of Altoona, Pa., arm in towi
test week the guest of Dr. F. h. Sawyer.
J. F Spellman has a crew of men at work
replanting the wharf of the Eastern Steamshij

Anodyne

LINIMENT

Company.

The remedy in emergencies.

Mrs. Maria Field and granddaughter, Alic)
Moore, left Monday for their home in Franklit
Park. Mass.
F&ncis Wood, who spent his vacation ir
town, returned to his home in Dorchester

^^jJOHNSO^^Oj^sjon^aM^

Mass., Sunday.
Miss Susie A. Cousens left by early train
Norfolk, Va., August 23. The naval court
inquiry which investigated the loss of the Monday for Brockton, Mass., to resume her
a collision off
fruit steamer teaching in the public schools, after spending
Rosario di Girgio lias forwarded its report to the summer vacation with her parents, Mr.
Washington. The findings are said to be that and Mrs. Frank H. Cousens, Church street.
the Norwegian vessel was wholly responsible
1
Mr. G. F. Hichborn arrived Saturday evening
for the loss of the Marcellus and recommendation was made that the government proceed to to remain two days with his sisters, Misses
recover from the owners of the responsible
Church street, in his boyhood's
vessel the value of the Marcellus and her Hichborn,
home. He left Tuesday morning for Portcargo, which was placed unofficially at-$125,000.
The Norwegian owners, it is said, will resist land, which has been his home for many years.
this, and the next step will be proceedings in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCann of Westbrook
i the admiralty court on behalf of the governarrived in town Saturday to visit Mr. and Mrs.
ment.
The Marcellus was commanded by Capt. Herbert L. Hopkins, Church street. Monday
I Isaac Carver of Searsport and was bound from Mr. H. took them to Belfast in his automobile
Norfolk to Cuba with coal, and on the night of to take the boat for Camden en route to PortAugust 9th, off Cape Hatteras, had a head-on land.
collision with the fruit steamer, the Rosario
Only Mrs. Greene and daughters, Misses
di Girgio, which was bound to New York with Esther and Ruth, with
guests of Brookline,
fruit. At the inquiry held at Norfolk before Mass., and Mrs. Stillwell of Massachusetts, rewas
Carver
completely main at their Fort Point cottages at this date.
the naval board, Capt.
exonerated, the Norwegian captain putting up They will leave soon after the middle of this
the weak claim that the Marcellus’ lights were month.
not burning, which proved to be incorrect by
Mrs. Morton of Boston, the guest of Mr. and
the testimony of the officers and crew of the
Mrs. Levi S. Griffin, Maple street, for some
Marcellus. Capt. Carver is one of the ablest
days, left August 29th for Massachusetts.
commanders in the auxilliary service of the
Mrs. M. is a Christian Science practitioner and
from
received
was
United States. A telegram
has treated AHrs. G. for some months very suche
that
him from Norfolk last week, stating
cessfully.
had been placed in command of the United
Quite a number of Stockton people and sumStates collier Hector, a twin-screw steel steammer guests joined the excursion over the Baner of 11,000 tons displacement.
gor and Aroostook R. R. to Mount Kineo and
Louise J., widow of Stephen H.
Obituary.
Moosehead Lake last Thursday. It is always
Pike, passed away August 29th, at the resiof

navy collier Marcellus following
this coast with the Norwegian

Miss Blanche Whittum left Sunday for Waltham, Mass., where she is a teacher in Spring
Business college.
Mr. Thomas

r. w miner oi

wew

iuin.»»

u»

guest of Mrs. G. A. Carver at Moose Point cottage on the Belfast road.
Anchor Chapter, O. E. S., will hold its regular meeting Monday evening, September 12th
A full attendance is requested.
Mieses Laura and Ruth Trundy left Saturday for Boston, where they will attend Bryanl
& Stratton’s Commercial College.
Miss Lillian G. Runnells left Sunday foi
Melrose Highlands, Mass., where she is £
teacher in the public schools.

Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser, who spent the
in town at his old home on Main street
has returned to New London, Ct.
summer

Miss Ruth Morison of Minneapolis is the
guest of Miss Edith B. Pendleton at the Pendleton homestead on West Main street.
Miss Qertrude I. Bowen, who spent her vacation in town, left Sunday for New Haven
Ct., to resume her position as teacher.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Z. Rust of Saginaw, Mich,
arrived last week and are guests of Capt. and
Mrs. Frank A. Curtis on Park street.

Capt. and Mrs. Benj. Y. Havener of San
Francisco arrived Friday and are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. I. H. Havener at Havener Place.

of her son, Edward C. Pike, on Main
street, after a short illness of heart failure.
She was the daughter of the late Martin and
Mary (Houston) Bailey, and was born in
Swanville February 17, 1829. She was a woman of many fine qualities, and a kind neighbor.
She is survived by one son, Edward C. Pike,
with whom she had made her home since the
death of her husband, and who is the only surFuneral services were
vivor of the family.
dence

Sch. Northland, Capt. Sanders, arrived Monday from Newport News with 2,900 tons of
coal to

the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s Point

and Mrs. George L. Merrill and grandchildren, who spent the summer at their home
on Main street, returned Monday to Dixfield.
M

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Smith and children
spent the summer at their Pleasant Point

who

cottage, left Monday

August 31st, Rev. J. A.
Corey of the M. E. church officiating. Interment was in the family lot in the village cemetery.Frank H. Berry, one of the trimmers
employed by the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s
Point was fatally injured last Friday afternoon, in the hold of the five-masted schooner
The bolt in the large digMargaret Haskell.
held at her late home

for their home in Brewer.

The Village Cemetery Association have made
application to the Searsport Water Co. to
run a line of pipe to the cemetery, with one

an

faucet.
Mrs. L. A. Colcord left Sunday for New
York to join her husband, Capt. L. A. Colcord
of the steamer American of the American-Ha-

and the

Mrs. Mary Dakin of Bostorf, who spent the
Bummer at the Ford cottage on Main street
with Capt. and Mrs. Frank E. Curtis, has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. L. vD. Crook and daughter
Doris, who spent the summer at their cottage
at Pleasant Point, returned to their home in

Monday.

Brewer

We are indebted to Capt. Jeremiah Merithew
the U. S. collier Vestal, one of the largest
ships in the auxilliary service, for a fine photograph of the ship.
of

Mrs. S. L. Ridley have the sympathy
of the community in the loss of their sixteen
year old son, Irving, who died Sunday morning
Mr. and

of

plural pneumonia.

Mr. and Mrs. A. B. McGown and children,
spent the summer at the Porter cottage
on Steamboat avenue, left Sunday for their
home in Worcester, Mass.

who

finds a gold swastika pin,
person
lost somewhere in the Pendleton neighborhood, will leave it at the post office it will
If the

who

greatly oblige

the

Scott
line

Blanchard, on

Main street.

Pride and two daughters, who
spent the summer at tha Billings cottage on
Main street, returned to their home in Flushing, New York, Saturday.
Mrs.

J. A.

and Mrs. Andrew W. Allen and son1
Andrew Ross Allen, of Orange, N. J., arrived
Mr.

Sunday

and

M. Ross

A.

Mrs.
son

the guests of Capt. and Mrs.
Main street.

are

on

Colson, daughter Jeanette and
Nichols, who had spent several weeks with
A.

B.

Marlboro Packard, returned to their home
in Brooklyn, N. Y. Sunday.

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Boyle,who spent the summer with Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Nichols on Mt,
Ephraim avenue, returned to their home ir
New York City last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Glover, who had beer
the guests of Miss Mabel M. Griffin on Main
street the past two weeks, left Monday foi
their home in Brooklyn, N. Y.
The employees of the Penobscot Coal and
Wharf Co. at Mack’s Point took up a subscription Saturday amounting to $55 as a present tc
the widow of the late Frank H. Berry.

Capt. C.

Gilkey found

the old Joseph
P. homestead last week a shoe that was made
for a two-year-old Steer. It was found in the
barnyard and was made about one hundred
H.

Springs.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson and children
attended the campmeeting at Maple Grove
last Sunday.
Miss Edith Fletcher has closed her engagewith the store of Mr. J. H. Ward well,
and is at home.
ment

T. Doe left Wednesday for Waterville to visit her cousin, Mrs. Lillie (Moulton)
Harriman, for a few days.

Capt. Frank E. Curtis, who had spent a three
months vacation at home left August 31st, foi
New York, where he will resume command oi
his steamer, the Oregonian, of the AmericanHawaiian line.
Prof. Samuel F. Tower, master in science ir
English High school, Boston, and his family, who spent the summer at the Elms or
Steamboat avenue, returned to flfceir home ir

the

Monday.

Mrs. William B. Palmer and daughters Catherine and Evelyn, who spent the summer with
Mrs. Palmer’s sister, Miss Georgia L. Ford, on
Bay View Place, left Saturday for their home
in Manchester, Conn.
Mrs. Katherine C. Closson and children desire to extend their heartfelt thanks to theii
friends in town for their many acts' of kindness during their recent affliction in the death
of the late Capt. Israel Closson.
The Kineo excursion Thursday, Septembei
1st, over the Bangor & Aroostook railread, was
well patronized. About 700 from the several
towns along the line took in the excursion,
which was a most delightful one. The light
northwest wind and the bright sunshine made
the sail to Pebble Beach and Kineo one long to
be remembered.

an enjoyable, trip
although
day’s work.

a

most strenuous j

Messrs. Edward and Hartley Overlock of
Somerville, Mass., sons of the late Mr. Henry
G. Overlock, arrived Sunday morning by Boston hont anH poo-ictopofl

of

TU/.

C♦

^„

1.»ti

took Monday’s steamer for home after brief
calls upon familiar scenes.
Mr. Joseph Field of Somerville, Mass., arrived Saturday, to join his wife and daughter,
Miss Marion, at the home of his brother-inlav., Mr. Clifford N. Fletcher, West Main
street, for a brief call, and with his family left
by Sunday’s steamer for Boston.

The Kind You Hava

Mr. Crawford Treat came home last Friday
to remain an indefinite time with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street.
and Mrs. Arthur Colburn of Natick.
Mass., the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C.
Treat, Church street, left Wednesday for home.
Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. Ned W. Libbey and little son,
William of Sandypoint Road, were guests of
tyr. and Mrs. Frank H. Cousens, Church street,
last

Sunday.

Lathrop has bought of Mr. Jacob Eames the express-route business between
Stockton, Searsport and Belfast which the latter has conducted for several years.
Mr. Truman

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brooks of Quincy,
Mass., arrived in town Friday morning and
were-guests at The Stockton until taking
steamer for Boston Sunday afternoon.
and Mrs. Bion B. Sanborn left Wednesday with their daughter, Gwendolyn, to place
her as a student, in St. Joseph's Academy,
Deering, Me., for a regular course of study.
Mr.

Susie Rendell and daughter, Miss Ada,
came from Belfast last Saturday to remain
over Labor Day, with her mother, Mrs. John
Randell, Cross street. They returned Tuesday.
Mrs.

Mrs. Frank R. Wellman of Augusta arrived
Tuesday evening to visit her cousin and husband, Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Morse, West Main
street. Mr. W. will join his wife later in the
week.

Capt. C. W. Sprague came home from Boslast Friday for a fortnight’s stay with his

ton

wife at their Church street home. The captain has been closely confined to his vessel for
several months.
Miss Pauline Griffin of Mattapoiset, Mass.,
the guest of her maternal grandparents, Capt.
and Mrs. Frank A. Patterson, East Main street,
for several weeks, took Monday's early train
for Boston, en route for home.

p

Kefpthebowelsii^oo^ondinoir^n^^yeTrTm^^edtwr^!?1^
increased flow of bile, and produce
gentle laxative effect the
an

a

George

W.

Torrey,

a

daughter.
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AT YOUR SERVICE
A Telephone is always ready and waiting to he \
servant—either for business, pleasure or necessity.
is a source of comfort to know that night or da
can summon the Doctor, the Grocer or any memKr

j

I

family INSTANTLY.'

your

*

A TELEPHONE
“la the handiest thing in the house’’
and the
“Most important thing in the store
”
office.

\

The service
ways

we

ready, night

\|. j

day.
explain the service

us

WALDO TELEPHONE
E. R.

or

offer is the best in the world

or

Drop us a card and let
give you.

can

«t

CO.,

SPEAR, General Manager.
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HUTCHINS

BROTHERS, !

Granite and Marble Works.

j

$

Call and

V

BELFAST,
see

specimens of

our

MAINE.

All orders promptly attended to.

work.

MISCELLANY.

Boston, August 31. Sch Woodbury M Snow,
from Thomas ton, with lime, was on Fawn bar,
back of Deer Isle, this morning, but kedged off,
apparently uninjured; refused tugs’ offer to

MAXWELL, OVERLAND, BUIGK, REGAL

float.

MARRIED

(0|! ^

day

~

Always Bought

Welch. In Prospect Harbor, August 24, to
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Welch, a son.
Wyman. In Deer Isle, August 25, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Wyman, a daughter.

Pneumonj;

“A hard chill, pain throiigi the chest, difficult breath;.
Then fever, with great prostration.”
If this sy
be your experience, send for your doctor. You P
have pneumonia! If your doctor cannot come at y
give Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. When he comes, tell
exactly what you»have done. Then do as he sP
[jVo_akohoHnJhis cough medicine. J.C.AyerCo.,

CASTOR IA

Chatham, August 30. Sch Ada Ames, which
fire off Monomoy yesterday afternoon,
Bartjcr-Whittier. In Rockland, August 20, filled and sank during the night. Captain and
Llewellyn G. Barter and Margaret F. Whittier, ! crew brought to Chatham this forenoon by life
both of Rockland.
savers and furnished with transportation to
Cole-McKenhey. In Clinton. September 1, | Boston.
Last week gave us variable weather ranging by Rev. S. Wakely, Albert H. Cole and Vina i
McKenney, both of Burnham.
from beautiful warm days to dull skies,
damp
Carroll-Fernald.
In
West Rockport, A Democratic Tribute to Gov. Fernald.
southerly winds and cool evenings; yet the rain August 23, Jesse Carroll of Fitchburg, Mass.,
was withheld.
Monday, September 5th, brought and Lina, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles I Near the close of the last session of the
the desired downpour toward night, which, to Fernald of West Rockport.
the senators gave him a comCook-Evans. In Belfast, August 27th, by Legislature,
the joy of our citizens, settled the dust in the
Rev. Adolph Rossbach, Mr. Irving Harrington : plimentary dinner. Senator Donigan of Somerstreets.
Cook and Miss Gertrude Mae Evans, both of set, a Democrat, was chairman of the commitMrs. Angie G. Mudgett arrived home from Belfast.
! tee on arrangements. He made a speech in
Littlefiei.D-Littlefield. In Brooks, SepPort Washington,' Long Island, N. Y., August tember 1, by Rev. D. Brackett, George Edward which he said: “Governor Fernald is able,
27th, after a ten months' stay with her sister, Littlefield of Winterport and M ss Ethel Mae honest, just and true. No Governor of Maine
Mrs. Lizzie G. Blanchard, at the residence of Littlefield of Monroe.
in so short a time has so endeared himself to
Matheson-Conant. In Bucksport, August
the latter’s daughter and husband, Mr. and
has so won the respect of his col31, Benjamin Matheson of Bangor and Miss the people;
Mrs. John Mitchell. A large circle of old Gertrude May Conant of Bucksport.
leagues; has so proved his worth and value to
Sawyer-Hopkins.
In Bucksport, August
friends welcome her in Stockton!
I the State, as his excellency, Governor Fer23, Miss Inez H. Hopkins of Bucksport to
Mr. and Mrs. George Bridges of Cambridge, Ernest P. Sawyer of Bangor.
j nald.”
We believe that this was a sincere tribute,
Shorey-Smith. In Presque Isle, August 25, I
Mass., dined with Mr. and Mrs. Levi S. Griffin,
Theodore N. Shorey and Miss Catherine Smith, I spoken by one who had been in a position to
street,
Maple
August 30th, having come over both of Washburn, Me.
! know whereof he spoke. Governor Fernald is
from Penobscot, where they were summering.
Todd-Bird. In Belfast, September 7, by
the same now as he was then. He has not
Newman
Todd
Rev.
A.
William
Smith,
Ashley
Mrs. B. is well remembered in Stockton as
of Portland and Miss Mary Helen Bird of Bel- changed, ai^l the only difference is that SenaMiss Melvina Warren, the eldest daughter of fast.
tor Donigan’s appraisal has been tested by
It is absurd, theretime and found correct.
the late Mr. and Mrs. William Warren.
fore, to tell us that the people are so fickle
DIED
that they are turning away from this tried and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Winslow of Quincy,
tested chief magistrate to a candidate who is
Mass., arrived last Friday by Boston steamer
Alden. In Winthrop, August 21, Lottie, untried and untested.—Portland Press.
to call upon Mrs. W.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. wife of Everett
Alden, formerly of Thomaston.
Simeon F. Ellis, Church street, and to take
Berry. In Searsport, September 2, Frank
The Shoe Situation.
home their son, Master Earle, who had spent H. Berry, aged 24 years.
f
Bickford. In Winter Harbor, August 25,
There
is
a
waiting and undecided market
|
his vacation from school with his maternal Mrs. Elizabeth
Bickford, aged 70 years.
i prevailing in boots and shoes. Only a small
Bullock. In North port, September 4th, volume of new orders is noted as the jobbing
grandparents. They took Sunday’s boat for
|
«*
George A. Bullock, aged 40 years.
Boston.
| trade are buying cautiously, feeling that
Butler. In Nahant, Mass., August 24, ! prices may decline, and for this reason are not
At the annual parish meeting of the Univer- Francis Butler of Dedham Mass., aged 74
anticipating their wants despite a slight im-.
Interment in South jI
salist society last Thursday evening it was years, 4 months, 23 days.
proved detail business.—Dun’s Review, SepThomaston.
voted to again engage Rev. A. A. Smith of Belj tember 3d.
Chase. In Bangor, September 1, Mrs. Isafast as the pastor for the ensuing year, he givbelle Buker Chase, widow of Dr. F. H. Chase,
ing a regular afternoon service, and necessary aged 72 years, 5 months, 24 days.
Dyer. In Vinalhaven, August 28, Hugh A.
parochial work among the members of the
Dyer, aged 32 years.
society. His ministrations the past year were
Dyer. In Rockland, August 30, Ralph Earl,
highly satisfactory and eminently successful. infant son of Charles C. and Jennie (Brackett)
was on

12 to 40 H.

P., $600 to $2250.

to Suit: from

Body Styles

Runabout

New Torpedo

to the

-CALI, on-

|

READ GARAGE & MACHINE COMPANY !

j

From

with general cargo for Aroostook county, and
to load paper for New York.

I-"SFSceTeaton

UNDERTAKERS,
(J,
Licensed Embalmers. State License Nc. 226
A full line of Caskets, Robes and Furnishing Goods always in slock
services are at your command. Satisfaction guaranteed. Phone connect

ROBERT F.

DUNTON.

JOHN R. DUNTON.

DUNTON

Good Way

to Use

West Brooksville. Burial in Westford
Mass.
\
Wiley. In Morrill, September 2nd. Julia E
Wiley of Belfast aged 74 years, 1 month anc
28

MORSE,
Belfast '!;

OFFICES IN MASONIC TEMPLE, HIGH STREET,
WHILE THE SAVINGS BANK BUILDING IS BEING REPAIREI
No. 7586.
REPORT OK

Besides breathing through the inhaler a few
a day, many catarrh sufferers write that
they find inhaling HYOMEI (pronounce it
High-o-me) from a bowl of steaming water
each night befoie retiring a great aid in curing
stubborn cases.
Fill a bowl half full of boiling water; pour
into the water a teaspoonful of HYOMEI, cover
head and bowl with a towel, and breathe
through nose and mouth the pleasant, medicated, antiseptic and healing vapor that arises.
This method relieves that stuffiness at once,
and makes your head feel fine.
You can get a bottle of HYOMEI at druggists everywhere or at A. A. Howes & Co., for
only 50 cents. Ask for extra bottle HYOMEI
Inhalent.v
But bear in mind that a HYOMEI outfit
which includes inhaler and bottle of HYOMEI
costs $1.00.
HYOMEI is guaranteed to cure catarrh, sore
throat, coughs, colds, asthma and croup, or
money back. Try it on that generous basis.
times

| make the finest

CITIZEN.

Rockland.8,150
Waterville.
.11,847 other.

I

wear-

hats in the snappiest of styles, and to

statement:

|

and

|

the

time when

pickling and preserving
are in order and we have
the

Fruits,

:

j

shape

The L. & H. is

The Hat of
a

Oantlaman

FRUIT JARS
Whole and

];

Ground

Spices, Mixed Spices

|

discounts.

overdrafts secured and
u. S. bonds
U. S. Bonds

unsec

eiretil.it
U. s.
Bonds, securities, etc.
Banking house,furniture am! t
Due from approved resei v*
Checks ami other cash items
Notes of other National Bank
Fractional paper currency.
and cents..
Lawful money reserve in I. »
to secure
to secure

*

National Banknotes outstand.
Due to other National Banks
1 ue to Trust Companies and .v
Banks
Individual deposits subject t.
Demand certificates of depoct
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding
United States deposits_
Bills payable, including cert’
of deposit for money borrow
Reserved for interest on dep-

A. A. Howes &

Total.
STATE

Co„

|
\

GROCERIES,
DRUGS and MEDICINES.

j!

OF

MAINE,

COUNTY

1,0. YV. Wescott, Cashier <
bank, do solemnly swear that

meat is true to the best of m\ »
lief.
C. W. W r<i
Subscribed and sworn to he
day of September. 1910.

RALl’H

Correct.

Attest:
Wm. B. SWAN.
ROBERT F. DUN 1
A. A. HOWES.

FORSAU

Livery,Boardingand

l Transient Stable

situated on Washington street, just oil Main
I have single and double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your

Is

street.

Telephones—stable,
Iy28

For Sale

Fen Stomach Tooubcb and Constipation

RESOURCES.
Loans and

..

W. a. PRESTON, Proprietor.

■

«

LIABILITIES.

and the

patronage is solicited.
235-2, house, 61-13.

Foley's Orino laxative

Belfast,
of business, September

Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less expel.
taxes paid.

Dye

and color.

NATION AI

OF BELFAST
in the state of >1

'J otal.

guarantee permanency
of

THE CONI)Hi

Due from U. S. Treasurer....

Vegetables
and Spices

fit every man’s head
and taste. Special L.
& H. Fur-felt and

At

CITY

Specie. <44
i.>
Legal tender notes...
Redemption fund with 1. s
urer t.5 per cent of circulate

*=*

t ing

There are many enthusiastic citizendfcn Belfast prepared to tell their experience for the
public good. Testimony from such a source is
the best of evidence, and will prove af “helping
hand” to scores of readers. Read the following

Mrs. T. S. Connell, 57 Miller street, BelfastMe., says: “In 1901 I was taken with a compli,
cation of diseases and was laid up for several
months. I finally recovered, but was left wit!
kidney complaint. I doctored, but the relief 1
received, was only temporary and I rapidly
grew worse until I was in a bad way. For ove]
a year I was unable to do any work and was
practically helpless. I suffered terribly fron
backache and was bothered by the kidney se
cretions. I was in that condition when I begar
Some Census Estimates.
using Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured at Wilson’s
The census office has prepared mathematical
Drug Store. I had little faith in this remed}
estimates of the population of the New England
however, as I had previously taken so man}
States and of numerous cities and towns with- others without
satisfactory results. Much t<
in those States. It is specifically stated that
my surprise after using one box of Doan’s
these estimates are not based upon the census
Kidney Pills, I improved and by the time I hac
of tkis year, the results of which may or may taken the contents of several boxes, I was able
not approximate the bureau’s estimates. These to be
up and around, attending to my work. ]
figures give Maine a population of 727,846, and had no return attack of the trouble until last
estimates are given of Maine cities as follows;
spring. At that time I again took Doan’s KidAuburn.14,852 ney Pills and the contents of two boxes curec
Augusta.12,839. me. I am now in the best of health.”
Bangor.24,597
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. FosBath.12,181
Biddeford.17,847 ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
Lewiston.
25,821 for the United States.
Portland.68,512
Remember the name—Doan's—and take nc

This is
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IS GLADLY EXTENDED BY A BELFAS1

THE

I Preserving!

j

A HELPING HAND.

Hyomei for Catarrh

[Pickling

]

days.

RALPH I

Attorneys at Law,

“

of

company

(«,")

_

Dyer, aged 20 days.
Cape Jellison piers the following shipFoss. In Melrose, Mass., August 28, Capt
ping report was telephoned Monday afternoon: Boyd Prescott Foss, son of Capt. O. W. Foss
and wife of Hancock, aged 31 years.
August 31st, steamer Millinocket sailed with
McFarland. In Augusta, August 31, Mrs
Mrs. Lester Gatlin of Dorchester, Mass., arpaper for New York, and steamer Romsdal Ida McFarland of Rockport, aged 41 years.
rived last Sunday to visit Mr. and Mrs. James
with spool bars for Glasgow, Scotland, and
Pickering. In East Orland, August 28
N. Treat, West Main street.
Hull, England. September 1st, schooner Mol- Fred R. Pickering, aged 72 years, 3 months, 2i
days.
Mrs. Margaret White of Washington, D. C., lie Rhodes sailed with
lumber for New York.
Pike. In Searsport, August 2 9, Louisa J
the recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Layng, September 5th, schooner Lizzie Lane sailed widow of
Stephen H. Pike, aged 81 years, t
Church street, has returned home.
with lumber for New York. September 3rd. months and 12 days.
Ridley. In Searsport, September 4, Irving
Mr. A. P. Lane, transportation manager of schooner Edith McIntyre arrived to load lumL. Ridley, aged 16 years.
the Great Northern Paper Co. of Millinocket, ber for the St. John Lumber Co. for New York.
Smith. In Portland, August 22, Mrs. Marj
wife of Dr. James F. Smith, formerly
Tower,
September 5th, steamer Millinocket arrived
was in town early last week on business.
Mrs. Alice

on

years ago.

Boston

;

owner.

Blanchard of the Asnericanarrived Monday from New York
Hawaiian
for a short visit with his mother, Mrs. Clara

Capt.

being hoisted,
digger
nut, which weighed about a pound and
a half, struck Mr. Berry on the right side of
the face, crushing in his eye and nose fend
knocking him insensible. He was taken from
the vessel to his home in a hack, where he
died at 11 o’clock the same night without regaining consciousness. He is survived by a
widow, to whom he was married about two
months ago, formerly Miss Faustina Davis of
Stockton; by a mother, Mrs. W. A. Bowler; by
two brothers, George L. and Lester Berry, and
by one sister, Miss Ethel L. Berry, all of Searsport. He was 24 years of age, a young man of
quiet habits and had a great many friends in
town who were pained
^o learn of his untimely
and tragic death. His young widow and family have the heartfelt sympathy of the entire
community in their sad affliction. Funeral
services were held Tuesday at the First Congregational church, Rev. C. H. McElhiney offiPenobscot Lodge, No. 135, of which
ciating.
he was a member attended in a bo<ty.
Interment was in the Davis family lot at Stockton
ger broke while the

waiian line*

was

It May Be

_

Sold everywhere.

25c and 50c bottles.

Dr. W. J. Garvey arrived Tuesday from Troy
N. Y., and is the guest of Mrs. Ella S. Dollivei
on Main street.

were
The following tranafaw »
AMERICAN POETS.
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds !
New York, September 1. Ar, steamer Millitor the week ending September 5,1910;
| noeket, Stockton; ach Wm H Sumner, Bridge2, ar, ach Annie P Chase, South Amboy
Abbie E. Greenlaw, Northport, to Frank A. i port;
for Bangor; 3, ar, ach Florence & Lillian, BanHackett, Blaine; land in Northport.
4, aid, schooners J R Bodwell, Rockland;
Jonathan Bartlett, et al, Montville. to Olive
orgietta Lawrence, Port Reading for BanL. Bartlett, do.; land and buildings in Mont- gor; Clifford I White, St George for- Rockland;
sch Harry W Haynes, Stockton; 6, ar, schs
6,
ar,
ville.
Emily I White, Frankfort, Seth Tood, Bangor
Jasper Lindsey, Lincolnville, to J. Aebury via Sag Harbor; Alice L Pendleton, Jacksonville.
*
Pitman, Salem, Mass.; lend in Lincolnville.
\
Boston, August 31: Ar, schs Ned P Walker,
Prank W. Barlow, Searsmont, to Emma L.
New Harbor, Me.; Annie & Reuben Eastman,
Jameson, do.; land and building* in Searsmont. Bangor; Woodbury M Snow, Thomaston; HastEmma L. Jameson, Searsmont, to Rufus La ings, Rockland; sld, sch Edith McIntyre, StockSargentville and Nassau;
Choate, Montville; land and buildings in Sears- ton; Ellen Little,schs
Lewiston, Jacksonville;
September 2, ar,
mont.
Mary Ann McCann, Bangor; 3, cld, sch WellAlbert Cole, Winterport, to William P. Neal- fleet, Georgetown; 5, sld, sch Clara E Comee,
Bangor.
ley, do.; land and buildings in Winterport.
Philadelphia, August 31. Ar, sch Wm BisPrince A. Jones, Palermo, to Frank G. Nor- bee,
Sullivan; sailed, sch Augustus H Babcock,
ton, Thomaston; land onft buildings in Palermo Portsmouth; September 1, sld from Delaware
and Albion.
Breakwater, sch Margaret M Ford, PhiladelSadie J. Holmes, Swanville, to Simon J. phia for Bridgeport and Boston; 3, ar, sch
E Walcott, Bangor.
George
D„l<-:_dAnfnmkn. 1
A
P_P O
Erskine, Montville; land and buildings in Morrill.
I Greeley, Boothbay.
Newport News, August 31. Sld, sch Jacob
Simon S. Erskine, Morrill, to Alonzo Rich- |
M Haskell, Portland; September 1, sailed, schs
ards, Mexico; land and buildings in Morrill.
I Mary E Barrett, Bangor; Edward B Winslow,
Sarah R. Crawford, Belfast, to Inez E. Craw- I Portland.
Norfolk, August 30. Sld, steamer Bay Port,
ford, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
sch Samuel J
Almend D. Eaton, Winterport, to Ralph W. Searsport; September 2, arrived,
Goucher, Searsport; 3, cld, sch Augustus Welt,
Sanborn, Frankfort; land and buildings in Win- j Bangor; 6, ar, stmr Kanawha, Searsport; sailed,
terport.
| sch Augustus Welt. Bangor,
Fernandina, August 30. Sld, sch Lizzie B
F. E. Burkett, et al, Union, to Frank Earl
j Willey, New London.
Dunton, Winterport; land and buildings in
S C, September 2. Sailed, sch
Georgetown
I
! John Bossert, New York.
Winterport.
31. Ar, sch Northern Light,
August
Bangor,
Charles O. pickey, Northport, to Frank A,
Boston; sld, sch Hannah F Carleton, New York;
Hackett, Blaine; land in Northport.
September 1, ar, schs Helen Thomas, BaltiElisha H. Carter, et al, Montville, to Olive L. more; James B Jjrdan, Portland; sailed, schs
Telumah, Bridgeport; Ben Hur, Boston; 2, ar,
Bartlett, do.; land in Montville.
sch Malcolm Baxter, Jr, Newport News; sld,
Newell Bagley, Thorndike, to Stephen P, schs
Massasoit, Newport News; R L Tay, New
and
in
Northbuildings
Hadley, Waldo; land
York; Gilbert Stancliff, Boston; Fannie F Hall,
do; 3, sld, schs Helen Thomas, Newport News;
port.
Abel W Parker, New York; Wesley Abbott,
Frank A. McMaster, Nashua, N. H., to Grace
Vineyard Haven; Pemaquid, Boston; St Leon,
F. Goss, Boston, Mass.; land and buildings in do.; 6, ar, soh Mary E Palmer,
Philadelphia.
Belfast.
Searsport, August 29. Ar, barge R & R L
Co No 5, Elizabethport; 30, sld, barge R&-RL
I
to
Rosina Co
Sally M. Clough, Arlington, Mass.,
No 3, Rockland; 31, sld, steamer Dorothy,
R. Page, do^ land in Liberty.
Norfolk; September 1> sld, barge Easton, Perth
Amboy; 6, ar, sch Northland, Norfolk,
Stockton, August 29. Sailed, sen Harry W
Haynes, New York; 31, sld, stmr Millinocket,
; New York; September 1,sailed, schooner Mollie
| Rhoades, New York; 3, ar, sch Edith McIntyre,
1-; 5, ar, stmr Millinocket, New York; sld,
For Infants and Children.
sch Lizzie Lane, New York.
Frankfort, Me, August 31. Sld, sch Daisy
Farlin, New York.
Halls Quarry, Me, August 31. Ar, sch Geo
D Edmands, Plymouth.
Portland, Me, September 2. Ar, bark KremI
lin, Jacksonville; 3, ar, schs F C Pendleton, Sa| vannah; Jane Palmer, Newport News.
Stonington, September 2. Sld, schs J Frank
I
BOKN
Seavey, New York; Metinic, do; Mary E Lynch,
Boston.
Billings. In Deer Isle, August 1, to Mr j
FOREIGN PORTS.
and Mrs. Arthur H. Billings, a son.
Puerto Mexico, August 30, 4 am. Ar, stmr
Coombs. In Winter Harbor, August 24, to j
New
Parse.
York; 31, 6 p m, sld, stmr
j Texan,
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Coombs, a son.
Delaware Breakwater for
Hamilton. In Orland, August 26, to Mr. Californian, Blake,
| orders.
and Mrs. Robert A. Hamilton, a son.
Salina Cruz, August 30, 7 am. Ar, steamer
Hinckley. In Bluehill, August 25, to Mr.
j Virginian, Hilo, &c. 1.
and Mrs. Thomas I. Hinckley, a daughter.
Tuskar, September
Passed, bark AbysHooper. In Bluehill, August 26, to Mr. and | sinia
(Nor), Stockton, Me, for Glasgow,
Mrs. Alvin Hooper, a daughter.
N
29. Ar, sch Margaret
Hillsboro,
B,
August
Torrey. In Deer Isle, August 10, to Mr. jI B
Roper, Glen Cove, Me.
and Mrs.

Sr;

0%Kgs

visit

SHIP NEWS.

|

100

Joseph P. Curtis arrived Sunday from Ever

^

■

1

I

SKARSPORT.

One of the finest residences in Belfast—containin g 12f rooms and a bath. Hot and cold
Excellent closet
water in six sleeping rooms.
and storage accommodations. Fine stable connected. For other particulars apply to.
CHARLES F. THOMPSON.
Belfast; March 24.1910.- 12tf

To Settle

an

Estate

Sandypoint, Stockton

>r

^

Maine.

inctnJij

House.
and Ball' [.
land, more or less ^

9Roqm
Laundry
acres

with all the modern
ences.

Ideal home in

a

l"-’^
I

fill location.
Information and ke\

STEPHEN B.
£0,f
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